
PANDEMIC ?, PLANDEMIC ?, INFODEMIC? : SYNDEMIA 

 

"From the emotions all the evils and all the goods of the body and of the man originate, 

and it influences all the others, such as the head on the ears", Jordi Vila         

 

I. THE PRELUDE OF FEAR. 

On March 11, 2020, after more than eight weeks of doubting it and consulting 

with the highest world spheres, the WHO declared the Coronavirus outbreak 

'born' from the SARS-CoV-2 strain in Wuhan a pandemic, Mainland China, and 

labeled it as COVID-19 in order to make it more popular, 'understandable' and 

'assimilable' to the bulk of the world population than the complex: Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome -Severe-CoronaVirus-Type-2 (SARS-CoV- 2) related at 

the same time to other coronavirus ancestors and mutated many decades ago 

with other viruses such as the so-called 'Spanish flu' of 1918  [1] , H1N1, 

Influenza, Avian, Rinder and Swine Plague, Ebola, and Arab MERS, etc.     

At the same time that the UN-WHO was considering it to make the pandemic 

declaration, which sooner or later it would have to be issued, Xi Jin Ping already 

had his anti-virus plan practically working: from laboratory, clinical and 

population vaccination studies and research , such as the infrastructure 

necessary to welcome and treat the infected population (remember the 

10,000-patient polyclinic that they built in 20 days) and the well-known 

mechanisms of confinement and immigration controls, meanwhile, Trump 

only made an effort with his rabid rhetoric to turn him on said virus the inri of 

'Chinese virus', and his English colleague for the one of the 'herd immunity' 

even if thousands of thousands died. Darwinian-Malthusian Eugenics? And 

Putin, very cleverly, as always, only thought about making the best of the crisis. 

 

The induced panic, and fear riding on the back of each person, after the 

declaration of the pandemic, did not wait, and everyone, to which more, from 

governments, organizations, media, networks, the internet They have 

contributed to fomenting and multiplying paranoia in an atmosphere of 

hysteria such that 'for himself who can' has prevailed in a world of 



individualisms but that behave as gregarious; because the dreaded 

exponential pandemic increase was reversed went to the news 

(disinformation?). Fear and dislocation, as an allegory of the "Cave of Plato", 

has mutated objective reality to a virtuality unparalleled in the world, both 

ancient and contemporary, and in chaos and disorder many lose and a few win.  

In 'COVID-19 The Great Reset ' [2] its authors affirm that in the long run it is 

not money that matters, what matters is power, and power is the control of 

thought and actions and decisions of the world based on FEAR as a systemic 

and systematic submission tool , like parodying George Orwell and his book 

'1984'  [3] : “To control a people you have to know their fears, and it is evident that the 

first fear is to be in danger of death, once the people are a slave to their fear, it is easy to 

make them believe that the State will be ready To help you…" 

 

STATISTICS THAT MEET YOUR WISHES. 

 

"Statistics never taught and cannot teach anything about the nature of (human) 

phenomena", Dr. Claude Bernard.  

 

The epidemiological and statistical arguments for the declaration of the 

pandemic by the WHO were on extrapolated projections of the behavior of the 

infection in age populations over 70 years of age, especially in Europe, because 

this, statistics, is the art of torture and misinterpret the data, until it tells us 

what we want to hear [4] and worse when it comes to snooping into the future. 

The Imperial College of London and The Oxford University (which in their 

laboratories developed the AstraZeneca vaccine, in advance? Backed by the British 

government) 'predicted' the pandemic from English mathematical models and 

took invalid parameters that were not questioned, on which the WHO was 

based: for example they predicted "that if ten of a hundred hospitalized 

patients die, then the death rate from COVID19 would be 10%"[5] (sic) (¡?), 

Which incurs the fallacy of not taking into account the hundreds or thousands 

of non-hospitalized infected, that is, after 11,000 deaths, the planet is closed! 

By precautionary principle? (As of May 20, 2021, there were fewer deaths from 

COVID19 compared to those caused by pneumococcus in the same period of 



2020)[6], and this was endorsed by the WHO, who should have been advised 

by professional infectologists, virologists, epidemiologists and proven 

biostatistics. Now, taking into account the comorbidities or pre-existing 

diseases, the question is: Do they die WITH Covid-19, or do they die FROM 

Covid-19? The two situations, for obvious reasons, would yield very different 

results. In mainland China: of 70.117 test+(positive) Polymerase Reactive Chain 

(PRC) gave 10% of false- (negative) to march-20-2020, with a fatality rate of 3.6% 

which is then adjusted by infarcts, pneumococci and cancers, re-defining 

statistical of 1.38% after the first 11,200 deaths, and a pandemic is declared 

(PRC-People’s Republic of China reported 300,000 deaths from pneumococcus 

and 3,100 from COVID19 in 2020: Pneumonia or coronavirus? Early 

overdiagnoses? Presumptive? Or replications of the virus with viral markers by 

electron micrographs ). Compared to influenza A it is not the same. By TBC 

240,000 in Europe. While the black plague of the 14th century killed more than 

50 million people, the American flu - not the Spanish flu - between 1918 and 

1920 killed more than 40 million, measles has killed more than 200 million and 

HIV-AIDS to about 35 million. 3.8 million have died from COVID19 as of June 

2021- in a year and a half of pandemic- against 175 million infected in the 

world   [7] (40 xc / million; 0.004%!) Which gives us a 2.1% fatality rate. Italy, 

one of the countries that most alarmed the world for its infestation in older 

adults (pro-pandemic alarmism?), According to official figures had 17,000 

deaths from COVID19 over 60 years of age as of June 2020, and from flu and 

diseases 200,000 acute respiratory diseases !, while for 2019 6.5 million deaths 

from pneumonia were reported in the world. Compare with the accumulated 

deaths from COVID19 to Jun. 2021 of 3.8 million.   

 

The University of Hamburg confirmed in May 2020 that Germany registered 

2,360 deaths from Covid19; for common colds 69,000 (in the last two months); 

for suicides 158,000 (per year); for AIDS 240,000 (last two months); 1'200,000 

for cancer (last year), which showed a very low proportion due to the virus, 

and made the warning, taking the scandalously announced data by the media 

regarding Spain, France and Italy, that statistically 81% of those infected it was 

mild; 14% severe and 5% severe, and that the fatality did not exceed 1.5%: 



lower fatality than influenza. And he concluded: Covid19 has a high speed of 

contagion, but very low severity and lethality.  

 

Pandemic is not how many sick people die, but the unusual number and 

proportion of people infected or attacked by an epidemic disease to almost all 

individuals in many countries or continental region, symptomatic or 

asymptomatic [8] . Because for the 'Ministry of truth' (Galeno Galilei, 2021) 

[9], the WHO, Pandemic defined it as of 2009 as "... the worldwide spread of 

a disease", plain and simple. Pandemic versus basic and elemental health 

systems (not only nasal swabs) that States cannot resolve and deaths from 

kidney or heart failure with antibiotics and corticosteroids, with blood 

parameters: influenza, adenovirus or coronavirus due to viral infection, cough, 

fever, Computed Magnetic Resonance –CMR- or Computed Axial Tomography 

–CAT- scan of the lung, considering such an epidemic with a high emotional 

burden, and the genetic determinants of each person - their constitutive 

predisposition - according to hereditary and reactive burden, not because of 

the disguise of medical certification for deaths from COVID19 under pressure, 

little simulated, from the ministries of health and for higher billing in the clinic 

(ICUs- Intensive Care Unit). Journalistic hysteria fell from 15% of 'mortality' by 

COVID19 to 3.5% [10] in less than six months - compare with the real 2.1%. All 

of the above, contrasted with Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) in practice in 

the modern world, leads us to ask ourselves and question the fragility of these 

'evidences', including statistics, whose act of submission is the price of sanity. 

In any case, sanity does not depend on statistics (Orwell, p.202), because the 

narrative of the pandemic in a language of figures and graphs, most of the 

time, incomprehensible to the viewer, induces a compulsion irrepressible - 

"scopic drive"  [11] - to look for the following image on the screen: cases, tests, 

deaths, hospitalizations, ICUs occupancy rates, vaccination rates, peaks and 

'flattening', in which the news item emphasizes the large number of deaths 

('Already' there are X so many!) in 'gross', without succeeding in specifying 

whether "with Covid" or "due to Covid", since the contextualization of the 

tragedy is lost, with a litany of indicators that tire more than They illustrate, 

that darken more than they clarify, and one enters a data slide that makes you 

dizzy due to the vertigo of the statistical device aimed at redounding on the 



sensationalist media scandal, and never show the need to transform a society 

that is sick due to the health crisis, wich is only one of the many causes, and 

the virus only one of the many symptoms.  

It's like this dialogue between doctor and patient: 

Patient: “Dr. This surgery that you are going to undergo, does it have any risk 

of death? " 

Doctor: "Well, it barely reaches 1%" 

Patient: "Well, Dr. Make an effort so that I am not that 1%, because I represent 

100%." 

It is the fragility of the statistics.  

 

Unanswered questions: 

 

*How is it that the mortality rate in Europe fell in 2020 compared to the 

previous three years, and in the midst of a pandemic? 

*Without the extraordinary number of deaths in any country in the world, how 

do you qualify as a pandemic?  

*If hospitals in Great Britain, as of June 2021, have four times more empty beds 

than normal, is there a pandemic? (Data Bases, Gr.Br.)  

*Why haven't the numbers of deaths from COVID-19 been compared to those 

caused by other diseases? 

*How do you explain that Bill Gates and Anthony Fauci, on different dates 

(2015 and 2017), agreed that Trump would face a virus?  

*Why the Bill Gates threat: "Future meetings will be the same as they were, 

only if there is a global vaccine," delivered in Dec 2015? 

*Why did the Pentagon know about the pandemic three years before, and at 

the same time, it was 'coordinating' the issue of vaccines?  



*Why does Chiapas, in southern Mexico (Mixe Community and Oaxaca), which 

is the area with the least vaccinated (<10%) in the country, has the lowest rate 

of infections and deaths? (It is the only one with a 'traffic light' green as of June 

2021). 

*Why, after a year of applying single-dose vaccines, do laboratories see the 

need to increase or reinforce them to 2 and 3 doses? Will the fourth come? Is 

it scientifically serious? Or is it business? 

*Why are you proposing a cocktail with two or three brands of vaccines? 

*Why have neither the WHO nor the laboratories agreed on the symptomatic 

picture generated by the virus? 

*With the exception of South Africa, why is there no precise data for the rest 

of Africa? 

*Why have so many vaccinated, been infected, and those who are not, are 

carriers and potentially transmitters?  

 *Why is Bill Gates so interested in making billions of condoms - condoms - 

from graphene?  

*Why is this same gentleman promoting the idea of eliminating cash? 

*Why did Brazil and Colombia, in a shameful way, join the blockade of the 

Trilateral –USA / EUROPE / JAPAN- against the proposal of India and South 

Africa to release patents for COVID-19 vaccines? 

*Why did Anthony Fauci, Trump's chief epidemiologist, continue with Biden? 

(See: V. PLANDEMIC GENESIS) 

*Why have so many experts, virologists, doctors and scientists around the 

world, who have dared to question the virus, the vaccines and the measures 

taken, been banned from the main networks, platforms and mass media? 

*Why, the terrible thing is that when the truth is sought , it is that sometimes 

it is found?    

(There are many more questions that will be asked in the course of this writing) 

 



 NOTES: 

 I- THE PRELUDE OF FEAR  

[1] Well, he had nothing to do with Spanish, since it was one of the 

consequences of the First World War, whose plague originated in a military 

camp in Kansas, USA but wreaked havoc in Spain and the rest of Europe.  

[2] Klaus Schwab, Therry Malleret, “COVID19, The Great Reset”, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVo8QYcCRgM 

[3] George Orwell wrote "1984" after the hecatomb of WWII That fear 

glimpsed him as a result of the fascisms and corrupt capitalisms of the 

totalitarian and techno-scientific governments that followed, anticipating 

almost premonitory to the 21st century. .    

[4] '… medical treatments far removed from physiology and often dictated by 

statistics', (as is often the case in politics). Bruno Falissard, Biostatistician, 

Paris, 'Free News', 2019. 

[5] Pablo Goldschmidt, Biochemical Physician, and Wolfang Wodarg, “ People 

and microbes”, 2020. See: “Panic is unjustified”, www.es-

us.noticias.yahoo.com/vacuna-pfizer- 221815029.html /  

[6] Ibid. 

[7] Deaths: 3'795, for 22,592 cases / 1 '. Our World in Data, and Johns Hopkins 

University, June-20-2021. 

[8] Ibid. 

[9] Newspaper desdeabajo, Bogotá, No.283, sept 2021, p.10. 

[10] Pablo Goldschmidt. Op.cit.  

[11] Pierre Rimbert, “The society of the asocials”, Editorial Office, Le Monde 

diplomatique, Paris, Sept. 2021, in Ed.Colombia # 214. The sociophobia of the 

sociopaths of Silicon Valley CEO’s. 

 

 



 

II. INFORMATIVE CRISIS, OR DIS-INFORMATIVE: INFODEMIA. 

"Contract misinformation is a dark industry that thrives 'quietly'. " The New York 

Times, Max Fisher, Jun-26-2021. 

"Ignoti nulla cupido", Ovidio[12] .  

It has been claimed that fear, misinformation, biased or biased news and fakes 

news propagated with hype and cymbals, like soundboards (and with a lot of 

noise, not in 'silence' as the NYT correspondent calls it, and if there is that 

silence, it is necessary to break it to improve it) by the diligent means to the 

establishment, of which neither the medical body nor the orthodox academy 

are discarded, and especially by the popular 'social networks', they will be 

crowned as the champions of the 'infodemic' [13] since March 2020. It is worth 

asking ourselves about the responsibility of technology - all, including ICTs 

(Information and Communication Technologies) - in the face of the 

uninformative onslaught of the pandemic. It is that the medical body and the 

people cannot reason by watching TV and social networks !; the lies and half-

truths repeated many times, systematically and poundingly, in the end, the 

public will accept them without ambiguity  [14] "... panic is the state in which 

powerful collective identifications are disintegrated and the instinctive energy released 

suddenly turns into terror, ... the false consciousness of individuals, who without clear 

solidarity believe they are identified (with power) ... " [15] , on the contrary, that clear 

show of solidarity is to reveal the truth to people, as much as it hurts, the 

better, to help them open their eyes, ears and understanding; is to help you 

doubt, because from a reasonable doubt you come to knowledge, and the 

worst enemy is ignorance, and "there is no worse blind than the one who does 

not want to see," says the adage, especially when we know enough that she 

conspires against us; " Aude Sapere" , says the philosopher: "Dare to know", or 

at least dare to doubt. The Truth is Freedom, but some truths hide others ... as 

when the news focuses more on the 'cases' of contagion and not on the 'low' 

mortality rates, with evidence of doubtful reliability, example: PRC- 

Polymerase Reactive Chain, topic that will be addressed in Chapter-IV).  

 

  



 

"The media will make you hate the oppressed and love the oppressors." MalcolmX                  

 

The consequences of the fear of infecting ourselves: 

 

The first time in medicine that the healthy are isolated more than the sick. 

 

The formally democratic governments of the entire world have become the 

most totalitarian and dictatorial, and as if we were in a frank war, they violate 

the most elementary principles and freedoms, and those that were 'against 

the wall' as a result of the just demands and Popular rebellions –Argentina, 

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, Guatemala, 

Nicaragua, Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, (almost all of Latin 

America!), Spain, France, England, Germany, etc, and of course the PRC, the 

two Koreas, the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, India and all of North Africa 

to South Africa - (Let's remember, no more, in Chile, Brazil and Colombia, in 

November 2019 against Piñera - '! Piñochet resign '- the students shouted; 

Bolsonaro -'! Fora Bolsonaro ! 'The people cheered; and Duque -'! Chao Duque! 

'The people shouted- they faced the most extensive and rabid popular protests 

of the last fifty years, and even with risks of having to resign by 

'impeachment'), then, the pandemic fell to them like 'ring to the finger' and 

the confinatory measures (effectively they 'covered the mouth' of the peoples, 

with or without 'masks', infected or not), the' touches curfew 'as militaristic 

martial laws -whose ending was equivalent to a declaration of war against the 

peoples in the times of General Videla, (Argentina), of Pinochet (Chile), of Rojas 

Pinilla, Turbay and Uribe (Colombia), of Stroessner (Uruguay), Banzer (Bolivia), 

Batista (Cuba), Figuereido and Castello Branco (Brazil), Pérez (Venezuela), 

Fujimori (Peru), Los Somosas (Nicaragua), Calderón or Peña Nieto ( Mexico), of 

Franco (Spain), did not wait and under expeditious executive decrees they 

'kept at bay' and imprisoned in their own homes millions and millions of 

submissive and scared peoples worse than before the 'plague' Nosferatus in 

the Germany of the 19th century in a fanfare of apocalyptic fear; For the sake 



of the pandemic shield and insurance deployed by the States, therefore, 

sacrificing the most elementary rights and freedoms of citizens, for example, 

through the violent suppression of peaceful popular protests (to which they 

are attributed, without penalty or glory, that they are the cause of the high 

rates of infections and deaths, that is, the pandemic as a weapon of war), 

because it appears, the violence or terrorism of the gendarme State, when its 

power is at stake (Gracián), obtaining Thus the governments a respite that they 

did not expect, but with the consequent economic debacle that we all know, 

and of course, as always in crises, those who have taken the worst of the 'bulk' 

are the bulk of the population, the 'informal' (In Colombia they are 65% of the 

economically active population -EAP- with sarcasm described as such by the 

DANE-Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadítica-  in Colombia: the 

'rebusque', the 'self-employed', the 'independent entrepreneurs' ( the famous 

and fat political strategy of the 'Uribista entrepreneurship' of the 90's, even if 

it were with their nails), or as the gringos say: the free-lances , and the 'NINIs': 

young people between 18 and 30 years old who CANNOT work, CANNOT 

study, that they are +/- 12% of this EAP, and that women are in the 60% 

quintile)                     [16] . We no longer speak of the unemployed or unemployed 

population, we speak of "those who are left over." Famine, malnutrition, 

emotional imbalance are the order of the day. The very UN-WHO-FAO 

predicted in May 2020: "300,000 people will die of hunger a day during the 

pandemic" [17] , more, much more than the 'bug', and the FAO, in its May 2021 

report on the State of World Food Security, estimated 10% of the hungry in 

the Central American population, Guatemala standing out with the 18% [18] . 

Experts (such as PAHO) unanimously rate the high concentration of infected in 

Latin America, it is because of the shortcomings in the health system and its 

minimal or poor monitoring, with restrictions of all kinds, to extreme poverty 

and the informal economy; Of the 3.8 million deaths in the world in June 2021 

attributed to Covid-19, Latin America accumulated 1,120,000 (29%), (Brazil 

504,000, Mexico 235,000, Peru 120,000, Colombia 112,000).  

 

  

 



 NOTAS: 

II- INFORMATIVE OR DIS-INFORMATIVE CRISIS: INFODEMIA                              

[12] Ovidio, “Arte de amar”, L.III, p.397. ('You don't want what you don't 

know'). Aphorism denoting that 'indifference is born of ignorance'. 

[13] NYT, Max Fisher, "La misinformación ", Jun.26.21. 

[14] "A lie, conveniently repeated hundreds of times, becomes the truth", 

Joseph Goebels, Minister of Nazi Propaganda for A. Hitler, " Diary" . 

[15] Theodor W. Adorno, Foreword to “A Happy World”, Aldous Huxley. 

[16] Alvaro Sanabria Duque, “Spring of Youth?”, Newspaper desdeabajo, # 

279, Bogotá, Jun-25-2021. Colombia Highest GINI index of inequality among 

OECD countries and second highest in Latin America: 0.54, dragging more than 

4 'million people into absolute poverty, and since it was born, inequality has 

been greater in health care, according to a report by the World Bank 

September 2021. 

[17] WHO, FAO, UN Conference, NY MAY-20-2020. 

[18] Ibid. FAO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III. EDUCATION AND WORK IN PANDEMIC OR SURVEILLANCE 

CAPITALISM. 

"Only thanks to those without hope is hope given to us”,  Walter Benjamin 

"If there was any hope, it lay in the 'proles'." George Orwell  

 

Families have been metamorphosed in their daily lives, or survive, because of 

the pandemic and its crude security shield unscrupulously imposed from 

'above', since, apart from the 'informal', citizens who They still have the 

exceptional privilege of having a job under contract, even if it is for a definite 

time -because those of indefinite time are already the biggest exception-, and 

schoolchildren, college students and university students who have not yet 

dropped out, have been forced to than to 'technologize' through 'telework' 

('homework', in fits and starts), and tele-study or virtual-non-face-to-face 

education, improvising on the fly the new teleinformatics technologies, to get 

out of that 'digital illiteracy' provincial, whose burdensome consequences for 

families have been: the obvious and urgent acquisitions of computer elements, 

software and hardware, assuming costs of mobile telephony and internet, wi-

fi, routers, in addition to facing new practices. day-to-day domestic tasks, 

making the meager family budgets more and more expensive, with the 

aggravation that the worker (and more the female workers: because it has 

been known to double their domestic 'chore'), like it or not, is impelled by the 

new system, to work 'voluntarily' more, much more than the legal daily hours 

established       [19] and for the hundreds of thousands of jobs 'saved' by the 

business community due to the pandemic (DANE, in Colombia, estimated 

unemployment at 22% for May 2020). On the other hand, employers and 

businessmen are 'happy', because the new imposed work method has 

generated efficiency and productivity rates, which according to calculations by 

the Chambers of Commerce, and especially in the service sector and banking 

in general, have increased by up to 25%, and that savings in logistics, 

communications, public services, furniture, surveillance and adjustments have 

increased by the same amount. All the above coupled with the fact that thanks 

to the incorporation of modern ICTs (Information and Communication 

Technology), large databases - The Big Data - and innovative programs that 



carry revolutionary algorithms for permanent remote monitoring of their 

subordinates, their control, supervision and 24-hour qualification. of the day, 

365 days a year, worse than if each person had a nano-chip running through 

their veins (a kind of cyber espionage  [20] introduced even in our bedrooms), 

will have so happy the business class and the State itself, that they are 

proposing, that with or without a pandemic, non-face-to-face work will be 

established , even in schools, colleges and universities . The “All-Seeing Eye”, 

George Orwell's 'Big Brother' pan-optic! [21] , unless there is a "Farm 

Rebellion", digital totalitarianism is just around the corner, and as if it is being 

studied to qualify and elevate the Internet as an Essential Service, as if it were 

the primary food, that is, the 'needs created' by the worthy consumer society. 

If you do not opt for digitization, you are out. The GAFAM (Google, Amazon, 

Facebook, Apple, Microsoft), plus the Chinese Alibaba-Tencent, including the 

“Deep Web”, Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things ruling the world, 

Digital Governance, and it is not a conspiracy. It is real, it is happening and 

weighing, so delicate as to keep thinking about it. We will have an invisible 

bureaucracy, without referents. A digital currency and the planning of each 

life, of each citizen, each and everyone with a nanochip with their respective 

barcode or with the modern 'QR' code, it does not matter. 

 

BigDatas + processing + storage + DataAnalysis[22] = Totalitarian Synthesis. 

Confinement = digitization of life; Internetization = Technological Dictatorship. 

In surveillance capitalism, people as the raw material of BigDatas, BigScience 

or DataBases, the Eye that sees everything -like the Eye of Orus- for the 

budding robotization and the internet of things, SmartTV, satellite mobile (In 

the stratosphere of our beloved planet, more artificial satellites will be seen than stars) , 

the car, the 'personalized' web with classification and tracking algorithms, 

impregnated with hyperconnection and hypercommunication 24 hours a day, 

365 days a year , bordering on madness, and that curiously people are more 

'isolated' (why?), a few will be “gagging technoscience”, since science itself is 

dangerous, according to Aldous Huxley in his “Happy World "[23] , and the 

neuroleptic psychoactive drug 'Soma' of his world replaced by the psychoshow 

called Netflix and Google, or the beauty reign, or the football of the day, the 

show business, the 'telebobela' (bland tv novel) on duty or the 'disinformative' 



newscast , so that everyone is very happy and in the 'clouds', in the plural, not 

only in the 'cloud'.  

 

The Paradoxes: Defensible Technological Advancement? In a few hands, 

technology becomes powerful and exclusive. Inclusive capitalism? As the 

Peronist Jesuit Bergoglio, alias Francisco, ponders it there in the Vatican: " 

Populus divisus, populus indivisus "[24] (Divided people, governable people). 

Alms or death. And without shame they do not hide anything! Old socialist and 

humanist ideas, disguised as commercialism and freedom and rights. 

Privatized communism? Governance of transnational corporations? TV, 

Internet, Networks, do not contribute anything to life, at least to the 'good 

living', to Abya Yala [25] , but they do damage it[26] . It's up to you? Or is it the 

media? Are you still hypnotized in front of the TV, the mobile phone, the 

networks? Well, you are entangled![27] with trivial and stupid pseudo-news, 

and the newspapers only saying crap (Piero, 1970), so pay close attention to 

what catches your 'attention' so that you don't pay excessive attention to it. 

Anyway, one of the many ways to be supportive is to spread the doubt, which 

may be true.  

 

But, not everything is negative, while some lose - the great majority -, others 

win - the small minority. In the pandemic crisis of March 2021, this is how they 

increased their immense capitals, according to Le Monde Diplomatique, ed. 

Cone Sur, March 2021[28] : Elon Musk (the lithium one) 453%; Jeff Bezos 

(Amazon) 63% (with 1% will travel to stellar space); Mark Zuckerberg 

(Facebook) 29.3%; Bill Gates (Microsoft) 12% (excluding his vaccine business); 

George Soros (Chase Manhattan Bank) 12%; Michael Bloomberg (TV, news, 

web) 11%; Warren Buffett 10%; (Netflix quadrupled its profits in just 6 months 

of the pandemic), and worst of all: they are the ones that least, or almost, do 

not contribute in taxes neither in the United States nor in Europe nor in the 

countries where their subsidiaries are installed ( we have not yet taken into 

account the big pharmaceutical companies), even, their pettiness leads them 

to report losses, (that's what tax havens and bank secrecy are for), meanwhile, 

in the US alone, 275,000 restaurants of small and medium owners   [29] . 



 

Among the large ICTs (Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, Microsoft and Facebook), 

their profits totaled 75,000 million dollars discounted taxes, in the second 

quarter of 2020 (90% more than 2019) (Financial Times, July 31/21) In other 

words, for the large digital industry, Covid19 paved the way for the 'garden of 

delights' (Pierre Rimbert, 2021).  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 



NOTAS: 

III-EDUCATION AND WORK IN PANDEMIC OR SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM   
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Ed. Desdeabajo, Bogotá, sept,  2019. 

[23] Aldous Huxley, Op.cit, p.130. 

[24] "... all priests are the same, but some priests are more equal than 

others ...", George Orwell, in "Farm Rebellion ". 
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IV. THE MIRACULOUS SOLUTION: THE VACCINE! 

 

Solution or problem? Hope or business? Science or lie? 

 

Before the grim reaper surprises us with its scythe, and the governments out 

of their authoritarian and repressive measures, and in the measure of the 

'comparative advantages' by the manufacture-acquisition-negotiation-

imposition of one or another brand and origin of the specimen biological that 

was on the market, all of whom were most shouted wounded: get vaccinated! 

It does not matter whether or not the technical phases and scientific protocols 

have been met. Do not ask about its effectiveness or lethality. Don't ask about 

its 'side' effects. Get vaccinated! 

 

Without having to label ourselves 'anti-vaccines' or 'provaccines', let's examine 

the unprecedented speed in the history of virological and pharmacological 

medicine with which the vaccine against COVID19 was manufactured: 

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF A VACCINE .fig.1  

 

(Source: WHO-Nov-30-2020) 

Obviously, it is known that the bigspharms had already developed studies and 

research on the different isolated strains of Coronavirus, complying with the 

elemental Preclinical stages ( in vitro, in silico, in vivo ) and Phase I in Clinic, 



which together represented a job Accumulated scientist of at least 10 to 15 

years miscounted. Phases II, III and IV, which represent the most important: 

toxicological safety and the formation of antibodies necessary for a sustained 

immune response and vaccine efficacy[30] , whose phases normally take more 

than five years, the pharmacological phases were taken simultaneously for six 

to nine months. As the Pfizer BioNtech, Moderna and AstraZeneca vaccines 

were the ones that first hit the market, in January and February 2021, it is to 

be thought without any malice, that they were still in Phases II, III and IV, that 

is, they were still in 'trial and error' tests on the vaccinated population in 

general, and not on the rigorous clinical experimenters, hence the number of 

post-vaccination consequences related to: by abnormal coagulation, in 

addition to the discovery - recognized by the manufacturers themselves - of 

the gradual immune decline (whose efficiency dropped from 92% to 75% 

according to the advertisements published by the same laboratories) by many 

vaccinated people who have become infected and die , and be potentially 

contagious, for which they requested authorization from the FDA[31] ( US 

Food and Drug Control Agency) and to the CDC (US Center for Disease Control 

and Prevention ) and to the EMA (European Medicines Agency) for inoculation 

of second and up to a third dose, and the WHO “calls” for a global moratorium 

(sic): trial-error? Business? In any case, the market needed to be flooded, 

especially in the countries with the greatest purchasing power, in the shortest 

possible time.   

 

Something is happening, and we do not know. Why do they continue to 

administer them and with anticoagulants? Why is the highest incidence of 

cases in young people? Because young people, by predisposition, have less 

anticoagulants. It is considered that the vaccine itself, is neither bad nor good, 

it is in its toxicological deficiencies, in its composition, safety and efficacy, and 

whose studies and techno-scientific investigations that take more than ten 

years, can be summarized in just six or nine months, then leave your 

reasonable doubts. And regarding the chemical composition of biologics - the 

vaccine - we took the task of consulting with the FDA and the CDC, asking them 

more than three times, until they sent the following table: Fig. 2 ( Underlined the 

compounds of the COVID-19 vaccine)  



 

“Vaccine Excipient Summary Excipients Included in US Vaccines , by Vaccine 

In addition to weakened or killed disease antigens (viruses or bacteria), 

vaccines contain very small amounts of other ingredients - excipients. Some 

excipients are added to a vaccine for a specific purpose. These include: 

Preservatives, to prevent contamination. For example, thimerosal . Adjuvants 

, to help stimulate a stronger immune response. For example, aluminum salts 

. Stabilizers, to keep the vaccine potent during transportation and storage. For 

example, sugars or gelatin. Others are residual trace amounts of materials that 

were used during the manufacturing process and removed. These can include: 

Cell culture materials, used to grow the vaccine antigens. For example, egg 

protein, various culture media. Inactivating ingredients, used to kill viruses or 

inactivate toxins. For example, formaldehyde . Antibiotics , used to prevent 

contamination by bacteria. For example, neomycin. The following table lists 

substances, other than active ingredients (ie, antigens), shown in the 

manufacturers' package insert (PI) as being contained in the final formulation 

of each vaccine. Note: Substances used in the manufacture of a vaccine but 

not listed as contained in the final product (eg, culture media) can be found in 

each PI, but are not shown on this table. Each PI, which can be found on the 

FDA's website (see below) contains a description of that vaccine's 

manufacturing process, including the amount and purpose of each substance. 

In most PIs, this information is found in Section 11: “Description.” All 

information was extracted from manufacturers' package inserts . The date 

shown in the Date column of the table is the edition date of the PI is use in 

February 2020. If a date contains an asterisk (*), the PI was not dated and this 

is the date the PI was reviewed for this table . If in doubt about whether a PI 

has been updated since this table was prepared, check the FDA's website at: 

http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/Vaccines/ApprovedProducts/uc

m093833.htm All influenza vaccine in this table are 2019- 20 northern 

hemisphere formulation. Vaccine Date Contains Adenovirus 10/2019 

monosodium glutamate, sucrose, D-mannose, D-fructose, dextrose, human 

serum albumin, potassium phosphate, plasdone C, anhydrous lactose, 

microcrystalline cellulose, polacrilin potassium, magnesium stearate, cellulose 

acetate phthalate, alcohol, acetone, castor oil, FD&C Yellow # 6 aluminum lake 



dye Anthrax (Biothrax) 11/2015 aluminum hydroxide, sodium chloride, 

benzethonium chloride, formaldehyde BCG (Tice) 2/2009 glycerin, asparagine, 

citric acid, potassium phosphate, magnesium sulfate, iron ammonium citrate, 

lactose Cholera (Vaxchora) 6/2016 ascorbic acid, hydrolyzed casein, sodium 

chloride, sucrose, dried lactose, sodium bicarbonate, sodium carbonate 

Dengue (Dengvaxia) 6/2019 sodium chloride, essential amino acids (including 

L-phenylalanine), non-esse…” 

 

Where it can be extracted from the supplied Vaccine Excipient's Summary, 

although many compounds are missing that are part of the manufacturer's 

'patent secret' protected by North American and European laws, and of 

course, by the WTO (World Trade Organization), and especially the 

composition percentages, first, as an adjuvant aluminum salts (to stimulate 

the immune response, but which in turn destroys the gray matter of the brain), 

and monosodium glutamate and ketone ( formaldehyde-formaldehyde ) as 

stabilizers ; second, the Thimerosal as a preservative pollution control is based 

on Hg (mercury) are all proven carcinogens -oncógenos-, (neither took the 

trouble to hide, it should scandalize, or make them less obvious), affecting 

from the spinal cord and the cerebrospinal system and platelets of the red 

blood cells (coagulants), hence the thrombocytopenias presented in 

inoculated young people, which makes us think about the contaminating 

factor due to temperatures outside the norm, both in situ, storage and in 

transport (-70 ° C required). We still need to analyze, in addition to many other 

elements (lead-silica), the residual serum traces of DNA from animals used in 

the laboratory and human proteins, according to the table of substances in the 

PI of the table (Manufacturer's Package Inserts) to the FDA (US Food and Drug 

Control Agency) and CDC (US Center for Disease Control and Prevention) 

February 2020, in short, the purity of the content of all batches of the biological 

and if they contain all the antigens. When the FDA was asked about the latter, 

it never responded again. At the end of the day, we find vaccines that do not 

immunize, but they do make us sick. Because if they were even 'innocuous', 

well, their 'vaccine' would act as a perfect ANSIOLYTIC, that is, as a PLACEBO     

[32] but against FEAR[33] . 

 



The fact is that vaccines have indeed sickened and killed many vaccinated 

people; that despite the supposed immunity they have become infected, ill, 

infected others and have died, not only from COVID-19, but from other 

'collateral' damage no less lethal than the virus, and those who have not killed, 

have been disabled for life. The manufacturers are undeterred, and only 

manage to say that they are isolated cases. Well, no, even if it were only one, 

they must answer. However, Anthony Fauci stated: “… getting infected after 

getting vaccinated is inevitable” (sic) (¡?) (Dr.Juán Carlos Eslava, Universidad 

Nacional de Colombia,  en ‘desdeabajo’, Bogotá, # 283). 

Deaths from COVID19 vaccines in the US number between 30,000 and 

40,000[34] . In 1976 there were 27 deaths from the H1N1 vaccine, and 

vaccination was stopped, and the staff responsible for President Gerald Ford 

resigned. 

Now, to prime the virons of COVID19, so far no laboratory has tested the 

purification of the isolation of that virus, or is it also a patent secret ?, since it 

has not been proven; likewise CRP (Chain Reaction Polymerase) has no 

foundation[35] with the single sequencing of the genome, it is not enough, and 

since the isolation has not been correct, how do they ensure their replication 

or not? Fluorescent RNA to DNA? Is that why the vaccinated acquire the virus, 

get sick and die? Well, there are infections, but from what? Thousands of 

deaths FROM Covid or WITH Covid? There are PCR+ tests even with terminal 

cancer. In Spain, for example, in May 2021 there were 5,000 deaths from 

pneumonia, 13,000 from Covid, 30,000 with mechanical respirators in the ICU. 

Inflated data? Did you stop counting flu infections? In Catalonia alone, there 

were 6,200 deaths from EIRA (Acute Respiratory Diseases) in 2019. Worse if 

the WHO is not authorizing autopsies. The global average mortality is 0.3%, 

the same as the flu. Then? It has been proven that more people have died with 

the flu vaccine, because meta-analyzes reduce the incidence of other very 

common diseases or comorbidities such as CVD (Disseminated Vascular 

Congestion) by up to 50%, which has been a very common syndrome. old, 

especially in autumn times, pneumonia (disseminated bilateral), and all, not 

necessarily due to Covid. It is pertinent to state that as a result of the Covid, 

the drop in coverage in Health Services for pensioners and the elderly around 

the world soared, even for the care of terminal illnesses and treatments [36] . 



A whole list of scientific experts agrees with all these doubts, starting with the 

isolation of healthy people, which has not been the correct one, because the 

restrictive measures must be compared with the results (Sweden example), 

since they had never been seen such a marked confinement of healthy people.  

We can assert: the efficacy and clinical safety of the vaccines is not yet proven, 

because there are no data; The 'non-clinical' data have been provided by the 

pharmaceutical companies and laboratories as given by the “medical visitors” 

in their advertising flyers for medical samples with the warning: 'FORBIDDEN 

ITS SALE, IT IS A MEDICAL SAMPLE, and it must be supplied and controlled 

under responsibility and medical supervision '. And since there are no reliable 

clinical data, we would have to wait at least two years or more for them to be 

produced, in the meantime, people continue to serve as laboratory guinea 

pigs. And that without taking into account the already confirmed COVID-19 

mutations, which by June 2021 we already have delta and gamma strains, 

which impregnates greater uncertainty and insecurity in these vaccines. Health 

authorities, even the manufacturers themselves, assure of the future risk, that 

in less than six months more aggressive mutations will occur and that the 

spread levels between vaccinated are increased, that is, that the risk of 

mutations tends to increase in the measure that people vaccinated with 2nd 

and 3rd doses increase –without ruling out a 4th¡-, which shows us that serious 

and scientifically proven clinical studies are still in their infancy.    

In his book, Pablo Goldschmidt[37] , a physician-biochemist, researcher, and 

professor of microbiology in Berlin, Germany, questions the COVID-19 vaccine, 

asking himself: Do we know what is in that vial? How many viruses - dead or 

alive? Waste? What technique is used? Is the vaccine safe? What controls do 

you have ?, and develop your concerns like this: 

a)  The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines have used mRNA. Does this messenger 

nucleic acid, after leaving its 'message' in the host cell, go away? Because if 

not, being a proto-oncogene turned off and in equilibrium, it is possible that it 

becomes an oncogene, that is, that on the 'return' that messenger can 

reproduce, multiply through reverse 'copies' of the mRNA. Will it become 

endogenous retrovirus? There is a potential risk, and it is high, that RNA (or 

RNA) replicates in retroviruses (as in HIV?). If it is not integrated, is the mRNA 



degraded? In 5, 10, 15 years? Never? Until the 'immunized' dies? Questions 

remain on hold ... and unanswered. 

b)  Other vaccines, such as AstraZeneca, J. & J., Sputnik, used attenuated 

Adenovirus-26 Vector to make antibody-developing proteins creating 

'anchorless immunogenesis'. Is it safe? Well, by not 'anchoring' the gene, there 

is a risk of opening any cytoplasmic security 'lock' (DNA Reverse Transcriptase) 

and begin to replicate indefinitely and release Adenovirus-26 alive and 

unattenuated. 

What about the PCR test? (Chain Reaction Polymerase) 

In January 2020 the RT-PCR work of Drosten, Berlin is published[38] , without 

going through a review, of its 'peers', but it is immediately accepted by the 

WHO to use it as proof of the pandemic, and Mullis (Nobel Prize for its 

creation) was emphatic in assuring that the method was useless for diagnose 

infections, and that was just a research device. Without this means of 'proof' 

the pandemic could not have been declared. 

The PCR 'test' contemplates passing through a series of cold-heat cycles the 

sample swab, which duplicates its DNA, up to 35 cycles, which are equivalent 

to 35,000 million copies of that DNA, searching (like a needle in a haystack ) if 

there is DNA from the other pathogenic virus. So a> cycle,> possibility of 

finding DNA+, that is, if the virus is found in 20c, it is a PCR+, but if it is found in 

40c or more, it is a 'false+'. Conclusion: in 60 cycle we would all be PCR+! Why, 

because we would all have had contact, at some point, with the virus, then it 

is not reliable. It is not the same to be PCR+ with 20c than to be with 40c. Some 

scientists speak of up to 97% false+ (https://t.me/plandemia_mundial). And 

the question: why in two or more tests on a person, with no more than 24 

hours interval, CRP+ and CRP- appear? What is the fake?  

When Pfizer and Moderna were tested, they did not go through the 

Polymerase Chain Reaction –PCR- from the experimental participants. Why? 

There is not enough conclusive evidence, for example, it is not known for sure 

who responds or not favorably to the vaccine, much less if all the symptoms 

caused by the virus are still conclusively unknown, because, let's face it, every 

day scientists discover new associated pathologies. In this regard, Trump's 



epidemiological adviser, Dr Fauci, said that for this, they had to wait for group 

immunity (sic) (?!). 

 

Again, it is not that vaccines are good or bad, it is the deficiencies and risks and 

insecurities more than their 'efficacy' and 'efficiency', and to overcome them 

in a comprehensive manner, pure and effective clinical experimentation is 

necessary for at least two years. Meanwhile, populations will be subject to 

potential risks and irreparable damage. On this, the French biochemist Nobel 

laureate Luc Montagnier repaired in March-10-2021: “Mass COVID vaccination an 

'unacceptable mistake'. In every country the curve of vaccination is followed by the curve 

of decease… ” . If the world's greatest virologist says so, what else can we think 

about, and then he adds: “… there is no hope or possible treatment for those who have 

already been vaccinated, after having studied the COMPONENTS of the vaccine with other 

prominent virologists… and for the greater dependence and increase in antibodies ... I say 

no more, the history books will show this. "[39] It does not fail to cause alarm when 

it emphasizes the "components of the vaccine"[40] , which, above, we were 

analyzing very briefly. 

 

The week after he launched his book on the market in Paris and gave a 

videoconference at the University of Berlin, Professor Pablo Goldschmidt's 

blog was removed from his Internet portals. Another coincidence? 

 

The American molecular biologist, Dr. Judy Micovits, in her book “Plague of 

Corruption” (NY, 2021), states that according to her research “… the COVID-19 virus was 

created from a laboratory vaccine … the game it is in preventing the other therapies until 

everyone is infected… avoiding the therapies to give priority to the vaccines increases the 

disease ”.  

 

For all the above described, is it that many conscientious and studious doctors 

do not get vaccinated? Not now, not because of Covid-19, but long before. 

That they do not vaccinate their children and grandchildren either?[41] Surely 

that is not gratuitous, because many of them, even those with Magna Cum 



Laude parchment graduates , are unaware of the processes and contents of 

vaccines, and are not interested, since their objective is to follow the 

guidelines of the orthodox academy, and of course, those of the Vademecum 

of the laboratories and official medical repertoires: sell![42] Very different, 

and under what conditions, when Louis Pasteur himself, in 1890, refused to 

apply his own vaccine against Rabies and Anthrax: a precautionary principle? 

Relative deprivation? Distrust of your method? The use of self-medicated 

drugs or products experienced by the investigator himself for the study of 

certain pathogenesis, will be addressed later. (See Chapter IX)   

 

1- PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF VACCINES.  

 

"... vaccination is the most important technological advance in the history of medical 

science (...) nothing has had or will have the impact of immunoprevention.", Jorge Ossa 

Londoño[43]              

 

More than the war against the pandemic, (Even the Pentagon has shown a 

marked interest in the control of vaccines!) It has been a war for the world 

market and a captive for the billionaire -with 'b'- business of the anti-COVID19 

vaccines, brands and patents, so lucrative and powerful -and dangerous-, that 

many countries, especially those in the north, have more than amassed, and 

without shame, a stock of the biological that it eats away due to its selfishness 

and pettiness when using it as a weapon pressure -in the end it is a war- with 

sinister purposes: Canada, for example, it is estimated that it has accumulated 

approximately six (6) doses per inhabitant !, England three (3) doses per 

inhabitant despite the fact that its prime minister was flying the flag of the 

'herd immunity', but economic interests can more than principles, while the 

Third World has barely covered 10% of its population (Mozambique, Nigeria 

and Sudan, 1% !!).  

 

The powerful pharmaceutical industry -BigPharms- (Pharmacies of health and 

disease)[44] has essentially commercial interests, because they are companies 



whose ultimate goal is business, increasing their value on the stock market and 

improving their balance sheets and financial results each year before their 

shareholders. They dishonestly resort to bribes and biased 'scientific' 

publications (pharm-vaccine's marketing) with the typical paid 'publi-reports' 

in the mass and specialized media, and to excessively and conditionally finance 

'continuing training' and postdoctoral medical specialization with their 

competition exclusive in the Academy and Clinics-Orthodox Medical Schools, 

Congresses and Seminars[45] , where they veiled or openly compromise with 

their brand and products public officials, managers, medical teaching staff and 

physicians, and of course students. It is a capitalist industry like any other. The 

shareholders press: We must increase sales, lower costs, be more financially 

efficient, and thus we enter the spiral of overdiagnosis, early diagnosis, over-

medication and the promotion of the criterion that “a healthy person does not 

exist, and it is because it is not properly diagnosed and therefore medicated ”, 

and the invention, not only of drugs, including vaccines, but of new diseases 

and pathologies (especially chronic ones, which are the ones that give the most 

dividends), which increase hypochondria[46] mass social - like pandemics! -, 

supported by the States and the ICT media structure.  

 

Vaccines are the backbone of the world medical -alopathic- and 

pharmacological medical system[47] since birth, no! From before birth, by 

invasive vaccine inoculations to the pregnant mother, the fetus, the neonate, 

the infant, the pre and adolescent, the young and the adult even in their own 

cremation pyre, the corresponding doses -prophylactic? - of vaccines prepare 

the being, to BE ontologically -including its proto-inherited gene memory- a 

prone and customary consumer of drugs, like it or not, to be almost a drug 

addict, drug addict, drug dependent, that is, an iatrogenic and phylogenetic 

patient for life thanks to the humanistic interest of medicated preventive 

philanthropy. The pharmaceutical matrix includes what the Minister of Nazi 

Propaganda, Joseph Goebels, acclaimed without shame: "A lie repeated 

conveniently hundreds of times, becomes true" thus the pandemic, and of 

course, vaccines.    

 



All the antibodies necessary for the newborn to face the environment that 

surrounds him, from the placental stage, birth, until weaning, are provided by 

the mother, first with her amniotic fluids and those of the fetus in the placenta 

- which in the long run, physiologically it is urine, and hence the importance 

and validity of Urine Therapy- (we will return to that topic later in Chapter IX), 

and then colostrum in maternal milk- ( I know that many orthodox and 'modern' 

doctors or physicians will maintain before this a half mocking smile, it does not matter ), 

which in normal terms should receive until when they begin to develop the 

odontones, it has conformed its natural autoimmune system and in full organic 

homeostasis. The first and only vaccine is the mother's womb! Then you do 

not need artificial or chemically synthesized vaccines, because what they do is 

abnormally alter the natural defense process and the synergistic balance of 

your body. Furthermore, by inoculating a baby with an artificial vaccine, it is 

quite possible to create a retroviral conflict between the artificial antigen and 

the natural antibody developed by the mother, or at least, the natural one will 

neutralize the artificial antigen, but as we have seen, If hostile and lethal 

chemical elements are found in the vaccine, which is the safest thing, the 

collateral effects on the baby will not wait, and that is when the viacrucis for 

the new being begins , forcing their little organism to defend itself against the 

artificial invaders with known sequelae, for example allergies developed in 

responses to 'intruder' antibodies, but which the world's official 'health' 

system refuses to see [48] . When artificial vaccines have been required, whose 

conscientious and scientific development without lucrative interests, is 

laudable and worthy of recognition ( as is the heading of this section ), and taking 

into account that the viral infection depends on three factors: the host, the 

parasite and the environment, it is because the means and natural ways of life 

have been significantly altered: malnutrition, infections due to lack of basic 

hygiene principles, lack of drinking water, zero sewers, defective management 

of garbage and wastewater, accumulated vices, ways of unnatural life, 

unhealthy housing and overcrowding, lack of healthy physical and mental 

exercise, alteration of the environment (contamination of water, air, land, 

food, deforestation, agrochemicals, 'junk' food) disasters natural or artificial 

and conflicts or wars of extermination (remember that the pandemics of the 

'black plague', 'tuberculosis',' typho ',' consumption ',' influe nza ', etc, more 

horrific have been caused by the wars of extermination: the crusades, 



invasions, the first and second world wars and by regional conflicts and the 

great migrations and refugees[49] for forced displacement, socio-political, 

economic, religious and class persecution).  

 

So, the right thing or the ideal thing is to balance the risks against the doubtful 

benefits of a vaccine, whatever it is, and of any pharmacological product. The 

relation T / E = I, where I, is the therapeutic (immunopreventive) index given 

by the quotient between the toxicity dose T divided by the efficiency dose E, 

that is, that a> I> T, and vice versa: a <I <T  [50] , a relationship that 

manufacturing laboratories have flagrantly ignored for a long time until today, 

only advertising that such a vaccine has an E = 95%, for example, but they 

forget to cite the most important value: TOXICITY, whose index can perfectly 

nullify a supposed high efficiency of the biological, moving to an unacceptable 

and inhuman LETHALITY. 

 

The Varicella vaccine, for example, is related to Asperget's syndrome (Autism), 

Asthma, Otitis and Diabetes, an issue duly documented in hundreds of Clinical 

Histories and official reports, especially since they are 'dead virus' vaccines , 

since attenuated 'live viruses' have the risk of inducing the state of latency and 

persistence of the same virus, and therefore, complications due to reinfections 

in vaccinated people are usually even fatal  [51] due to the risk that the virus 

is reactivated because it is a 'live virus' vaccine (Jorge Ossa Londoño,1990). The 

'mandatory' vaccines for neonates contain 17 times the maximum doses 

accepted by international protocols of aluminum salts , which act as adjuvants, 

defined as excessively toxic by WHO-PAHO, but they continue to apply and 

with the permission of the medical body and from the health authorities. 

 

Vaccines with mercury components (Hg) and aluminum salts as preservatives, 

formaldehydes -ketones- (formaldehyde!) And monosodium glutamate 

(glutamic acid with a sodium molecule with a COOH [CH 2 ] 2 CHNa structure), 

in addition to the risks detailed above ( otitis, cancers, diabetes, autism) have 

a lot to do with bronchospasmodic toxins and catatonic schizophrenia, since 



the attenuated recombinant virus with the mole of Hg (> molecular weight) 

directly affects the lymphocytic bodies and incidentally the gonadotropins that 

produce progesterone that affect the reproductive capacity of women, which 

leaves the bad feeling that they are being treated with sterilizing vaccines, or 

at least, that they affect menstrual cycles, and worse, towards the proliferation 

of Assisted Fertilization programs and manipulated with eugenic purposes       

[52] (Dr. Chinda Brandolino, Argentine Medical Pathologist and Forensic 

Legislator). Speaking of mercury (Hg), how is it possible that when health 

authorities and pediatricians do not recommend the use of mercury-based 

thermometers in children, due to their obvious risks, they do authorize 

neonatal vaccines with proven mercury content? more than 125mgrs, when 

the maximum allowed is 5mgrs? 

 

The measles epidemic in Argentina in 1999/2000 affected 95% of vaccinated 

children, from which it is deduced that the live attenuated and inoculated virus 

was recombinant and the laboratory did not take into account its latency-

persistence levels. The health authorities looked the other way. 

 

The vaccine against Smallpox is associated with Herpes Zoster, possibly in the 

form of replication due to secondary viremia as in measles, when the disease 

or infection affects the skin, but this vaccine continues to be applied without 

continuing to investigate these replications. And the state continues to suffer 

from strabismus.    

 

The Human Papillomavirus Vaccine (HPV)[53] against cervical cancer (cervix), 

which in its conception, development and fate is indicated for sexually active 

women and with more than two sexual partners, that is, to counteract 

papillomas due to STDs (Sexually Transmitted Diseases, such as Syphilis , 

Chlamydia or HIV), in Colombia, due to some clinical-statistical (or business?) 

Outrage, the Health authority ordered to apply it to schoolgirls –prepubertal- 

from the fifth grade (5th) of primary education, 10 to 12 years old! Did you 

presume that the Public Schools kept their schoolgirls in frenzy and precocious 



sexual activity? No, it's that GlaxoSmithKline-GSK and Mayoclinic 

manufacturing laboratories[54] , they made consultations and non-holy 

agreements to propagate their biological and settle an inconvenient inventory, 

but aimed at poor students, those from the popular neighborhoods, because 

the order was not given to the private schools of the wealthy classes, because 

it was known that the parents of those girls would not allow it. It was achieved 

by means of a reduced medical body, of exception, of the National University 

of Colombia, to abolish the order as unethical, absurd and inconvenient. Two 

months later, two of its leaders were declared unemployed. Another 

coincidence? The same happened in Chile and Peru. Rare? 

 

BCG ( Bacillus Calmette-Guérin ) vaccine[55] against the Bacillus of Koch or 

Tuberculosis ( Mycobacterium Tuberculosis ) celebrated 100 years of being 

developed. A century of trouble for scientists! by the constant and unexplained 

variations in its effectiveness. The difference in effectiveness in many 

countries and clinical studies for more than 60 years, and whose rate has 

ranged from 0% !! 80% in Pediatric Pulmonary Tuberculosis –TPP; 73% in 

Tuberculous Meningitis; 77% in Miliary Tuberculosis (blood); and better, much 

better against Hansen's Bacillus (Leprosy); Today, even the BCG is planning to 

apply it against COVID-19! These are pathetic examples, without counting 

many others, that with the manufacture of biological complexes applied to 

humanity, or to any living being, it is not played, because Public Health is more 

complex than a vaccine or mechanical protection with a mask or chinstrap, or 

hiding, for example, are not the panacea, especially when we combine 

hypochondriacal fear.      

 

"In every moment of life there is a vaccine that takes care of us" says an 

advertising spot in Argentina. What it doesn't say is how they make us sick. 

They are imported vaccines that do not go through FDA examinations (not 

much is lost), which were produced in Argentina until 1978, with all control 

and quality standards and the entire medical body knew their contents , when 

Minister Dante Caputo absurdly ordered to suspend its production in that 

country. The same happened in Chile and Brazil, which due to some movement 



of the transnational power lines, the indigenous manufacture of basic vaccines 

was suspended. And in some European countries they are forcing parents to 

indiscriminately vaccinate their children, otherwise they have fines of the 

order of 7,000 euros and the loss of 'parental authority'.   

 

2-  THE VACCINE ANTI COVID-19. Development and framework. 

 

Vaccines against the SARS-CoV-2 virus and mRNA (messenger) by inoculating 

attenuated fragments of the viral message by means of nanolipids so that the 

human cell makes viral particles as antibodies and thus trigger an immune 

reaction[56] , leaves aside its secondary and collateral effects, increased by the 

combination of the different elements and mineral and biochemical 

compounds that are part of the biological production, in addition to the very 

safe mutations of the virus. After more than twenty months of research, 

scientists and doctors have not agreed to establish with crystal clear clarity the 

fundamental morbid condition caused by the virus: some say that it affects 

one hundred percent of the respiratory tract; others, that the organs of the 

senses, more than all the smell and hearing; others, that the brain and its 

concomitance with the CNS (Central Nervous System) and autonomic; others, 

with the acute febrile state and cough with prostration; others, with cognitive 

and degenerative capacity and even the decrease-dysfunction of sexual 

potency. So, how is a vaccine to be developed that prophylactically contains 

an antigen, live or not, that provides immunity to the population? Be it mRNA 

or nanoparticle of their live attenuated nuclear protein, how are they sure of 

their pathogenesis without being sure of the actual symptomatological picture 

of the virus? Why do the infected, vaccinated and unvaccinated present such 

dissimilar symptoms and deaths?  

 

The bio-pharmacological industry was in a race against the clock under 

pressure from governments, hence the high speed with which they worked -

clinical investigations that normally take 10 years summarized them in nine 

months- ( issue that was already discussed above ) with trillion-dollar capital 



injections from the budgets of nations, peoples, not states: the USA disbursed 

two and a half billion dollars to Pfizer and Moderna by the Trump 

administration, plus 3,200 million to Pfizer for the production of the 2022 

miracle antiCOVID19 'pill' by the Biden administration. So, it is not surprising 

that with such 'aids' and subsidies, outside of legal and commercial exceptions 

such as pro-monopoly laws (within a 'Free Market' regime?) Such as secrecy 

clauses and confidentiality for price and patent protection[57] and restricted 

commercialization, including, compared to the COVAX program, have 

obtained, with State resources, in less than a year of commercialization of the 

vaccines such billionaire profits never seen before: Thus, for example, the 

biotechnological subsidiary of J . & J. and AstraZeneca, Emergent BioSolutions, 

despite the 75 million useless and contaminated doses it had to destroy at its 

Baltimore plant, made record profits, being considered the best financial year 

in two decades, as they were Trump's 'panic' purchases ( and that posed as a 

'denier' of the pandemic!) , that is, the Government subsidizes, protects and 

then buys at speculative market prices. What a good deal. They are the 

consequences of Contracts with "Operations at Maximum Speed" assisting-

subsidizing and PAYING in advance for defective or contaminated vaccines and 

without passing and approving the rigorous clinical studies. Of course, North 

American pragmatism prevails: 'business are business'.  

 

The desire for profit and leadership of the large biotechnology firms to bring 

to the market, before a convulsed and dismayed humanity, the much desired 

and miraculous laboratory specimen, is taking ahead bioethical and procedural 

principles of basic norm with the facilitating consent and financier of 

Governments (USA, Gr.Br., Germany, France, Canada, Japan, Australia, Russia, 

China) and international regulators, until the world wakes up from that 

morass. 

 

AstraZeneca and its 'viral vector' vaccine was suspended by order of the EMA 

(European Medicines Agency) on 06-13-21, starting with Italy, Denmark and 

Germany (Chile stopped using it in young people a month earlier), due to of 

rare but serious blood clot thrombi with a history of 'capillary leak syndrome', 



and the EMA suggests developing mRNA-based studies such as Moderna and 

Pfizer-BioNTech. Where is the business? Better: Where is NOT the business? 

Disinformation? Fake news? Curiously, at the same time that this vaccine is 

prohibited in the 'First World', in Colombia, the prodigious and ostentatious 

Minister of Health triumphantly announces (¡?) With great fanfare that 

500,000 doses of the long-awaited AstraZeneca¡, the same one that Mexico 

received 'without inspection' and approved by AMLO's head epidemiologist, 

Dr. López-Gatell.  

 

The Johnson & Johnson vaccine, it is proven, has been associated with 

Guillaim-Barré neurological syndrome ( numbness and progressive paralysis of 

the vaccinated's lower limbs) , without any explanation, until now, by the 

laboratory. Despite stating that it had passed all the tests, in the USA, June-20-

2021 has been considered an effectiveness of only 72% after having published 

an E = 95%. In addition to the serious blood disorders produced, the difficulty 

for their conservation is added, and as a result, the destruction of 75 'million 

doses was ordered for being contaminated according to the regulatory entity. 

The same goes for the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine with 30 'million doses at risk 

and 25' million of Moderna, due to the 'low demand'. What's the matter? 

Without the intention of being prejudicial, but it is that the experiences with 

the chemical products that they discard and prohibit to distribute and use in 

Europe as in the United States, as is the specific case of GLYPHOSATE and other 

products no less harmful to humanity, for all living beings, and the 

environment, which are very horrendously sold and applied in Third World 

countries and which our permissive States receive with open arms, I wonder: 

Could it be that the aforementioned contaminated and out-of-conservation 

vaccine doses are the ones that are so philanthropically 'gifting' us? Let us 

remember that at the last meeting of the world's rich, the G7, in Davos, 

Switzerland, the great powers began to compete 'for who gave the most' to 

see who boasts the greatest donor to the world's poor ( very similar to the 

Sunday tithes in any parish ): Boris Johnson offers 1 billion doses of 

AstraZeneca  [58] (that of Oxford University) against Joe Biden's offer of 500 

'million doses of Pfizer-BioNTech under the COVAX program at' not lucrative 

'prices (sic) ( which, as we know, breached in the negotiation with Venezuela for the 



supply of 1 'million doses) . Simultaneously, on the other end of the planet, Putin 

in Moscow and Xi Jin Ping in Beijing do the same thing: ingratiate themselves 

with Africa, and Latin America, as one more opportunity for 'red penetration' 

in the backyard of Western capitalism, 1,500 'million doses of the SPUTNIK-V 

vaccine from the first, and 2,000' million doses of the SINOVAC-Sinopharma 

from the second. Like the Colombian protest song by Ana & Jaime from the 

70's: "Who gives more?"  

 

Most pharmaceutical companies, from the beginning, and when they launched 

their miracle vaccines, weighed them in 'single doses'. Why, after a year, are 

they selling the idea to the world, for a second and even third doses? And at 

the same time they are raising prices? Are they improvising? Do they want to 

sell more? Did they calculate it that way? And they are even promising (Pfizer) 

the tablet vaccine for 2022! And to complete the circus, they are proposing to 

make a cocktail, a vaccine soup, that is, combine two or more specimens to 

see what results. The world turned into the modern laboratory of the ancient 

Prometheus of Boris Karloff's Dr Frankenstein! What monster will they want 

to produce? Let us remember the devastating consequences of the infamous 

Thalidomide in the 60's, especially in pregnant women, and the consequences 

in the birth of deformed babies (Iván Illicih, 2015).   

 

It is seen that the vaccine, nor any drug, solve the fundamental problems, and 

in this regard Dr. Jens Holts, Biochemist-Virologist, professor at the Falda 

University, Berlin-Germany, is wondering about the possible 'genetic footprint' 

that implies the inoculation of the biological and the risks due to the urgency 

with which said vaccines have been manufactured due to the pressure of the 

Governments, and it is yet another scientist in the world that once again 

emphasizes the lack of conclusive clinical studies of the product, whose High 

genetic engineering technologies, even, many call them Nazis, as experimental 

gene therapy [59] (The German people still bear the Third Reich's 'betterment 

of the Aryan race' karma). So, much remains to be done, or undo?, and the 

worst thing is to claim victory ahead of time, with a promising vaccine, 



whatever the brand, and whatever country, of massive, reckless, irresponsible 

and irrational application. 

 

The French pharmacologist and toxicologist (Ph.D. Experimental Chemical 

Engineering and Pharmacokinetics), Jean-Bernard Fourtillau, has accused the 

prestigious Institute Pasteur in Paris of the 'manufacture' of the SARS.CoV-2 

virus and blames it for the 'escape' from the laboratory P4 from Wuhan, 

mainland China (lab-grown man-made virus?)[60] built following a Franco-Sino 

agreement in 2004. In 2017 Bernard Cazeneuve, French Interior Minister 

joined the opening of the P4 Laboratory of the Wuhan Institute of Virology 

together with Yvés Lévy, co-chair of the LÉVY Steering Committee (Powerful 

French biotech industrial emporium), husband of Agnés Buzyn, Minister of 

Health of France in 2019 when the COVID-19 crisis broke out. Coincidences? 

The fact is that the minister of yore (did she resign?) Was until February 2020, 

and in August 2021 the French National Prosecutor's Office opened an 

investigation for having abstained from fighting COVID. Is it just because of 

that? 

 

On the contrary, China suspects that the US military brought the coronavirus 

to Wuhan (Notimex Thu, Mar 12, 2019). In Beijing, Chinese Foreign Ministry 

spokesman Zhao Lijian noted that the US Army 'may' have brought the 

coronavirus to the city of Wuhan, where the outbreak emerged. Zhao Lijian 

posted a video of a speech by Robert Redfield, head of the United States 

Center for Disease Prevention and Control (CDC), where Redfield notes that 

post-mortem coronavirus was found ( the WHO had not yet prohibited such 

forensic necropsy examinations ) in several Americans who were diagnosed 

with the flu, the Sputnik agency noted. The accusation was apparently linked 

to the participation of the United States Army in the Military World Games, 

held in Wuhan, in the central province of Hubei, in October 2019, which 

brought together competitors from more than 100 countries.   [61] . Fake 

news? More coincidences? 

 



If it is evidenced that the pandemic was or is a 'plandemic' , finely planned, it 

can be assured that vaccines, all of them, are a danger to the world, especially 

when the Lévy (in France) are familiar with an experience of more than 400 

licenses pharmacological personally presented. Now, the fact that a drug has 

a 'license' does not exempt it from its toxicity or its lethality; A license will 

never give it the seal of 'harmlessness', never, and of course, its 'efficiency' 

remains in the background. (The third cause of emergencies and deaths in the 

USA is due to drug iatrogenesis). 

 

Meanwhile, another virologist-pathologist, Director of Research at the Pasteur 

Institute in Paris (the cradle of microbiology), Dr. Daniel Scott Algara, 

(Venezuelan) confirmed that until December 2021 the Institute would have 

the vaccine developed from the Vector of Adenovirus and that the tests were 

taking into account the variables and mutations of the virus. Well, at least in 

Paris they are more 'down to earth' and are leaving the almost bellicose 

eagerness of their international competitors aside, for now, or are they 

shrugging their shoulders? Why its little or minimal prominence? Does this 

slowness have to do with Fourtillau's complaints? Another coincidence? 

 

Cuba, in its Finlay Vaccine Institute (IFV)[62] is also developing its vaccine and 

so far is doing scheduled testing of young people with its own antigen. The 

CEMED (Center for Medical Studies) in June 2021 approved the first trial in the 

pediatric population applying doses of its Sovereign 01 and 02 and Abdala 

vaccine to approximately 1.5 million young people. Despite the infamous US 

blockade and economic embargo, the IFV seeks the highest safety, 

reactogenicity and immunogenicity indices, aiming for an effectiveness of at 

least 60%. At least they are honest and do not sell the public 95% efficiency. 

Until now, Cuba has signed non-profit techno-scientific exchange and 

collaboration agreements with Venezuela, Uruguay, Argentina and other 

countries, especially in Africa. The Guardian, Jun 10, 2021, the prestigious 

London tabloid praised Cuba's efforts, taking into account the inhumane US 

blockade, praising the alliance with other nations to transfer Cuban 

pharmaceutical technology. 



 

Mexico, in turn, is already in the development of Stage III of its 'Patriota' 

vaccine, with supply agreements to Venezuela. 

 

'Nature Medicine'[63] states: "The battle for Covid-19 Vaccines highlights the 

need for a new global governance mechanism " [64] , on the manipulated and 

overvalued interference against the pandemic for the democratic distribution 

of vaccines among the impoverished and miserable peoples of the Third 

World, by way of handouts (a new 'Alliance for Progress' ... the progress of 

poverty and the Latin American forgetfulness, of J.F. Kennedy of the 60's?), as 

is the COVAX program. (… Ensuring Access to Covid-19 vaccines for refugee 

and displaced populations)[65] and continues: “… COVAX initiative may be a 

sign not only of a moral catastrophe, to quote the director general of the WHO 

(WHO)… ”. And yes, the costs of acquisition, distribution and delivery of 

biologicals to poor countries "would not only be a moral catastrophe", but a 

weapon of war, as we have been arguing, since this "new global governance" 

has been using punitively as a mechanism of pressure and punishment against 

its 'poor but rebellious enemies', as is the case of Venezuela, Cuba, Bolivia, 

Argentina, in which the former was forced to denounce COVAX for the delay 

and non-compliance in deliveries of the product despite having paid for it in 

advance with great financial and logistical efforts due to the double embargo 

and withholding of funds by the United States and its criminal partner, the 

English crown.  

 

3- The (powerful) trademark patents. 

 

We have seen how the BigsPharms of the western world - and eastern? - 

despite receiving billionaire subsidies[66] and state advance payments in the 

form of 'aid' for the humanitarian task of saving the world from the pandemic, 

and of conferring them special and privileged legal-legal treatments to protect 

their disinterested biotechnological research and development work, which To 

a large extent, governments had already taken over with public funds, they are 



covered by very special standards of manufacturing patents and intellectual 

property (RM) and the top secret Confidentiality clause for the 

commercialization of their products that include: prices, quantities, deliveries 

and conditions restrictive-prohibitive for the 'resale', 'transfer' and 'donation', 

that is, the 're-export' with any pretext, by the buyer country, even under the 

parameters of the philanthropic Plan COVAX[67] . All these privileges, of 

course, are endorsed by the World Trade Organization (WTO), unconditional 

guarantor of the 'free' world transit of products originating in the West. Taking 

into account the critical and conjunctural pandemic situation, and with the 

objective, that humanist yes, that the vaccines against Covid-19 have a course 

without restrictions in their production-manufacture in other countries in a 

'generic' way, that is, without registered trademark or status of origin of one 

country or another, and commercialization in the world so that it would result, 

first, in a reduction and control of prices, and second, for a more agile, timely, 

fair and non-discriminatory commercialization  [68] Especially for the Third 

World countries, India and South Africa in 2020 signed a peremptory demand 

before the UN-WHO-WTO to suspend, even for the time of the pandemic, at 

least, the exclusivity patents (it is possible remember that more than 70 years 

ago the Polio vaccine abandoned its patent ) for the manufacture of vaccines, 

which fell into the void, and curiously (or not?) with the negative vote of the 

representations of Colombia and Brazil that they inexplicably joined (with 

autonomy? with sovereignty?) to the blockade imposed on the initiative by the 

US, the EU and Japan (the Trilateral). Months later, in return, Russia and China 

signed agreements with Brazil and Argentina to manufacture their own 

vaccines: Sputnik-V in Brazil, Sinovac in Argentina. For the 'reds' have entered 

through the back door of the 'backyard' used by the US. States should 

remember the experience of the 50's and 60's of the last century, when in the 

middle of the 'cold war', the The United States and the former USSR, putting 

aside the petty interests of pharmaceutical companies, undertook the task of 

freeing patents, first of Penicillins and then of vaccines against Smallpox and 

Polio, only today they send unrestricted corporate interests with the 

complicity of governments.  

 



"Health and human life are not merchandise, and medicines should not be a 

luxury": MSF (Doctors Without Borders). The 1984 Nobel Prize in medicine, Dr 

Cesar Milstein, from Argentina, never patented his invention of the technique 

to create 'monoclonal' antibodies, key to the treatment of cancer. Another 

humanist scientist, Dr Jonas Salk, also a Nobel laureate, when asked by a 

journalist about the patent for his polio vaccine, he replied: "Would you patent 

the sun?"  

 

The previous, individual, exclusive and isolated cases, unfortunately, 

corroborate the vices or secrets of the big pharmacological companies, which 

could be summarized as follows: (MSF, Annual Report 2020) 

 

• When they argue that a drug and its development costs between 2,000 

and 3,000 million euros, that is not true, it is 100 times less, without 

taking into account subsidies and tax incentives; 

• When they talk about 'innovation', two-thirds of new drugs are not 

better than the previous ones, they only have some minor change in the 

formula, their presentation and their new exclusive brand (example 

Pfizer with its anti-COVID vaccine in tablet for 2022 ), which allows 

laboratories to obtain new patents only with other names and more 

utilities; 

• Labs spend more on Marketing[69] , in lobbies, and in sales effort (at 

least 75% of the total budget), than in new developments and research 

(this is left to governments and universities); 

• With the unhealthy practice of the 'lobby', they pressure corrupt 

governments and unscrupulous officials to enact public health rules and 

regulations (see the case of the Human Papillomavirus -HPV- vaccine in 

Colombia), especially in poor countries and middle income; and  

• Patents prolong and defuse monopolies and keep poor people away 

from treatment. Generic versions lower prices, since more 

manufacturing laboratories are involved in the market, and more poor 

people can access treatments, diagnostics and vaccines.  



 

4- Discrimination, pressure and rewards. 

 

A long year trying to inoculate the whole of humanity with the different 

biological specimens invented up to now, initially with the so-called 'single 

doses' and later transforming them into 'booster doses', to the extent of the 

high rate of infected already vaccinated (up to a 74% according to 'The Epoch 

Times’), of 2nd and 3rd doses due to the' waves' of contagion that were 

occurring from country to country, and the viral monstrosity was mutating, 

going so far as to affirm that with the delta variant the 'viral load' of those 

vaccinated are on par with those who are not vaccinated and who carry 1,260 

times more virus, and the curious thing is that the WHO and the CDC have not 

included it as a variant of concern (?) (Julie Steenhuyen, 2021), Unless they are 

looking for the 'rebound' effect of the pandemic, and it is best for laboratories. 

Epidemiologists want the famous curves of the pandemic to go down, or at 

least 'flatten out'; the eyes of both the WHO, governments, laboratories, and 

the medical corps observe uneasy how a large proportion of people continue 

without being vaccinated, in pursuit of the coveted 'herd immunity'. And how 

not to speak of discrimination when the French Government threatens: 

"French abroad immunized with Russian or Chinese vaccines will not be able 

to enter their country"    [70] The French people in their many expressions of 

discontent with the Macron government, not only because of the obligation 

they want to impose on them to inject the vaccine, shouts at him: " De la 

dèmocratie à la dictatature, il n'ya qúun 'pass' ”, Referring by“… a single step 

”allegorically to the project of the obligatory“ health pass ”. " If a 'dictatorship' 

saves lives while a 'democracy' mourns its dead, the correct attitude is not to 

take refuge in principled positions" (sic), statement by French 

parliamentarians (Pierre Rimbert, 2021).    

 

Many European countries 'punish' parents who do not have their children 

vaccinated with fines of up to 7,000 euros and the loss of ' parental authority', 

in an ostentatious state punitive power - Ius puniendi - . In view of this, the 

vaccine demonizes and discriminates against those who, due to conscience,  



 

mistrust, or 'principles of relative deprivation', resist accepting it, and 

therefore are denied their fundamental rights, polarizing at the same time the 

social group: the good and the bad guys; the docile and the rebellious; the 

obedient and the wayward. It is the " divide et impera " of Machiavelli.  

 

We are not going to collate figures or statistical data here, because as we said 

at the beginning, statistics are misleading and dangerous for analysis and 

synthesis if they are not done conscientiously and with timely, complete and 

truthful information, conditions that for the moment unfortunately They are 

not counted, but what is certain is the deep discrimination on the planet in 

terms of the manufacture, distribution, costs and sale of vaccines, (The IRR - 

internal rate of return - on investment, according to the U Johns Hopkins, in 

traditional vaccine preparations is about 15 times for every dollar invested, 

and the covid is calculated up to 1,200 times !, and without taking into account 

the large resources provided by the States    [71] ), always in the hands of the 

oligopolistic market of the five largest manufacturing houses in the world, 

whose use and abuse in the marketing of vaccines occurs, once again, for the 

distribution and domination of the world between the powers, and where the 

poor countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America have borne the worst. It's 

geopolitics    [72] of vaccines (Philip Potdevin, Le Monde, 2021), empowering 

the pharmaceutical producer, whose land gained is too large to give, who 

decides to whom and under what conditions and prices to sell. For the sample, 

a single example, or two: While the EU bought the dose of AstraZeneca / 

Oxford for US $ 1.78, Colombia or Uganda bought it for US $ 8 (See Graph 2); 

Pfizer requires governments to use sovereign assets as collateral. 

 

 

 

 

 



Graph 2. (Source: UNICEF, taken from Le Monde diplomatique, ed. Col. # 210, 

may, 2021, Bogotá) 

 

 

Some producers argued that due to 'low demand' [73] of their biological, they 

were contaminating (sic) their inventories and had to destroy millions of doses 

ordered by the health authority CDC, and that they would be agreeing with the 

government to pressure and at the same time encourage people to get 

vaccinated, and one of the formulas was that after the 'rabid' campaigns for 

the elderly (> 60 years) to be vaccinated, they would start with the youngest 

until they reached the child population (¡?) (Gates laments of low childhood 

vaccination to June 2021). The government-pharmaceutical conspiracy did not 

wait[74] : They invented another pandemic, the 'unvaccinated pandemic'. In 

the US, 29% of the unvaccinated believe that the virus represents a greater risk 

than the vaccine, and 47% consider that the vaccine is of greater risk. 93% of 

unvaccinated adults (76 'million) say they will' never 'be vaccinated   [75] . So 



the 'pandemic of the unvaccinated' has generated new plans: some 

incentivizing, others coercive; Than a beer and a sandwich after getting 

vaccinated; that US $ 10 + subway ticket (as in the elections in Colombia: Voto 

= tamale + beer); and the promotional notices to throat wound by the mass 

media: "Get vaccinated now", "Get vaccinated and fly for free!", "Get 

vaccinated and stay at home", "Get vaccinated and participate in a raffle of 

this or that", and as the invitation of the Colombian president , Mr. Duque: "If 

a Venezuelan enters my homeland, he will have his vaccine", etc, etc. And the 

pressure of intimidating and punitive advertisements: Border and airport 

closures to the unvaccinated; Quarantines before and after traveling; Sanitary 

Passport to take the subway, Green Passport to sit in a restaurant, to go to a 

park; Health Certificate to move from one place to another, to access a public 

library, and fines here and there, and the ill-considered forced vaccination, Like 

calves? In a stocks? It is evident and paradoxical that evil and its remedy, the 

virus and its vaccine, became elements of SN (National Security) [76] and the 

great pretext for States to submit almost in an unworthy and totalitarian way 

to their governed, restricting the most elementary principles of daily living. 

Even the Thai dictator threatened to shoot anyone who did not get vaccinated! 

We have reached the pandemic of terror and horror and opportunism. Witch 

hunt? Pure Machiavellianism? Neo-Inquisition of the XXI century? vaccines', 

'pin', they applied the digitized algorithm to it, and in a matter of hours it went 

off the frequency, or the channel or the network. "Surveillance Police"? Any 

resemblance is pure lies. And such is the 'persecution' that 'questioning' blogs, 

networks and journalists have done the sprain to this 'cyber police' who have 

self-censored by mocking the digital onslaught by changing and bartering 

terms like Covid-19 simply for 'the virus' , or 'shot' by vaccine. The 'Surveillance 

Police' is metamorphosed into the 'Thought Police' for the new World 

Governance of the White Supremacist Hegemony. The African population, and 

the natives of North America themselves call the 'white' gringos: "the pale 

white man"; "... I am not surprised - said Henry David Thoreau, the author of 

'Walden' - that Africans feel sorry for him"    

 

 



International organizations, starting with the WHO, and the States that echo 

them, pontificating for the mass vaccination of citizens, yes or yes, with the 

applause of pharmaceutical companies, and for the confinement of healthy 

people, implies that this priority given to the vaccine, with the little simulated 

tendency of making it mandatory, would deny fundamental rights, demonizing 

and dividing the pro and anti-vaccine populations, and leaving aside many 

other valid alternatives, which in the chapter on Humanist Medicine of this 

writing they will be highlighting. This obligation, according to the Professor of 

Bioethics at Oxford University, UK, Julián Savulescu[77] should be conditioned 

on the following parameters:  

a) That public health is indeed at serious risk;  

b) That the cost-benefit ratio is much higher than other alternatives;  

c) That the biological is proven effective and safe; and  

d) That the sanctions are proportional to the risk.  

For the moment, the first condition would barely be met, because b) and c), as 

seen, the shortcomings are very high and the alternatives to the vaccine, as 

will be seen later, are much higher. A pearl: The Director of the CDC (Center 

for Disease Control and Prevention of the United States), Sarah Palin, said that 

she WILL NOT GET VACCINATED, because she is immune by nature (?!), But 

she does urge her compatriots to put the shoulder for US vaccine trials, despite 

the fact that a large percentage of infected (+/- 60%) were already vaccinated 

(The Epoch Times, June 21-21), therefore, vaccinated people are now more 

concerned about becoming infected - Will they already be for the same 

vaccine? - than the unvaccinated (The Independent, August 29, 21).     

 

Now, regarding confinement-distancing, the phenomenon of "Immunological 

Escape" must be considered: which is the inability of the natural immune 

system to recognize and respond to an exogenous pathogenic agent, and 

which, precisely by avoiding it, that is, it makes people lose the opportunity for 

the organism to 'exchange information' between its billions of microorganisms 

with those of the environment, and to be able to develop its natural defenses. 



We will also see this later. (See Chapter IX, 1. Natural Defenses and 

Homotoxins). 
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IV-THE MIRACULOUS SOLUTION: THE VACCINE!                                                  
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V. PLANDEMIC GENESIS. 

"The wisdom of Providence caused the natives to disappear like the withered leaves of 

autumn ...", Joseph Story, Jurist (!?) Supreme Court-USA. 

 

It is important to describe and write the genealogy of the pandemic 

construction (or pandemic destruction ?, others will say 'deconstruction') since 

the horrible 1st World War (well, what war is not horrible), hecatomb that 

makes the powerful the worst rabid hyenas to ram his prey: humanity 

itself[78], and begin to become the masters of the world, erecting with cunning 

and limitless ambitions, but without modesty and with the greatest perversity 

ever known, the infamous structure that to this day eats away at the 

foundations of human civilization. “We are part of the earth and it is part of us (…) 

(the appetite of civilized man) will devour the earth and leave behind just a desert (…) all 

things share the same breath: the beast, the tree, the man , we all share the same breath 

(…) everything that happens to animals and to the tree, quickly happens to man. The earth 

does not belong to man; man belongs to the earth. Contaminate your beds - like the air, the 

water and the earth - and one night you will be suffocated by your own waste ” , excerpts 

from Chief Seattle's letter to the North American nation in 1854, as a preamble 

to the practical disappearance by exile, the hunger and the murder of 

aboriginal peoples. 

 

1916. The Eugenic League. The Rockefeller IPPF-International Federation of 

Planned Parenthood. World program of social Calvinism combined with 

Malthusian-Darwinism, between the US and the UK ( what a sancocho, 

right?). 

 



Originated from the "Club of 300" (Allegory to the 300 Spartan heroes led by the 

legendary Leonidas who in 480 a.d.n.e. faced the powerful Persian army of Xerges in 

Thermopylae? No, of course they do not come to that) , 'commanded' by the 

Rockefeller clan (that of the FED-Federal Reserve of the USA), Morgan (the 

banker), Charid and Soros-father of George Soros- (investors), when Queen 

Victoria dies, the two powers are associated Anglo-Saxons, for after the 1st 

GM to divide the planet for their best and greatest domain -as always- since 

wars are produced is to share a loot. The Rockefellers by their initiative create 

the FED (Federal Reserve of the USA)    [79] , and simultaneously there is that 

of the Eugenics League, which without any shame, they declare, of 

sterilization, but of the lower classes, black and indigenous of the United 

States, and then continue with the poor, black, mestizo, mulatto, and 

indigenous to Africa, Asia and Latin America, since they were always 

considered racists par excellence with a supra-hegemonic character of the 

white race and its purity. Illustrative in this regard is the book (free on the 

internet, in English) that was published under his auspices entitled "The Pivot 

of civilization", which is unbelievable sarcasm and vulgarity. One of the little 

things that he says and 'teaches' is that in the sterilization and abortion clinics 

scattered throughout the United States (in 1960 there were considered to be 

more abortion and sterilization clinics, much more than McDonalds stores, 

about 45,000) to create the necessary confidence, they will use black 

midwives. By the 50's of the last century, it had a massive production, in its 

own laboratories, of biochemical abortifacient and birth control items 

exclusively destined for Latin America, Asia  [80] and Africa. The king of kings, 

the infallible David Rockefeller and Abraham Flexner in 1917, declared the 

monopoly of the teaching of medical 'science' under the baton of the 

pharmaceutical companies, and excluded those universities where different 

alternative therapeutic practices were taught to allopathic orthodoxy. 

 

1945, June 26, UN, The brand new postwar organization is signed in San 

Francisco, USA, so that the nations of the globe "grow in peace and harmony 

and world security", and incidentally, inaugurate the new regional conflicts, 

such as those that still survive today, as with the simultaneous 'creation ' of 

the Zionist State of Israel usurping pristine Palestinian territory through the 



famous “Law of Return”; of a 'return' of those who had never been to those 

places in the Middle East, but rather that by a certain 'divine Mosaic law' he 

gave the right and power to all Jews throughout the world as a kind of 

'transubstantiation'diabolical to perpetuate itself in that area, which today has 

the Palestinian people suffering sweat, tears and blood.  

 

1944/1945, Bretton Woods Accords. As in any war, the victor imposes his 

surrender conditions on the defeated, and at the same time the former enters 

to distribute the spoils of war taken at his discretion, and to order the new 

behaviors and courses for a supposed and future 'peaceful coexistence', and 

Congruent with the Eugenics League of 1916 and the UN, the victorious allied 

countries in the following warfare of World War II began, once again, the 

division and partition of the world and to arm the economy and international 

finances with the sole purpose of strengthen and make the most of their 

position as the winning side. For this, they developed the Bretton Woods 

Agreements, New Hampshire, USA, through an International Monetary 

Conference, in which the paper money of the US dollar was basically erected 

with parity and support of the gold standard - US $ 35 / Ounce Troy-, for the 

global exchange of goods and services and financial transactions, laying at the 

same time the foundations of the World Bank and the International Monetary 

Fund, eternal guides of the finances of the world, of the movement of 

currencies on a planetary level, and of course, of the budgets and internal and 

external debts of all countries. During the economic crisis -induced- of the 70's, 

in 1971 Richard Nixon (the trickster Dick, 'Tricky Dick') abolished with a stroke 

of the pen the parity of the dollar with respect to the gold standard, that is, 

from there until today one dollar issued by the Federal Reserve (which is 

private) in the US has no backing in the gold metal. He is a giant, with feet of 

clay, but harmful. 

 

The HAARP Project . As well as developments and communication research  

and technology during World War II gave rise to what we now know as the 

Web, -the internet is putatively daughter of war[81] - both nuclear research 

(neutron bomb and hydrogen H bomb) and offensive and defensive advances 



in submarine and space warfare, created the HAARP Project  [82] (High 

Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) , of the Armed Forces United 

States, the Navy and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, based 

on messages decoded by radio frequency with navigation simulators and the 

processes and interactions of the Earth's space ionosphere, whose 

technological complex has been located in Alaska, Gakona . Militarily, it is a 

geological weapon of mass destruction, and potentially it is an instrument of 

conquest, since it is capable of selectively destabilizing the agricultural and 

ecological systems of entire regions, at a geological, maritime and atmospheric 

level, since it has a network of 1,800 immense antennas distributed on 14 

hectares remotely controlled and monitored by powerful computers and high 

frequency regulators-transmitters capable of generating 3.6 Mega Wats of 

power in the radio frequency band. As the system requires a high refrigeration 

-for something it was located in Alaska-, despite being working today at less 

than 10% of its capacity, its heater is focused on a specific point, which can 

control the climate, droughts , tsunamis, earthquakes, etc., simulating 

ionospheric processes, even turbulence during a solar geomagnetic storm and 

its effects on radio and navigation communications. (See CRISPR Project –p.63- 

of the UN 2030 Agenda, which are perfectly intertwined ).  

 

1948. Monte Peregrino Society. Consistent with the Bretton Woods Accords, 

the economist-bankers Friedman, Hayeck and Popper (seeds of the ‘Chicago’s 

boys’ of Milton Friedman), meet in Switzerland to 'assemble' the budding 

neoliberalism and as a prelude to the Washington Consensus (1989 and 

following)  [83] (Carlos Eduardo Maldonado, 'Information Society…', 2019). 

 

  

 

1954, January, Bilderberg Club.[84] . At the initiative of the British Crown, and 

the good offices of the Prince of Holland, the club takes its name from the 

Bilderberg Hotel where, during the postwar years (World War II), the largest 

conclave that brings together the exclusive capitalist and political elite of the 



world with all the secrecy of a closed society and an almost sickly and 

confessional hermeticism under the 'Rule of Secrecy' of the English Chatam 

Hause Rule: “All participants are prohibited from revealing the information 

discussed here, nor who said or what he said, but to use it and exploit it… ” 

whose objectives, place, agenda and guests are defined year after year 

through calls at the discretion of proconsuls for life of the club. This council 

basically seeks to inform attendees about the directions of the world economy 

and politics and international relations, which includes the projections of the 

future of humanity: energy, raw materials, industry, commerce, banking-

finance, demography-health.  [85] , migrations, culture, communications and 

information technology, future wars and conflicts, both national, regional and 

global. Information (communication and ICT) stands as the true POWER 

(Joseph Ratzingher), more than money, because they already have it, to spare, 

and what they need now is the total control of minds, ideas, feelings , towards 

Global Governance, and the 'globocrats' have it clear: to become the 'masters 

of the world' in a Kantian World State (Cristina Martín Jiménez, 2019), and 

every power structure demands a structure of communication and domination 

in the 'global village'. And it is curious: at the same time -1971- a man named 

Disney, opened the scene of the greatest mirage and childish fallacy -

orwellian? - to the Western world: Disney World; a process of infantilization 

and alienation of minds and emotions that contributes to the dominance of 

the mesnada in its fold. Nothing is free.  

 

1968. The Bilderberg Club meets in Montreal, Canada. In this summit meeting 

they delineate the six geopolitical and economic Global Projects of the world: 

1- New Babylon (USA-Canada- with the Masons and the Illuminati on board, 

Soros and David Rockefeller); 2- New Jerusalem (UK          [86].- Israel-Australia, 

with the Rothschilds, their gold and the Jewish cabal); 3- Greater Europe (With 

the Vatican at the helm); 4- Greater Eurasia (Russia); 5- Datung China (Beiying 

and Southeast Asia); and 6- New Caliphate (Ankara-Iran-Russia-Sufis). (One 

detail: let's realize that neither Africa nor Latin America appear in the spheres 

of influence of the world, perhaps, just to dispose of their raw materials, as far 

as they can. We are the 'expendable'). 

 



 

 

1972-1974. Club of Rome. At the limits of growth? Humanity at the 

crossroads [87] . 

 

"The world has cancer, and cancer is man." A. Gregg[88] 

 

Interactive model of more than 100,000 equations where the concepts and 

problems of hunger, 'overpopulation', energy, raw materials and international 

relations are projected. (See note in Davos 2001), whose report is presented 

by a cabal of supposed scientists and economists to the powers of the Western 

world, plus the 100 largest industrial and financial conglomerates on the 

planet. 

 

Plot: population growth must stop. But the anguish of that 'overpopulation', 

especially in the Third World, and its 'underdevelopment' was never spoken of 

in parallel.[89] , of the super-growth and accumulation of the Nuclear Arsenal 

of the superpowers, which in 1985 was calculated in such a way that it could 

destroy all the large and medium-sized cities of the world!, Or to unleash the 

equivalent of 6,000 wars of the proportions of World War II[90] . 

 

1973- The Trilateral Commission is founded [91], inspired by the Rockefeller 

clan, again, (David Rockefeller, when Standard Oil, his oil company, gained 

more than 1,500%!! with the induced oil crisis of 1972-1973), with the 

Rothschild line of Europe and Japan, the Trilateral Commission (USA + EUROPE 

+ JAPAN). The 'brain of the world' is formed. It favored the fall of the 'real 

socialisms' - read USSR -, since the socialist countries of Eastern Europe were 

already 'aligning' and 'converting' the Western world (Let us remember the sad 

experience of the 'Prague spring' of 1968). Simultaneously, US President 

Richard Nixon dismantled the dollar's parity with gold, that is, the gold 



standard created in 1945-1946 in Breton Woods, after the conflagration of 

WWII, is released and the FED (Federal Reserve) makes official the re-creation 

of dollar paper money without the backing of the metal reserve. Likewise, 

Nixon holds a crucial meeting with Mao TzeTung in Beijing (1973), as a 

preamble to the new North American approach, and the Western world, to 

´deterritorialize '/' delocalize 'his production by transferring it to the Asian 

giant, taking advantage of favorable margins for minors. costs and quantity of 

Chinese labor available. The naivety or globalist capitalist ambition to obtain a 

higher income in the shortest possible time and with fewer resources, closed 

his eyes and he 'understood' the fact of offering on a platter, and at what cost, 

the opportunity for the Chinese to establish themselves in less of three 

decades in the main economic competitor of the United States, and that in half 

a century it has become the first commercial power of the planet.   

 

1975 and 1980's Project: "Council on Foreing Relations Inc" , at the expense, 

again, of David Rockefeller and also composed of: Cyrus Vance, Zbigniev 

Brzezinski, Michael Blumental, Henry Kissinger and Fred Hirch , who sought 

to reconfigure the modern world: "Controlled disintegration of the world 

economy by a homogeneous order, and without distinction of countries  [92] 

towards the so-called NOEI -New International Economic Order- ”(Fred 

Hirch)[93] , and replace the traditional system with a global system from the 

'technotronic' era (Zbigniev Brzezinski), policies and project endorsed at the 

time by Thomas Pickering (1991) who served as Director-Ambassador for 

International Security at the UN. In other words, the UN and its role as scribe 

and good offices, not only up to now, but very active and dynamic in the events 

that would inevitably follow until today. The hegemonic power project 

coincides with Kissinger's cowardly phrase: "The greatest aphrodisiac: power."    

 

1989-January 19, the Trilateral Commission[94] composed in that year by the 

characters: Valery Giscard Distang (President of France), Yasuhiro Nakasone 

(1st Minister, Japan), Henry Kissinger (Secretary of State, USA) and the 

inevitable David Rockefeller, -again the Trilateral-  meet in Moscow with 

Mihael Gorvachev , Secretary General of the CCCP and President of the USSR, 



finalizing the details of the 'glasnot' and the 'prestroica' for the final - and quiet 

- dissolution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the creation of the 

Federation of Russian Republics that were prone to political, ideological and 

economic interests to the West, and especially to the United States, and which 

took place on December 26, 1991, after 'dismantling' the hateful 'Berlin Wall' 

for the approval of the dreamed of Western civilizing. Let us observe the 

coincidences of some characters, especially North Americans, with the 

"Council on Foreing Relations Incorporation" and the "Trilateral Commission" 

of 1989. They are the threads that interweave the budding World Corporate 

Governance, assimilating the Kantian philosophy (1879) of the " Idea of a 

cosmopolitan universal history or 'World Citizenship '"   [95] , like the ' gregalis 

homo' in his fold [96] . That is to say, we find ourselves again with the 

metambitions of the "Happy Man", Aldous Huxley (1932), (like the happiness 

of Fuckuyama's docile and obedient dog).   

 

1991. OSF Open Society Foundation, George Soros. Soros Foundation 

Management.  

 

Philanthropy (¿¡) investor of the Hungarian-American, given rather, to catapult 

with his billionaires capital the idea of Corporate Global Governance, hence his 

great alliances with the other mega-billionaires of the world, as described 

below. (This 'philanthropic' foundation, together with Google and Bill Gates, 

have demonized to the point of exhaustion the benefits of MMS therapy - CDS 

Chlorine Dioxide - against Covid19).    

 

2001-DAVOS, World Economic Forum (WEF) . Main members: George Soros, 

Bill Gates, Henry Kissinger, D.Rockefeller (the inevitable), J.Bezos, Warren 

Baffet, Rotschields, E. Musk, M.Zuckerberg and Klaus Schwab (as co-founder 

of the WEF). Members, who with one voice cry out to prop up and erect the 

supreme goal towards a NOEI (New International Economic Order) or Global 

Governance, and that the States stop making decisions (“ In the world 

economy, what is left over is the State ” : Ronald Reagan, the actor-ruler), 



which should concern only the large Corporations, read, the Large 

Transnational Financial-industrial Capital, since the traditional neoliberal 

'Structural Adjustment' imposed since the 60's of the century passed strictly 

by the agents of big capital: the IMF (International Monetary Fund), the World 

Bank (World Bank), the IBRD (Inter-American Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development) and the IDB (Inter-American Development Bank) to all the 

countries of the world it was a failure, trying to 'discipline' its languid budget 

finances, especially on the issue of external public debt.     

 

Of course, the leaders of the digital world could not be absent, the GAFAM, co-

equipers of the billionaires of finance, banking, investments in petrochemicals, 

agribusiness, and arms, including the business for nothing temporary or 

secondary, and yes 'security', such as warfare and incidentally, health and the 

booming drug industry and global technoelectromedicine (war medicine and 

for war, such as bacteriological and virological)    [97] . Hillary Clinton equates 

the project of World Governance and the New International Economic Order 

to a super-necessary NATO for world security. Coincidentally, once again, in 

2000 President Clinton and the great health and disease industry, represented 

at the National Human Genome Research Institute-Bethesda of Maryland, 

triumphantly announced, the no small importance, of the complete 

sequencing of the human genome, which one of two: either contributes to the 

bioethical manipulation of the human race (as is today the management of 

GMOs-Genetically Modified Organisms-), or to promote the prevention and 

cure of degenerative diseases such as cancers, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, 

diabetes, HIV, etc, addressing its genetic roots, and said in a slip of naivety: "... 

we have known the language with which God created life ..." (sic). Did you 

want to parody the wise Galileo?    

 

The governance for war and hegemonic domination against freedoms and 

peace coincide with the Machiavellian proposals of Bill Gates to reduce the 

world population with massive sterilization programs, abortions and birth 

control with vaccines (since a 'simulated pandemic' with a well-armed 

computer and network architecture), when he launched his theory on the 



control and reduction of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere at the cost of 

reducing the population by at least 18% (¡?) (Conference February 10, 2010) 

(See Genealogy of the pandemic-December 2015- later).     

 

The project of supra-state domination over humanity is disguised as the well-

known and supposed non-holy philanthropies whose goal is Corporate World 

Governance, with a sibylline prohumanist, suprahumanist language and 

rhetoric, wrapped in an ultra-ecologist and conservation garb, which is only 

known to them. They believe, or at least the naive and ignorant who applaud 

them, like almost all governments, who act as acolytes and mourners in that 

imitation of a mass of glory in terra turned into requiem in pace , because, isn't 

it curious that this forum coincided with the attack on the WTC twin towers in 

New York? To shape their 'war on terror'? Guesswork, nothing more. 

 

2005. DECEMBER. The 'Chinese origin' coronavirus was already in the CIA's 

plans since 2005. 

 

From now on, we will represent the comedy of the pandemic, in the following 

three Acts: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

FIRST ACT: 

 

(The curtain rises.) 

 

2015 September, New York : Agenda 2030, Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDG), presented at the UN General Assembly.  

 

"They will be able to cut the flowers, but they will not be able to finish the spring",                              

Neruda 

 

As a materialization of the international meetings and forums described 

above, the 2030 Agenda is presented very pompously, and without any 

discussion, except for a lot of praise, cheers and praise, it is voted practically 

unanimously by all the representations of the countries of the world. It is 

important to recognize that 'unanimity' in an Assembly, whatever it may be, 

and more so in that world nature, because, if it does not admit dissent, there 

is no discussion, that is, there is no supposed democracy, as we say in 

Colombia: ' voted for a clean desk '. On the other hand, when there is dissent, 

it is when the discussion, the analysis, the doubt, the reasonable confrontation 

of ideas are presented. Therefore, unanimity implies a lack of ideas, analysis 

and synthesis, then the result is usually, at least, doubtful and even suspicious, 

and with gaps in substance and form.    

 

  

 



 

 

 

GLOBALIST PROJECTS FOR THE NEXT TWO MILLENNIUM:  

 

1- The 2030 Agenda, Sustainable Development Goals [98] - SDG-  

Is made up of 17 well-defined chapters as development goals in the near 

future of humanity, which include 169 targets with 132 indicators. 

Objectives and goals that cover what has existed and for having in the life 

of any individual, group or nation on the planet, well, nothing escaped 

them: from the moment a new being is conceived until it dies; their 

development, education, food, culture, health, ecology, everything, even 

their 'happiness', yes, because there is no talk of suffering. The curious 

thing is that the 2030 Agenda resembles the allegory of the 'donkey and the 

carrot'. Why. Because the Agenda promises Mecca and Seca, it intends to 

make humanity 'happy' in the very near future, like this, with nothing else, 

but in exchange for their individuality, their privacy, their freedom, their 

idiosyncrasy , as he stated before: "the happiness of the dog" (Fuckuyama), 

(someone said that every time he got to know the man more, the more he 

loved his dog)[99] . In short, they are looking for happy but docile citizens 

at the unconditional service of the budding 'transhumanist supra-

government' , the Project of Human Domination in Disguise, towards a 

World State, that is, again, it is necessary to repeat it, as in the "Happy 

World" of Aldous Huxley: 'slave but happy'. Or as in Orwell: 'freedom is 

slavery', 'ignorance is strength', 'war is peace', or vice versa, (Orwellian 

double thinking, or like bipolar syndrome?). Everything fits into the possible 

and the contradictions become a nihilism and oxymoron of madness. It is 

that we start with the way in which the 2030 Agenda was voted; Likewise, 

they want the world to continue: without discussions, judicious, docile, not 

unruly, without protests, without strikes, and of course, without 

revolutions! The 'launch' of the 2030 Agenda by the UN is very similar to 

the proclamations that they made since 1948 and 1976 of more Human 



Rights that no State practices and that the vast majority only listen, see and 

shut up, because hardly you have to dream.  

 

As the 2030 Agenda presents countless good intentions, it seems to be taken 

from a sermon by the Blessed Mother Teresa of Calcutta, or from a survey of 

a beautiful candidate for the world kingdom of beauty, when citing the 

allegory of the 'donkey and the carrot' , is that it must be seen and analyzed, 

that such good and beautiful things are not cheap, much less free. Let's see: 

 

Funding: large and succulent contributions, more was missing, by the Mellinda 

Foundation and Bill Gates (billions unknown), Children's Investment Fund, 

Susan Foundation, Ford Foundation, Ikea, Tata Trust Foundation, Lika Shing, 

Vahbi Kot, etc, etc., continuing:  

 

Implementation: Multilateral organizations (the UN, the IMF, the World Bank, 

the IBRD, the IDB, the WTO, the FED-Federal Reserve should not be absent ) 

Decapitalize Pension Funds and Sovereign Funds (reserves of nations), Taxes, 

Funds of Insurance, wholesale and retail, etc, etc. In other words, you have to 

look at the carrot with a magnifying glass, cut it up and examine it, which was 

what our plenipotentiary ambassadors did not do at the UN General Assembly 

in September 2015. The 2030 Agenda is constituted, with all evidence, in the 

'Think Tank' of the immediate future of the world, and immediately, because 

they are resorting to fear, terror, panic, and what better than the 'plandemic'.  

 

Now, I end this section where I should have started: but in order to reliably 

understand the intricacies of everything that concerns us, I will very roughly 

describe the ideological principles or philosophy that guides, or does it 

confuse? Agenda 2030, that is , its stamp or footprint through which it travels. 

 



The 2030 Agenda is defined as Transhumanism in the Digital Transformation 

of the life of humanity, taken from the eugenic theories of the English Lord 

(other!) Julian Huxley (first cousin of Aldous Huxley, the one from the “Happy 

World”) and duly endorsed by Ray Kurzweil[100] , President of UNESCO (it is 

known that it is the body that draws up the guidelines for globalized and 

homogenized 'education-ideologization', from infants to higher-university of 

the world's citizens, and compulsory public education where ideology-

indoctrination prevails more than science) and current Director of Engineering 

at Google -what better cover letter-, and whose thinking is summarized as 

follows: 

 

  

 

2- CRISPR PROJECT: Cloustered regulary Interspaced Short Palindromic 

Repeats Proyect. 

 

“The nature of natural biological evolution is extremely long and slow, boiling 

down to the transmission of genes, and as it is random it leads to senescence, 

disease and disability and suffering. We cannot accept that, then, we must 

help and force nature to improve it with genetic engineering techniques, for 

SUPERLONGEVITY, SUPERINTELLIGENCE and WELL-BEING, abolishing 

suffering with the CRISPR technique[101] (Cloustered regulary Interspaced 

Short Palindromic Repeats) or ( Repeats grouped interspaced short 

palindromic regularly)”.  

Palindrome, from the Greek πάλιν δρóμος, palin dromos , 'to go back again', 

ex: A palindromic sequence, or palindrome, in a nucleic acid sequence (rDNA -

recombinant or rRNA) that is the same if it is read from 5 '( 5-prime) to 3 '(3-

prime) in advanced genetic engineering [102] . (His compatriot Charles Darwin 

reviewing his 'evolutionary' theory must be very restless in his grave). It is the 

theory, and the genetic practice for a uniformed world [103] , locked up, 

alienated and a eugenized, digitized, robotized, mechanized civilization, that is 

to say, words plus-words minus, an INHUMAN civilization of clones of other 



clones: the clonal man. Well, The Modification of the Human Genome, or as 

they have called it the "Editing of the Genetic Code" from the sequencing of 

the human genome in 2000, ( like editing-correcting a page in 'Word' ), is the 

variant analysis of GMO (Genetically Modified Organs) developed by two 

Nobel laureates, biochemical scientists: Jenifer Nourdna and Emmanuel 

Carpentier. In 2016 the CRISPR technique began to be tested for the treatment 

of cancer in humans, and new therapies in China for HIV in animals (Molecular 

therapy in China, in vivo excises of HIV-1 Provirus by Sal'as9 and multiple 

Single-Guide RNAs in Animal Models). New Scientist, 2020: Three patients with 

anemia were treated with CRISPR. We know that in 2019, the People's 

Republic of China and Russia (how could the US or Europe) experimented with 

the creation of CRISPR embryos; CRISPRBabies! (CRISP-Chinese Scientist are 

creating), 'editing' embryos of two twins by CRISPR (China's CRISPR twins)  

[104] . Basically the CRISPR technique is to manipulate by advanced genetic 

engineering the genetic code of any living being, for example cutting and 

implanting one of the codes of the chain to alter or improve the embryo in 

question: just as an arracacha is 'improved' in the laboratory, or like the 

invention of the “Tomacco”: Tomato with chili pepper? (The Simpsoms), like 

this with man, thus 'helping' nature to correct and avoid its 'mistakes' or 

'failures' or 'weaknesses': allergies, diseases, old age, suffering ... until death!       

[105] Old age and death, like two more diseases, curable! Will there be greater 

deception? We will have Homo Sapiens 'CRISPR' . They have already started! 

In Colombia, for example, a man, a gynecologist himself, is experimenting with 

young girls to make them suspend and / or manipulate their periods over time, 

and he says, like Huxley, that you have to help nature because it has their 

'flaws', and girls shouldn't 'suffer' menstruation if they don't want it, regardless 

of whether they are pregnant or not. Could it be that we are on the verge of 

repeating the experiments of Nazi National Socialism for the 'betterment' of 

the Aryan race? Now, it is not gratuitous or accidental that all these 

experiments and phenomena have been taking place since the 'launch' of the 

2030 Agenda, in 2015 (See HAARP Project -p.52-), and that they coincide with 

the 'plandemic'. Are they preparing the 'interplanetary' man? With Bio-

reactors or photo-bio-reactors? To colonize the moon or Mars? Will CRISPR be 

the next antibiotic? The palpable fact is that what little bioethics was available 



is hanging by a thread ... like a sword of Damocles. Who or who will use the 

scissors? ... or will it burst under its own weight? ...  

 

 Klaus Schwab, the founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF), during the 

last meeting of the forum in Davos-Switzerland, May 2020, regarding the 

coronavirus pandemic, expressed [106] : 

 

"The pandemic and the environment[107] are intertwined globally, and 

solutions must be addressed globally (…) we must seize this rare and small 

opportunity (…) restart our world and forge a healthier, more equitable and 

prosperous future (…) especially considering that our youth millennials are 

individualistic, and that for the future they will assimilate our governance well 

(…) we have the 'global reset' "[108] ... will they press the button? ... were they 

prepared? ... pandemic plandemic? or ¿Pandemic of the plandemic? ... 

Towards the new order of the world? Then he explained that the ' 

individualistic millennials ' is because they are given to work alone, whether 

from a PC, Tablet, mobile, or whatever. It is the digital generation. Among 

them, the 'geek' (or 'geek' syndrome, introversion of frustrated masculinity?), 

A form of mutilation, social distancing and a sociopathic sociophobia [109] 

from the CEO’s of Silicon Valley (Pierre Rimbert, 2021). Could it be that young 

millennials, by the mere fact of being on the mobile phone, are individualists? 

No, that digital-induced introspection does not label them individualists, -the 

proportion of adults 'on' is also very high-, rather immersed as they are in 

social networks, it makes them open to the world but in another way, perhaps,  

of escape and of a silence that hides many things, such as a critical solipsism, 

less individualism, but yes, of discontent and potential rebellion. Let's look at 

two or three examples as a sample: The Arab Spring (2005?) (Libya, Tunisia, 

Egypt) and the youth-student and popular explosion in Chile 2019 that brought 

together a Constituent Assembly, making the billionaire Piñera bow his head, 

and the Resistance of the youth in the National Strike in Colombia for more 

than 60 days against Duque's socio-economic and repressive policy, never 

seen before, and in the midst of a plandemic, I mean, a pandemic (Nov-2019 

and Apr-May-2021) [110] . If that's 'individualism' then back off. Medieval 



obscurantism with hysterical scientism of the 'digital transhumanists'? In the 

long run, we should not be so concerned with that obscurantism and that 

scientism. It is the measure and capacity of potential damage that 

transnational corporations can reach by practically co-opting the Nation-

States:  

 

Intelligence can be as good for good as for evil, and worse, if it is endowed with 

immense resources and ambitions. But as Pablo Neruda sentenced: "They will 

be able to cut the flowers, but they will not be able to finish spring."  

 

 3- COVID IS THE VIRUS. CAPITALISM AND TERRORISM OF FEAR IS THE 

PANDEMIC. 

 

Big capital does not know about life or health, only about money and power. 

 

Corporate power wants you poor, submissive, alone and dependent on the 

State. 

 

2015, December. "Future meetings will be the same as they were, only if there 

is a global vaccine" (sic), Bill Gates, Dec-2015. (Is this man a magician or a seer 

who plays Cassandra with his apocalyptic ominous announcements? Or they 

already had him perfectly 'pandemic'). Again the looming fear. Experience 

proves that the threat of hell is always more effective than the promise of 

heaven (Eduardo Galeano, 'Los diablos del Diablo'), which translated into the 

pandemic: the threat of contagion is more effective than the promise of 

progress. And millions of people are expected to stand in line with their 

shoulders bare, just like when they were buying Windows 95. What a joy. 

 

Bill Gates with Mellinda Gates and her philanthropic foundation, with the 

theory that as Carbon Anhydride (H2CO3) is contributing to global warming, 



and more than 7,000 million people are breathing in the ‘overpopulated’ 

biosphere, because according to their calculations, +/- 18% of the world 

population is 'excess' (see -2001-Davos-), they are the 'useless diners', then, 

we must start by eliminating the old and the poor, the sick and the old people, 

blacks and indigenous people, that is, the fool of 1,260 'million people would 

be left over (would we have left over?); more than all Latin Americans put 

together !! Pure Darwinian Malthusianism combined with neo-Nazi-fascite 

eugenics for his Global Domination Project. Demographically, to say of David 

Rockefeller “… the population is against the planet”, and for Gates: “the 

demography must be equal to zero”. "If the sick and retired elderly died from 

the virus, they would do the US economy a huge favor."    [111] Governor U. 

Rogers, USA. All to which more: murders and massacres written and warned. 

How? They already started! 

 

Mechanisms: birth control by biochemical contraception, pro-abortion laws, 

massive vaccinations (eugenic?), Homosexual unions so that there are fewer 

children - of course, I am not homophobic-, pandemics !, proliferation of pro-

divisionist gender organizations LGTBI type and Extreme nazifeminisms at all 

costs, guidelines on new and reactionary pedagogies, also of gender, especially 

in Third World countries. And if the above is not enough, there is the 

unpleasant weapon: hunger. Or rather: the only thing missing for the party are 

the Nazi crematorium ovens, but multiplied by 1 'million, or the atomic bomb, 

or CRISPR (p.63), or HAARP (p.52). What will be cheaper and faster? The idea-

project is “… discover, against the will of the interested party, what he is 

thinking, and how to suppress, in a few seconds and without prior notice, 

several hundred million people. This is the main objective of scientific 

investigations… ”(Orwell, p.180). Any resemblance to what is coming is purely 

coincidental. Other!   

 

The curious thing about the matter is that, reviewing the successive reports to 

the Club of Rome since 1972, they always emphasized three fundamental 

topics: a ) The exponential growth of the world population, concentrated in 

developing countries; b ) The shortage of energy and raw materials, which 



paradoxically are found, those few resources, also concentrated in the Third 

World (an example: the precious lithium, which arch-millionaire Elon Musck 

pursues so much for his electric cars and space race, his deposits they are only 

found in the quantities required in Bolivia  [112] and Mexico, not to mention 

Venezuelan oil); and c ) Hunger and food shortages, too, concentrated in the 

South! , but, contradictorily, with the best and greatest conditions for its 

production. In January 2021 the news was known that Bill Gates was buying 

thousands and thousands of hectares of the best arable land in the USA like 

crazy , and he is doing the same with the best land in the Brazilian Amazon. Is 

that why Capi Bolsonaro is allowing the Amazon forests to be deforested and 

burned? And in the process, murdering, or at least displacing hundreds of 

thousands of indigenous people? That is, loading 'bricks' to his master from 

the north , cleaning the farm ... and at what price the moñona! Could it be that 

for Gates the deforestation and burning of millions of hectares of Amazon 

rainforest is not so problematic, nor so polluting, nor so anti-ecological, nor as 

a 'greenhouse effect', and the 'respiration effect' of 18% of the poorest 

population on the planet? And his colleague is not far behind: 

https://www.mansionglobal.com/articles/mark-zuckerberg-buys-600-acres-

on-kauai-in-53-million-deal- And as if that weren't enough, his compatriot 

filibuster, Mr. Henry Kissinger, has also bought more than 400,000 hectares of 

the best arable border lands of southern Argentina with Chile (like the wealthy 

Nazis after losing the war who took refuge in San Carlos de Bariloche, 

Argentina, so they are the Yankees). You don't knead so much power because 

you do. And the governments of the day open their doors and roll out a red 

carpet for them.  

 

2017-January. Anthony Fauci, Trump's bedside epidemiologist, launched 

'prophetically' (Like Bill Gates in 2015? Did you agree? Do you both carry the 

'black swan'?) The ominous sentence, equal to Gates': "The Trump 

administration will face a widespread infection." He was careful to name the 

saint, but he did name the miracle, or rather: without naming the devil he 

named evil. (Could it be that Fauci inherited the position? He continued with 

Biden in 2020, and that would be the agreement of Oct 18, 2019 in Manhattan- 

see Act Two ). 



2017-February. The US Pentagon is aware of the development of the 

'plandemic' and is involved in the critical issue of vaccines (?!) (See: 2020-April-

20) 

2019-10-10. New York. Johns Hopkins University. 

 

First to make a Covid map, together with the World Economic Forum and the 

Bill and Mellinda Gates Foundation. A pandemic drill is conducted. 

 

2019-10-18. Davos-Switzerland, Arman the pandemic 40 days before. (Like 

the anthrax) 

2019-10-20 . Fairmont Le Montreux Palace, Switzerland, summit meeting of 

the BILDERBERG Club[113] , which once again brings together the greatest and 

most powerful figures of world capitalism, international politics, the war, 

computer, pharmaceutical, food, entertainment and even cosmetics 

industries, whose conclave of rich and for the rich, practically obscure, it is 

governed and brought together since its creation in the post-war years 

(January 1954) and year after year with a tabernacle secrecy established by 

The Chatam Hause Rule (Great Britain): “… all participants are prohibited from 

rebelling, plus yes use and exploit, what is said and who says it in those 

meetings… ”. The truth is that this lavish and emblematic club of the world 

elite goes hand in hand, as will be understood by its coincidence in the 

execution times, with the Trilateral, on the one hand, and with the World 

Economic Forum, on the other, then they have a perfect gear.  

The 2019 Bilderberg Club among its topics were: Climate Change, 

Overpopulation, exploration, conquest, and exploitation of space, Russia, 

China, and as a central theme: Iran (behind the scenes was the pandemic?)  

The following is a selection of the characters invited to the Club who decide 

the fate and future of the world economy, and practically of humanity: 

Jared Cohen , Founder and Director Alphabet (Google and Youtube), Satya 

Nadella, dir. Microsoft, Henry Kissinger (other inevitable), George Soros 

(another inevitable), Ana Botin , Psdta Banco Santander and Dir. CocaCola, 



Jared Kushner , Zionist advisor and son-in-law of Trump, Zanny Mnton , 

director The Economist, José Manuel Barroso , Psdte Goldman Sachs, Ursula 

von der Leyen , German Defense Minister, Lars Findsen , Danish Intelligence 

Director, Patrick Pouyannél , Total Petroleum Psdte, Marck Tucker , HSBC 

Psdte and Goldman Sachs Director, Gerhard Zeiler , Warner Brs Music and 

CNN, Darren Walker , Ford Foundation Psdte, Guillermo , King of the 

Netherlands, specialist-researcher in water control (¡watch out!), Reid 

Hoffman , Linkedin founder, Patrice Caine , L'Oreal Cosmetics Director and 

Thales Arms Industry Psdte, James Zetenberg , NATO Psdte and CIA 

Representative, Micke Pompeo [114] , Trump's Secretary of State. Who missed 

the appointment? Well, Mr. David Rockefeller, who went to 'rest' and stop 

doing evil, anyway he is replaced by diligent characters. 

Anyone wondering: but what has a cosmetics factory manager to do with an 

oil company or with a German defense minister, or a Zionist adviser with a 

bank. Well, yes, each and every one is inter-related as in an 'overlapping of 

interests' both economic and geopolitical worldwide, because in that small list, 

for example, politicians and even the occasional 'cardinal' in representation 

escape of the Vatican, since the agendas and key issues and information they 

deal with are like a 'shadow world government', with tendencies to influence 

and determine future courses in the direction of the States towards a NOEI 

(New International Economic Order) in points such as: Advances of local or 

regional wars, migrations, new technologies, monetary system (for example it 

is rumored that there was talk about the possible resetting of the international 

monetary system to return to the 'gold standard', which was also discussed in 

the last WEF )     [115] , the digital currency (BitCoin?) And the treatment of the 

fear of global overpopulation. Coincidences?[116] (The already famous ones 

would follow in agreement: G-5, G-7 and G-20 - and the OECD). 

 

  

 

 

 



SECOND ACT:  

 

2019 . Oct-18 . Manhattan [117] . “ The pandemic drill titled Event 201 was a 

high-level simulation exercise that took place on October 18, 2019 at The 

Pierre Hotel Grand Ballroom, Manhattan, (Theater quite appropriate for this 

Second Act), according to the Bloomberg agency    [118] , which had exclusive 

access to it. The participants (bankers, high-level businessmen and heads of 

various global financial and health organizations!) Came together to explore 

ideas on how to mitigate the devastating global economic and social impacts 

that would result from "a serious and highly communicable intercontinental 

outbreak". The exercise (noble, healthy and sincere for the altruistic and 

humanistic) was built around a fictitious virus, a natural coronavirus (not very 

different from SARS or MERS) that according to the model, would have arisen 

from pigs, which according to the video released on the internet by the 

organizers of the event, synthesizes the official campaigns against COVID-19 

launched by various governments, almost as a premonitory. The event was 

organized by the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security (¡?), In association 

with the World Economic Forum and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 

You could only attend by special invitation, with the assistance of media such 

as Bloomberg. Video and audio recordings were not allowed, but after the 

event, high-quality videos and audio were selected for dissemination in 

selected media, usually specialized press aimed at a specific audience . 

Participants included: Ryan Morhard , Economic and Health Adviser to the 

World Economic Forum; Chris Elias , president of the Global Development 

Division of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation; Tim Evans , former World 

Bank health director; Avril Haines , former deputy director of the CIA, Sofía 

Borges , representing the United Nations; Stanley Bergman , Chairman of the 

Board and CEO of Henry Schein (a global distributor of medical and dental 

supplies, including vaccines, pharmaceuticals, financial services, and 

equipment); Paul Stoffels , Scientific Director of Johnson & Johnson; Matthew 

Harrington , Director of Global Operations for Edelman (one of the world's 

largest marketing and public relations consulting firms); Martin Knuchel , 

Lufthansa's Head of Crisis, Emergency and Business Continuity Management; 

Eduardo Martínez , president of the UPS Foundation; Hasti Taghi , Vice 



President and Executive Advisor of the North American network NBC; Lavan 

Thiru , Chief Representative of the Monetary Authority of Singapore (So far, 

two-thirds of the attendees had to do directly with health). Backstage, or in 

the 'mockery', must have been Anthony Fauci.  

The main purpose of the simulation was to illustrate the weakening of 

international alliances and government fragility in managing these crises, in 

order to promote and increase public-private partnerships. Although the 

participants recognized the public sector as the first line of defense against 

pandemics, they highlighted its shared leadership with the private sector [119] 

and pharmacological. Malignant Benevolence? Ghoulish perverts? Hysteria 

pragmatism? Terminally mentally ill? … All of the above…. 

 

“I'm observing something simultaneously terrifying and inspiring. Health and 

business leaders are practicing response to a simulated global pandemic. It 

could happen. It will happen # Event201 ”@JHSPH_CHS @JohnsHopkinsSPH 

@gatesfoundation @wef @bloomberg. @JanetWuNews. 

 

 

Well, Janet Wu's unfounded fears about this Machiavellian conspiracy of the 

powerful with the all-embracing 'power' of incalculable dimensions, 

unfortunately came true at the end of November 2019. Upon awakening from 

her nightmare in October - the night of the witches? ? - he found a real worse 

evidence: the monster had been released from his laboratory. The Covid-19, 

like the demonic fury of a Dante, had taken to the streets of Wuhan, to 

replicate itself by thousands, by millions, and to spread throughout the world 

... and annihilate innocents from the four points of the cardinal star! ... plus 

the cruel and stubborn component of the coldly and perversely calculated 

measures to confine the world population, kill it by starvation and infection, 

both by the 'coronavirus' and by the 'vaccinated' monster, and by the worst of 

all: the fear. Fear rules, and kills, like wars, the virus eats fear [120] . From then 

on, all governments used and abused the pandemic, as served on a platter, 

and as an excuse to punish and deprive the elementary rights of assistance to 



the bulk of the world's displaced population (MSF 2020), for example , and the 

business that pharmaceutical companies were doing with the pandemic was 

confirmed, not only with vaccines, but with treatments, diagnoses, tests and 

other public health tools. Ongoing programs, for example on cutaneous 

Leishmaniasis and maternity (obstetrics and critical neonatal) were suspended 

especially in vulnerable and displaced populations[121] worldwide. 

 

 

ACT THREE: 

 

2020-11-March, New York. The curtain rises and a kind of underworld whore 

makes her appearance on the scene. Dismayed and tearful, with a trembling 

and sniffing voice, the UN, that is its nickname, is perplexed, lulling a shapeless 

creature in its arms, only a few prominences in its macrocephalous head called 

capsids can be seen [122] , and announces that a little monster has been born, 

and that he has given him the first name of COVID-19, and that his direct 

ancestor is named Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 and that his adoptive grandparents 

come from such a species of chiroptera ( flying eutherian mammal ) known to 

the common people as a 'bat' - other gossips defame that it is a 'natural' son 

of a certain pangolin-, which lives in the central province of mainland China 

called Wuhan, and that the spouse is not known, since it was generated by a 

kind of asexual cellular 'budding', (more or less like the virginal conception of 

a lady over there in Palestinian lands), and it is suspected that the midwife 

Actually, she was aware that the little monster was about to see the world 

since the end of 2019 - It will be remembered that this Sofia Borges was on 

behalf of or as a midwife of the UN at the Act of The Pierre Hotel Grand 

Ballroom, in Manhattan, the October 18, 2019, where very surely They were 

celebrating him a kind of 'coronashower' or more popularly 

'babycoronashower', and that is why he baptized him COVID-19 and not 

COVID-20 as it should have been. Well, the comedy or sainete, or circus, begins 

for real, from then on, because it is the paraphernalia and demands that come 

and that go on his true parents, his true origin and nationality, that if he is a 

'natural' child or not, or an artificial monstrosity, because the gossips in the lies 



of all the towns speak that the poor COVID-19 disc was expatriated and forced 

to travel on a charter flight from a maternal hospital that they call 

Biotechnological Experimental Laboratory, already be it, from Paris, Berlin, or 

London or from a small town in the United States, because like his head of 

government, a monkey gentleman, who they call him Trump, was desperate, 

pulling out of his country right and left a number of poor people , and 

especially children -suddenly the nascent COVID-19 fell there- who call for 

being 'illegal migrants' and that it does not matter that they were born in those 

lands they call 'American dream' - who knows what kind of dreams they will 

have, yes for the cocaine online or the metanphetamines that they like so 

much- because what it is, these rabble do not deserve that dream, that there 

is not so much for so many, and that "nature's banquet is reserved for a few" 

(a gossip spread by another English Lord! in 1800, a certain Tomas Malthus) 

and that is why they embark the ‘berriondazos’ in a cargo plane stacked on top 

of each other, and that they go where they came from. They are in that fight, 

and they do not find who to blame the responsibility for the maintenance, 

care, and especially the mischief of the poor infant, because they say that he 

is very restless and harmful and that with everyone he lives putting together a 

zaperoco of the thousand demons, and who even disguises himself with masks 

that they call mutant 'strains', how will it be, that they already say the 'demon 

of Wuhan' beta, delta or gamma , he will know the devil if the Greek alphabet 

reaches him. And worst of all is that some putative guys who have appeared 

everywhere, from all over the world, from the Chinese, the Russians, the 

Indians, the Saxons, and Anglo-Saxons turned Yankees, are holding on to the 

fuses, as if to rent balcony - I am in the stalls-, to distribute, as if they were the 

legitimate guardians of the poor child, some inheritances or children that they 

call those who have the right, represented in the gifts of the infant for the 

damages caused to the people of the whole world, from infections, 

hospitalizations and deaths, in addition to the previous prophylactic care 

demanded by the child and which have been indicated as 'vaccines' (will it be 

the bottle? or the sucker? an entertainment? a placebo? know), whose 

enormous urgency to manufacture requires many financial sacrifices and 

scientific development, although many of them have recognized that generous 

and manilargos governments have provided them with some monetary 'help' 

and legal protection and commercial to do whatever they want, but still have 



to earn a little for their work. And the farce is already becoming somewhat 

boring, because while the aforementioned bug is and continues to do its thing: 

sick here, crippled there, dead there, with riots all over the world, what 

confinements, what quarantines, what siege states, that persecutions, that 

border closures as if the world were a fold of herds, the aforementioned 

manufacturers continue to amass fortunes by hand with the complicity of the 

pimping governments and the budding matron, and the poor bored towns in 

a confinement that already not even a cat can stand it, sick or not, but without 

five in his pockets, and always working and studying in front of a boring 

computer or cell phone screen for almost twelve hours a day, without seeing 

family or friends, cramped and paunchy from that maluco sedentary lifestyle, 

forced to be 'pricked' at any moment of carelessness and to be presenting such 

a green passport or health certificate, and all because of that damn specimen 

of laboratory or nature, it doesn't matter, the truth is that people can't take it 

anymore ... and the viewer less ...             

 

... THE CURTAIN IS NOT LOWERED, AND THE SURE IS THAT IT IS KEPT UP FOR A 

GOOD TIME, well, THE SAINETE IS NOT CONSIDERED ... Patience, sanity, 

sensitivity, but never resignation dear viewer ... for the moment, and as it says 

the gringo: 'to coffee breack'.  

 

The same March 11, 2020, as well as the director of the COVID-19 Action 

Platform[123] , coordinated a working group made up of more than 200 

economic corporations from around the world, among which are the firms that 

we have indicated above, the World Economic Forum and the United Nations, 

on June 13, 2019 he had entered into an understanding between the two 

organizations to make joint policies in matters of economy, health, education 

and migration, that is, an alliance between an interstate body with another 

that represents the main banks and economic powers of the world. The 

perfectly 'plandimified' pandemic[124] . 

 



To "unite the global community", the working group or Platform "Pandemic 

COVID-19" coordinated by the UN and the WEF "empowered national and 

international leaders and will reinforce calls for 'solidarity', including through 

the mobilization of world youth referents (suitably trained above all in 

obedience and acceptance of the crisis itself: politicians, journalists, actors, 

actresses, bloggers, queens and warblers, athletes, comedians, priests - even 

the pope!), ambassadors of the media and civil society ". And the latest 

approach is "mobilizing cooperation and business support for the response to 

COVID-19: leveraging big data and artificial intelligence to mitigate impact and 

improve decision making." In short, there are those who instructed the idea of 

a global pandemic, someone who executed it, and someone who saw an 

opportunity. They are probably the same people. "... for the first time in history 

there was the possibility of forcing the governed, not only to complete 

obedience to the will of the State, but to complete uniformity of opinion.", (G. 

Orwell, p.191), by hence the relevance of the sentence of the American writer 

Mark Twain: "Every time you find yourself on the side of the majority, wake 

up, it's time to change!" ... and to think, because consensus is the worst enemy 

of judicious criticism, and the ally of sheep; Without freedom of thought and 

dissent, there can be no freedom of expression. They tell us what to think, and 

not how to think, which is the most important thing, from school to university 

and work we have been carried away by a conditioned and conditioning 

cerebral dwarfism, which has benefited the status quo badly or well .  

 

2020-April-20. It is announced that a pharmaceutical industrial company 

owned by Donald Rumsfeld, the greatest military strategist from the Ford to 

Busch era in the US, already had the vaccine (Donald Rumsfeld Pharma [125]),  

as with Influenza 'A', and confirmed that the pandemic was indeed 'rehearsed' 

in Sept / Oct 2019 in NY and organized by the Johns Hopkins Center, Bill Gates 

and the World Economic Forum (WEF ), and that the Pentagon would 

'coordinate' (?!) vaccinations. For something we have pointed to the pandemic 

and its 'anti tools' as weapons of war [126] . One of Bill Gates' ambitions, he 

already confessed, is to make vaccines that in less than a hundred days 

everyone is inoculated for the 'next' pandemic (!?), and  is still concerned 



about the lack of childhood vaccination - that is her target  - (Goal Keepers 

Report, 2021, UN, Sustainable Development Goal). 

 

The Bill & Melinda Gates FoundaSion and the Davos World Economic Forum, 

which also fund pro-Israel evangelicals like Bolsonaro to LGTBI / feminazis to 

impose the Malthu-Zionist agenda of "free" abortion (euphemism for 

"liberal"), and Bill Gates went from being a nerd who became bourgeois to a 

bourgeois who became a lobbyist to promote imperialism, which is the highest 

phase of capitalism, and by extension the world government, which is the 

highest phase of imperialism.[127] , that's what they want to get to, they 

themselves confess: "world governance", be attentive to that terminology 

because it is the one that is coming, they are already beginning to impose it by 

all means of disinformaSion of the transnaSional capitalist globalizaSion 

(Mathias, 03-22-20), and Surveillance Capitalism[128] based on modern 

cutting-edge cyber technologies [129] . The sophistication of the fight against 

the virus with the implementation of nanorobotized software and hardware 

with ultrasensors and detectors where they are least expected, are and will be 

the pretext for the surveillance and domination of entire populations, the 

universal, individual and collective panopticon. The applications -App-, and 

even free devices, are specifically designed to become happy addicts (Netflix), 

consummate gamblers (consumed?): 'Free' with the consent that we are 

permanently observed, watched, persecuted, calculated , controlled, 

referenced, programmed and parameterized 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, 

we are your most precious source of information, by algorithms and artificial 

intelligence, with statistical models that calculate patterns and predictions 

about our behavior patterns, economic, political and socio-cultural, behavior 

and forecasting on consumption habits and large-scale events. It is scary to be 

free, because it is believed that slavery was abolished, and no, she just put on 

makeup. We are a society of slaves and no one recognizes that it is. We have 

a liberty conditional on surveillance and we are passively aware of its relentless 

surveillance. Your SmartTV, your mobile, your car, your Google assistant, and 

even the bracelet that controls your tension and monitors your steps in the 

gym or in the spa, WATCHES you, CONTROLS you, and without even realizing 

it, PROGRAMS you. The terms 'smart' and 'personalized' (there are many more 



in case you didn't know), are faithful soldiers of Surveillance Capitalism 

(Shoshana Zuboff, Emeritus Professor, Harvard Business School, BBC). The 

famous ' habeas data' law , in the face of all the above, turns out to be a cruel 

joke, well, we are all virtually public!    

 

In short, we people are an infinite terminal of data stream, the result of an 

algorithmic operation. With that knowledge, Data Bases and Big Datas 

Sciences feed, they can control us, dominate us, because we feel free, but we 

voluntarily strip down no more when we give our data, personal or not, lightly, 

to quickly obtain a 'free application '. That freedom is not restricted, on the 

contrary, it is open, cool, but it is exploited. With the Web, especially the 

superficial Web (the deepweb[130] is another thing) repression is not 

experienced, but without our being aware, we are directed and controlled 

(with a single photograph, Instagram, for example, you can deduce hundreds 

of our patterns, how about) and matrix our personal profiles, So the famous 

'consent' that is signed so carelessly and hastily ( and even irresponsibly ) with 

the single click of 'I accept', is one of the great lies of the Internet and ICTs 

(Byung-Chul Han, South Korean Philosopher). Do you use hyper-connected 

'social networks'? Well, you are in their 'networks' 'enredadx'. Unravel!  

 

Observing our "Planddemic Genesis" above, we can clearly realize that since 

1916, when the Eugenics League was created, until March 11, 2020, when the 

WHO-UN announced and declared the COVID-19 pandemic -as if opening 

another circus-, that all that succession of lavish and dazzling 'clubs', including, 

of course, the UN, the CIA, NATO and the Pentagon (as town criers and 

scribes), in that long century all have been, are and will be perfectly 

synchronized and overlapping with each other, towards the achievement of 

Global Governance and Western White Supremacism[131] , whatever the cost, 

even at the expense of human civilization itself and of planet earth. Unless the 

world and the peoples, still free, get up and say: NO !! 

 



Exceptional measures caused by the pandemic will be common, and the 

flexibilization of rights, such as freedom of conscience, opinion, hiring and 

wages, transit and travel, interrelationships, culture, health, education, private 

life, ( ' habeas data' , ' habeas corpus' , ' habeas medicine ', ' conscientia 

libertas' ), taxes and levies, public services, the restrictions will be more 

permanent and broader, which will further harm the middle and lower classes. 

This relaxation of the few rights still in force, will tend to become a Dictatorial 

Totalitarianism of Global Governance [132] , if the world continues to be 

engulfed and consciously consumed by Surveillance Capitalism[133] led by 

International Corporatism and its workhorse: COVID-19, turned preconceived, 

because it is not by chance, obviously, the Einstein of evil, the Galileo of 

perversity, the Confucius of crime[134] .  

 

Now, despite the warmongering debacles of the great empire, because its 

policy is that of 'permanent war' to feed its warmongering and financial-

industrial machinery, which during the last seven decades has revealed its 

'Achilles heel', beginning for the defeat in Korea (1953), in Cuba (1961), 

Vietnam (1973), Iraq (2003), Libya (2011, Syria (2018), ending with the 

shameful withdrawal from Afghanistan (2021), all these criminal adventures 

propitiated for his scandalous and opportunistic last-minute foray into the 

IIG.M. that by allowing himself to be outdone by the Russian forces for the 

final assault on the Wehrmacht Nazi in Berlin, he treacherously retaliated, and 

without prior notice, as a good filibuster that he is, against the nobles and 

defenseless Japanese civil populations of Nagasaky and Hirochima ( or in 

devious revenge for the opportunity offered at Pearl Harbbor?), whose 

consequences are still living today, inaugurating without even blushing, the 

assassination by nuclear means, I say, that despite all those debacles, because 

even nuclear is the worst of all, the great empire is preparing like a beast rabid 

to jump on their prey: Is it Crimea? Taiwan? Ankara? Tehran? Moscow? Beijin? 

Caracas? The Peace? It is the politics of fear, fear again, accompanied by the 

violence with which the imperial power resorts when it is in danger (Hannah 

Arendt), to fall, as it has many times - let us see the History of Empires - fall 

into the famous Trap of Thucydides, which they have opened with the AUKUS-

2021 nuclear pact (Australia, United Kingdom, USA) for the manufacture of 



nuclear-powered submarines in Australia, in front of the noses of Mainland 

China and stoking the fire on Taiwan. Will it be provocation, or just another 

adventure? (BBC Mundo, Norberto Paredes, sept 2021).  

 

A piece of information, to close this chapter: let us observe that in none of the 

previous and exclusive world elite clubs has an oligarch, military, or rich man 

or Latin American or Third World ruler appeared, because despite his money, 

and his national power they are also expendable; they only receive orders from 

the hegemonic English-speaking globecracy (USA-UK-AU), unless, as faithful 

plenipotentiary representatives in the largest club in the crystal palace, the 

UN: to flatter and very meekly vote the will of their bosses natural. 
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VI. IS THE REMEDY -PREVENTIVE OR CURATIVE- WORSE THAN THE 

DISEASE? 

"The only word the Greeks used to designate 'medicine' - φάρμακο , pharmakon - did not 

distinguish between the power to heal and the power to kill”. Ivan Ilyich[135] 

 

The sage of Kós, Hippocrates, declared: “ Primum non noscere …” (πρώτα μην 

κάνεις κακό, [ protha min káneis kakó ])[136] , "First, do no harm ...", whose 

ethical and procedural principle that frames the art and science of medicine 

has been set aside by many of our physicians and the world's medical 

institutions, despite the elemental and well-disseminated MBE (Evidence-

Based Medicine) that paradoxically is presented to us today as a discipline so 

dismembered in so many specialties[137] , establishing all sorts of 

perspectives and therapeutic developments in the modern pharmacopoeia, 

which lead it further and further from its original HOLISTIC perspective, losing 

its integrative projection, and it would be very healthy for current medicine to 

remember the teachings that Hippocrates bequeathed to the Hellenes and the 

world: ”… consider the human organism as an indivisible whole (mind-soul-

body) whose self-regulation mechanisms must be respected by medical 

practice…”[138] , consequently, any drug of biological or chemical synthesis 

must protect the body's own natural defense and immunity systems, and that 

it can only intervene to help homeostasis work in the best possible way. 

Because in parallel with the accelerated growth of medical specialties and 

subspecialties, the amount of pharmacological products is increasing, 

increasingly complex and delicate for the preservation or alteration of health, 

to the same extent that diseases, both acute and chronic -more the second- 

question that covers the subject at hand: epidemics and pandemics are 

increasing, and as a corollary, therefore, vaccines and other antagonist drugs 

proliferate more (For the COVID-19 pandemic we already have more than 

twelve ( 12) vaccines, not counting those expected by mutant strains). Walter 

Modell, a medical professor at Cornell University, states: “In the last 30 years 

the list of active principles in drugs has grown; but also and faster, the list of 

the quantity of drugs has grown. The explanation for this reduplication is given 



by the economics of the medicine business "       [139] … and most of all from 

the pharmacological industry (the 'vademecum'[140] from pharmaceutical 

companies, which now release almost every six months, prove it). Another 

example of the proliferation, not only of drugs, but of 'new' and exotic mental 

illnesses, is constituted by modern and contemporary Psychiatry, represented 

mainly in its typical and traditional DSM [141] , The Clinician's Guide to 

Diagnosis, by James Morrison, publication of the American Psychiatric 

Association, which by 2020 was already in the DSM-V edition, and the DSM-VI 

is expected by the end of 2021. A fact: while the DSM-II edition contemplated 

only 120 mental illnesses, the DSM-IV already contained 340 in its five axes; 

220 more than its two predecessors (an increase of 200% in five years!), And 

of course, this vertiginous increase and the race to invent - not discover, as the 

author says - new mental illnesses [142] goes parallel and hand in hand with 

the manufacture of new drugs. "Medicine has advanced so much that no one 

is healthy anymore" (Aldoux Huxley, "A Happy World", 1932) Can you imagine 

if I lived today what I would think? 

 

Re-studying the Corpus Hippocraticum (CH), when the distinguished scholar 

tells us about: “ Ars longa, vita brevis; matter, fragilia; experientia et statio 

male fida; difficilis iudecii "[143] ( "Η ζωή είναι σύντομη, η επιστήμη μακρά, 

φευγαλέα περίσταση, αβέβαιη εμπειρία, δύσκολη κρίση" [ I ZOI Einai sýntomi, 

i MAKRA epistími, Peristasis fevgaléa, avévaii empeiría, dýskoli krisi ]), we are 

implying that The practice of the noble art-science of medicine, cannot, should 

not be improvised, or be thoughtless, lax, or cowardly merchants of health, 

and yes make a judicious work of medical practice and without prejudice or 

prejudice, permanent study and tenacious effort, and that the term Krísi , at 

the end of the aphorism denotes a warning, more to the doctor than about the 

disease, hence the double meaning of the teaching, depending on how it is 

approached, and on whose interpretation from the pre-Socratics to the 

modern translators (Daremberg, Littré, Jones, etc.), up to now there has been 

no definitive agreement. Corroborating this teaching, in “Epidemics I and III” 

of the Corpus Hippocraticum , he emphasizes “(…) being able to investigate 

correctly (…) it is necessary to learn exactly the constitution (…) and the 

disease”[144] . 



 

So, regarding epidemics and pandemics, we must start from the base of the 

three elements that compose them: A- The host; B- The microbe or vector; and 

C- The environment. 

 

 Regarding the host - the one that potentially hosts the virus - or that is capable 

of harboring the virus, the following limiting or favoring factors must be taken 

into account for the infection or contagion to occur: 

 

1- Psychological and mental factors: stress levels, mental health and 

hypochondriacal predisposition, and previous psychotic states, quality 

and quantity of sleep. It is worth highlighting here, what has been called 

the FOMO Syndrome in psychoanalytic media and more in psychiatric 

media (Fear of Missing Out –'Fear of missing something'-)[145] which is 

greatly affecting the entire population –children-youth-adults- 

regardless of class, education or socio-economic position. This 

syndrome is characteristic of modern society herded, or with herd 

mentalities, causing compulsive hysteria and existential anguish.  [146] 

irrational, even unconscious, and these, as a defense mechanism of the 

mind, turns them into chronic stress, and is associated with the 

propensity to acquire and consume what others - the ancient theory of 

economics and of marketing on the 'marginal propensity to consume by 

demonstration effect'- (a clear example is the fashions in clothing) that 

today, then, has declined due to the mass communication phenomenon 

and ICTs, and consequently , and like a vicious circle, people by 'not 

missing anything', feed the addiction to the networks and the media, 

and vice versa; 

 

2- Physical and constitutional factors: hereditary propensity or luetic, 

genetic inheritance, its constitutional pregnancy (animal, vegetable or 

mineral), and traumas or comorbidities, on the basis that biologically, 

the gastrointestinal system of the human female, which from the first 



weeks from its intrauterine formation it develops as an integral branch 

of the autonomic or sympathetic nervous system; and    

 

3- Sociocultural factors: education, occupation, labor and affective 

relationships and coexistence (human and with other animals, due to 

the zoonotic incidence), physical-sporting activity, and food (vegetable, 

animal or mineral, or combined), natural or industrialized, smoking and 

drug addiction. Finally, if the person has received the load of vaccines 

applied since neonatal age, childhood, adolescence and adulthood. 

 

As for the microbe -virus, bacteria, fungus-, for the moment we leave the 

subject, which they have already been studying very extensively since the 

appearance or 'escape' of the virus in the Wuhan laboratory, to the virological 

experts of the whole world, and that apparently, every day there are more and 

more questions about it, as well as the associated symptoms, as more variants 

of the virus continue to be announced, with more marked specificities from 

region to region, and from country to country. These criteria, in my view, 

should also consider, as a characteristic feature of any living matter, the 

"general adaptation syndrome and adaptation diseases"  [147] , a topic that 

could be addressed in our third pandemic element: the environment. 

 

It is of elemental and recognized importance what the environment 

predisposes, for or against, the vectors that transmit infections and diseases 

to any other living being, animal or plant, that is, the breeding ground to nest 

and infect the receptive hosts, thanks to: hygiene, grooming habits, basic 

available means of potable water and sewerage aqueducts, rainwater, sewage, 

sewage, latrines, sanitation and spaciousness or overcrowding in homes, 

coexistence with domestic or exotic animals ; and the pollution of the air and 

the very land on which food is grown, in addition to the use of irrigation with 

contaminated water and the use and abuse of agrochemicals.  

 



So, if we bring together the previous concepts and considerations, it can be 

conjectured with the elements that EBM (Evidence-Based Medicine) provides 

us, that without the simultaneous participation of the three essential natural 

factors: Host-microbe-environment, that facilitate or not the vector 

transmission of a viral-bacterial-fungal disease , I repeat, it could not occur, of 

course, in the absence of one of those factors, which leads us to affirm without 

restriction, that the prophylaxis and treatment of any disease Transmissible or 

not, it must, should take into account the person as such, in their entirety, and 

the citizens in general, in their three fundamental spheres of interaction -

psychological, somatological, and sociocultural- and the environment in which 

they develop versus the third factor in question: the microbe. Therefore, and 

thanks to the coherence of the above, any preventive or prophylactic measure, 

whether chemical-biological-dietetic-mechanical or natural, or the treatment 

of a microbial infestation or any pathogen agent, if they are not accompanied 

by the study. rigorous, deep, broad and sufficient of the three factors in 

question -host-microbe-environment-, is destined to fail, or at least, to be one 

more palliative, with the great potential and real risks, as we have already 

seen, in the face of the drug procedure for prophylaxis (vaccines) and the 

pharmacological treatment of contagion, therefore, the 'fist' truth dictated by 

Dr.Iván Ilich about the double oxymoronic facet of a drug –φάρμακο, 

pharmakon -; that as well as it cures, it kills. As the massive vaccinations 

applied so far, in addition to the other restrictive measures, they have seriously 

sinned to obviate the conditions and particularities of the host: of the citizens, 

as intrinsic and very unique beings, not repeatable      [148] , generalizing the 

theory or the chimera that what works for one person or group of individuals 

works for everyone, and in addition to the previous disrepute, health agencies 

and the medical body, have also forgotten the other capital factor which is the 

environment in which man develops, then the result is evident: a fiasco, and 

the most serious, the gradual worsening of the disease and the resulting pre-

existing morbidities and comorbidities and deaths due to the bad application 

of both prevention –vaccines- as well as conventional medical treatment for 

infection. The foregoing honors the heading of this section: “Primum non 

noscere…” (“First, don't hurt…”) ; IS THE REMEDY -PREVENTIVE OR CURATIVE- 

WORSE THAN THE DISEASE?, A maxim that medical medicine and modern 

pharmacological research have reduced to its minimum expression, that is, to 



increasingly threaten the health of the peoples, just for an eagerness of 

excessive profit and an eminently utilitarian sense of medicine, which 

constitutes a proverbial crime against humanity. And it is necessary to repeat 

it: that "all and indivisible" of the human being who is -psychic-soma-spirit- 

unavoidably affected by the environment that surrounds him, it is not healthy 

to leave it aside, from any point of view, and not he must be treated like a flock 

in his fold.       

 

It is proven through the history of medicine that epidemics have occurred 

more for hygienic reasons of people and populations in general, framed in a 

deterioration of the environment, and that nature takes responsibility when 

the natural order is broken, then comes disease, anomie, and with it 

contagion. Even the animal, whatever its species, should be considered taking 

into account the above factors (there are veterinarians and zootechnicians 

who are more 'humane' before an animal, than the medical body itself and 

health institutions before man), because any animal also feels, suffers, is a 

unique organism and therefore unrepeatable. “… America is dying from within, 

because they forgot how to live on earth… When Columbus arrived we could all drink 

water from any river. If they had lived like us, we could still drink that water. The water 

is sacred, the air is sacred, the animal is sacred. The tree breathes from what we exhale, 

and we from it. We have a common destiny. If the air, the water, the plant are corrupted, 

a reaction takes place: man is corrupted. Mother Earth is reacting… ”, (Grandfather 

David Monongye's Hoppi Prophecy, 1885). 

 

Now, it is also evident and palpable, it must be recognized, that many vaccines 

and drugs have had a medium to high effectiveness in many people. But they 

have asked themselves: why not in others? Simply because of the above. 

Because it has been tried to generalize in a reckless and irresponsible way, that 

what serves a citizen, for example, of Greenland, 30 years of age, with a 

determined diet and with a very particular genetics, with such mentality, 

customs, attitudes and environment singular, how is it going to serve or be 

'effectively' the same as a peasant from Alto de Santa Cruz in Bolivia with 

totally different psycho-physical-mental and cultural and environmental 

conditions? Thus we would have billions of cases in the world. As stated in the 



footnote, Ref. 148: this reproducibility law has to be given but in the 

laboratory, with the experimenter, in the test tube, already in the 'field', in the 

'field', in human application [149] , conditions and factors change. Another 

example, regarding antibiotics: Why do so many people, or rather so many 

organisms in the world have 'resistance' to penicillins and ampicillins, and 

others do not? First, I emphasize, because not all organisms are the same, 

second, conditions and factors are changing, and third, because humanity is 

already saturated, almost 'smeared' with antibiotics given its chronic, acute 

and accentuated consumption, which ' It demands' a greater formulation, 

concentration and dosage as the body and psyche become more dependent 

on the drug, and fourthly, a question that the laboratories, the medical body, 

or the institutions of health do not want to recognize. health, is that the 

organism 'attacked' flagrantly, mercilessly, with that scourge of antibiotics, the 

natural autoimmune system of course is altered and proceeds to 'defend' itself 

from the hostile element or external agent 'invader', and begins to generate a 

reaction with his antibodies naturally creating a conflict since he cannot engulf 

the intruder; This conflict is somatized in the form of allergies and various 

syndromes that it is almost impossible to enumerate here, but we can 

categorically affirm that this altered, weakened immune system succumbs, as 

now, to COVID-19, to any microbial exposure or infection viral or bacterial. 

Another proof of the key impact of the medium to positively or negatively 

stimulate the body's immune and natural defense capacity to respond 

efficiently to microbial exposure, is that it has been found that people infected 

with Cytomegalovirus -CMV- ( infectious mononucleosis ) [150] and influenza, 

which have not been given antibiotics, have been immune to COVID-19 due to 

viral interference, that is, a cell is not infected simultaneously with two viruses, 

due to the presence of 'T' lymphocytic cells against reactive viruses[151] . 

 

When we talk about animals and vaccines and drugs in general, whose sad and 

even fatal consequences are almost the same as in humans, let us observe, for 

example, in the case of cattle, how from the 70's of the century In the past in 

which high concentrations of antibiotics began to be applied intensively, 

especially for greater milk production, it was found that yes, the pearl fluid 

index increased substantially, almost 10% when the animal was injected from 



2 to 3cm 3 of antibiotic per day for every 10Klgm of weight, but it was also 

found that in the dairy and meat product, more in the former, there were not 

negligible residual traces of the non-metabolized drug, that is, that the 

consumer, the human, he began to get high on these products - milk and meat 

- with the chemical compound that is not bio-degraded or metabolized, but is 

more harmful due to the enzymatic and protein load induced by the animal's 

organism. Medical Visitors not only go to the doctor's offices, they also visit 

the herds, the pig sheds, the sheds, they only have to wear boots. You have to 

sell! And to also check that the animal, whatever it is, has a feeling, a feeling, 

even an inclination and reaction determined according to the environment. A 

dairy herd of 100 cows was supplied with classical music, and compared to the 

herd that was not supplied with music, production increased by 5%. In my 

studio, when I play Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, the house cat immediately 

goes upstairs to purr. Animals, like plants, feel  [152] . Another palpable 

example of the incidence of the deterioration of the environment and the 

modern sedentary rhythm of life - animals have also become sedentary! - 

because cows, for example, no longer graze, they are kept quiet and indoors 

so that they gain weight faster and eat a lot 'I think'. So pets[153] . In times of 

our parents and grandparents, pets died of old age, they did not get sick, today 

it is common to be medicating them. Could it be because there are more 

veterinarians? 

 

One of the greatest discoveries in life sciences[154] and medical of the late 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is the ability of living beings to 

regenerate themselves. The innate defenses or immune system is the almost 

dialectical and synergistic relationship between antigens - exogenous viruses, 

for example - and antibodies - defenses or 'T' lymphocytes - constituting the 

balance of homeostasis for billions of viruses and bacteria, of which genetically 

comes from the human genome. We are a gigantic microbial double helix, like 

a tiny "Milky Way", that is why it is said, not without meaning, that the human 

is the micrometric projection of the macrocosm. Health or disease are 

determined by the balance between these viruses and bacteria: between 

endogenous and exogenous microorganisms. We live in a microbial 

'constellation', our organism, in the middle of the 'great constellation' of the 



universe and the 'poliverse', therefore, we will always have a more than 

synergistic coexistence inside and outside our 'house', of a resilience so natural 

and effective, as long as we do not break the rhythm and the universal order, 

and that rhythm and that order essentially constitute the capacity for 

regeneration of our organism through the autoimmune system.     
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VII. THE IMMUNE SYSTEM . 

                 1- PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS 

 

A psychological warfare, ideological, political and scientific struggle[155] . 

 

An 'opportunistic' disease[156] exogenous, for example excess heat or cold, 

which an old man or a child or a weak person are not able to bear due to a low 

immune system, then they fall ill and die. There has been an imbalance, the 

necessary synergy has been lost to be able to regenerate the organism and 

survive. The lower capacity of your immune system can also occur due to 

malnutrition, comorbidities, vices or hypermedication, and worse, due to the 

same anguish and stress caused by excessive thermal sensation.  

 

Sophie Ugolini, Fellow at the Luminy Immunology Research Center[157] , 

reminds us of the factors to take into account for immunity: zero stress, 

physical exercise, hygiene and maintaining social ties[158] , very contrary to 

the hysteria produced in the world after the announcement and 'launch' of 

COVID-19. Curiosity, enthusiasm and desire to live are aspects of perfect 

health. The psychological intoxication after the 'infodemic' destroys the 

nervous system of the people - remember that panic when it is collective, 

multiplies the consequent stress by a thousand - which is a great 

immunosuppressive factor [159] . 

 

Hysteria[160] + stress = illness, physical or mental, or both combined –

psychosomatic- (in patients, better: sufferers, who die with assisted 

mechanical ventilation in ICU or suicides), hence the great importance of giving 

Mental Health[161] of the populations, especially the most disadvantaged and 

extremely poor, of education and basic and punctual psychological assistance 

in this regard. A person with prolonged stress releases the hormone ACTH 

(Adrenocorticotropin) and cortisol that reduces self-defense, is 

immunosuppressive, inhibits antibodies ('T' cells of the thymus), and when it 



becomes mismanaged, for example with pharmaconeuroleptics, it produces 

clearance and remission. spontaneous hypertension that in turn alters cortisol-

adrenaline-aldosterone-renin hormones, and in their psycho-physiological and 

cerebral (pituitary) connections affects neurotransmitters and dopamine-

serotein-epinethrin and neropinetrin, which very possibly leads to disabling 

diseases and degenerative, when unfortunately other polluting factors and 

poor diet intervene, such as Parkinson's or Alzhaimer [162] or to different 

cancers. This prolonged stress is considered as a nonspecific response of the 

organism and the psyche to any demand that is made, it is what we noted 

before, the syndrome of adaptation or maladjustment to the environment (Dr 

Hans Selye, 2003) [163] , hence the relevance of our quotation by Jordi Vila 

that heads Chapter I - Prelude to fear: "From the emotions all the evils and all 

the goods of the body originate ..."[164] . A bad response to an induced panic, 

for example, fear of COVID-19, can make you sick much more than the virus 

itself, due to mass social hypochondria. The psychic and emotional are key 

elements for the predisposition to disease, whatever it may be, due to psycho-

somatized hysteria. Unfortunately, health institutions and the medical body 

have only dedicated themselves to 'putting out the fire', not to preventing it. 

Because the Martial Law that all governments and gendarmes have resorted 

to, beginning by confining healthy people, from children to the elderly, is the 

biggest and lousy way to create panic. [165] , anxiety, fear and discontent, in 

addition to the pressures and threats to make vaccination compulsory or 

coercive, since it greatly affects the sensitivity and tranquility of the 

populations, exposing them, yes, to a greater risk of contagion by stress and 

downturn in the immune system. All people, from the child to the elderly, the 

pregnant woman, everyone, require the minimum necessary and vital 

displacement to take the sun, the air, the rain, the wind, maintain the ties of 

friendship, affective and professional, carry out basic physical exercise, 

chatting, laughing, crying, that is, with Martial Law and Curfews typical of 

totalitarian States , Human Rights are being abolished    [166] fundamentals of 

living and living together, and thus, with or without a pandemic, they are 

getting sick and killing populations out of sheer despair. This without taking 

into account the socio-economic, political, professional and cultural 

consequences derived from such extreme measures. Let's just look at the 

impoverished and unemployed people who live day by day, worse, who 



'survive' or 'under-live', with street jobs (in Colombia that population exceeds 

65% !!), and who are forced, want it or not, to sneak out of your home, like a 

criminal, to look for a little money for daily bread for more than ten hours with 

no where to say to wash your hands 'at least every hour', the ads say, because 

there are not even toilets or Water . There is no right. And you know what? 

That's the poor people who are committing suicide[167] (in Colombia in 2020 

there were 84 suicide attempts per day), because the emotional imbalance 

caused is showing its teeth, due to depression and anxiety –in the world it has 

grown by 25% in 2021- and uncertainty that originates abnormal states erratic 

consciousness[168] . Of course, the official statistics and the unofficial lies and 

the networks do not count it, they are not news, because they are enthralled 

in counting how many deaths are due to COVID-19, which ostensibly 

announce: "There are already X deaths!", As if was a competition, and that 

people, the other, the one who does not have to go to 'search' for daily 

sustenance, is glued to the screen or the TV or the mobile to find out, and 

rejoice almost morbidly, that still ' it hasn't been her turn. ' 

 

The great corporate, financial, industrial, chemical, pharmaceutical and arms 

capital requires sick 'patients' and 'padecientes', who let themselves become 

chronically ill, that the vaccine for the poor will one day reach them, even in 

the crematorium, but they will It will arrive, even with an efficiency of 45%, for 

that the rest of the drug battery is ready like a heavy artillery, to pose for great 

post-contagion therapy since the vaccine has died, to keep that army of 

drugged patients, mentally and physically, but that last, that they persist, that 

they insist, that they are chronic and that they occupy up to 100% of the ICUs, 

since if they are absent, the laboratories and factories specialized in 

computerized and robotic high electromedicine are ready to supply them with 

the necessary equipment at cash prices and in advance and through the roof, 

and do not worry, if there are no dollars, our banks will lend them to you under 

very good conditions and low interest. Welcome to the world of the free 

market. 

 



Like contemporary man, gregarious that he is, and despite his individualism 

exacerbated by a consumerist society to the extreme, he succumbs to fear and 

panic showing the different psychosomatic pathologies described above, 

those powerful collectivist identifications of liberated animal instincts turned 

into terror disintegrate.[169] (Is that what the Gendarme State seeks with its 

State Terrorism?), And under a false consciousness (class?) without clear 

solidarity, they identify better with their executioner, that is, with power, with 

the State: the ' homo gregalis' anthropologically metamorphosed into ' homo 

politicus' self-co-opted by and for the establishment. It is the great difference 

of the political man, with 'political consciousness' "for himself", and not "in 

himself", that is, the eminently individualistic identification ("for himself") with 

respect to the collective ("in himself") (Nicos Poulantzas, 1977)      [170] . Well 

worthy Colombian doctor and researcher Guillermo Fergusson made it clear, 

stating that, without thinking about it, almost without wanting to, we are all 

political agents, like the same medical activity, being a social profession, there 

are no social actions that cannot be political.[171] 

 

In the individualistic and gregarious society of the XXI century, at the same 

time as “Divide et impera” (Machiavelli), there must be a tendency for a 

solidarity “in itself” conscious, voluntary, because technological corporatism 

tends to dominate the peoples as a herd (to interpose, at least, an epicurean 

hedonism? Or the happiness of the dog, of Fuckuyama?), then, a pro-humanist 

class consciousness is needed, because whoever does not debase and corrupt 

himself, betrays himself, hunde ... must preach a message of freedom against 

that sheepfold calfism [172] , or herd effect in mass psychology by the action 

of 'dragging' of the consumer society, in which the comfort of material goods, 

momentary pleasures, social and cultural customs and the benefit of elevated 

celebrities 'vedettes' by the mass media as escapism to his herd mediocrity 

makes him a clone of clone devoid of originality and creativity, much less class 

solidarity (Nietzsche, 2000)  [173] , almost always seeking social approval. The 

minimum of individuality requires, among other things, overcoming resistance, 

diverging from the ordinary, dissenting from common opinion, and thinking 

accordingly, living, therefore, independently, leaving aside the 'hive mentality' 

of termite man, the from the crowds. “The panorama of a subject absorbed by 



the crowd is the same as a grain of sand on a beach that the wind whimsically 

blows away and its movement is manipulable” (Gustave Le Bon, 2000). 

 

So, in the face of this inhuman psychological war and terror, let us oppose true 

solidarity, education, ideological, political and scientific culture, spreading the 

truth, because TRUTH is FREEDOM; persistence in the struggle and never 

afflicting, never falling apart and lingering in inaction, never "letting go", never 

"letting go"; against the neoliberal debauchery of big capital: never "laissez 

faire, laissez passer" (Quesnay and Gournay, physiocratas economists, 1780).     

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 



  

 

  

 

2- PHYSICAL AND SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS. 

 

"C'est la nature qui a raison", Maurice Messegue [174] 

 

Returning to the teachings of the sage of Kós, the descendant of Asclepius, 

Hypocrates, shows us how the human being as an individual is influenced by 

his physical and climatic environment, and so much so that the Corpus 

Hypocraticum (CH) contains a chapter entitled: "On the airs, waters and 

places" [175] , and emphasizes that the purpose of the doctor is “… to ensure 

the maintenance of health and to ward off ailments from the body…”, and in “ 

about ancient medicine ”, (chap.13) , in a kind of criticism of those who 

officiated the medicine of his time based on postulates or theories -because 

he leaned more towards practice than rhetoric- and questions the principle 

according to which “… it will be necessary to cure with the opposite element 

”(P.80. See: note 24 to CH), and immediately he leans exclusively towards diet 

as healing therapy, since he was very jealous and even rejected the use of 

drugs. Likewise, in some places of the CH, the opposite theory to that of 

opposites, was that of similar or related ( Weeks 46, On the nature of man 8 ), 

about which he also allowed his doubts to be glimpsed, since they spoke to 

cure heat with heat, or cold with cold, did not convince him, but when it was 

a question, for example, of “ curing a fullness the remedy is evacuation ... and 

in the opposite case of diarrhea the remedy is a fullness ”, modern allopathic 

medicine interprets it as the curative application of antagonistic opposites. 

But, in the specific example of Hippocrates, what is presented is a healing 

reaction of the patient on the contrary in his natural physiology, based on a 

diet, and not by an artificial medication, which is why doctors have advocated 

allopaths from Galen to modern orthodox medical medicine, which in the case 



of 'fullness' their means of cure would be with a chemical laxative. Therefore, 

Hippocrates, who did not rule out either of the two currents, was careful to 

recommend one or the other. Now, in his work “ on the sacred disease”   

('Morbus sacra ') (Chapter 21), today's Epilepsy, he considered that “ … can be 

remedied by those same things in which they originate. Because a thing is food 

for another, but on other occasions it is its destruction… distinguishing the 

opportune moment (the Kairos)… ” , again presenting a certain ambivalence, 

but with a slight inclination towards the first postulate, that is, towards the 

theory of peers and agonists. But , of which there is no doubt, is that the wise 

man of Kós, gave special importance to the individualization of the patient 

and his environment , applying the concept of adaptive diseases, including the 

family member - he tried to make the consultation in his own home of the 

patient-, and for the same reason, his treatment, and criticized that some 

colleagues tried to make general remedies for certain illnesses and with very 

new names of diseases, for which he preferred to treat the patient as such, 

without recognizing  X or Y typified disease. 

 

The slogan: There are no diseases but sick people; the sick person is one and 

indivisible and unique in his physical-spiritual-mental constitution; and the 

patient cannot be dissociated from their environment and environment, with 

the understanding that Health, with a capital letter, is the perfect state of 

physical, mental and social well-being, therefore, their treatment and cure 

must be individualized [176] and unique, but not a 'custom medicine', 

genetically speaking, since “… the main public health problems will not be 

solved if the underlying social and environmental causes are not effectively 

addressed” (Raúl Guillén, Le Monde,2021, P.32 ), in addition to the high costs 

that would be incurred due to high genetic engineering studies for the 

construction of the genomic data of each patient, costs that only 1% of the 

population would be able to respond to. The individualization described above 

must be the guide of the judicious and responsible doctor and the healing 

method must be the one that causes the least damage, the one that cures you 

as soon as possible and the one that is more durable and definitive.   

 



So, recapitulating the need for the patient to be treated as a single and 

indivisible psychic-somatic-spiritual entity, without dissociating it from its 

environment and environment, in synergy, we find the holistic way to face the 

sick man in its entirety, and not to the 'disease' labeled with a name X, which 

is irrelevant, sparingly for statistical data and methods, no more. 

 

3-  SYNERGIC-EPIDEMIC: SYNDEMIA 

 

Applying the theme of the important synergy to the issue that raises us, to the 

epidemic or pandemic of Covid19, the Anthropologist-Doctor Singer Merrill, in 

1990 developed the idea of the acronym SYNDEMIA by constructing this 

neologism with the union of the words EPIDEMIC -SINERGY, which in the long 

run sums up what we stated above: A SYNDEMIA[177] is the sum of two or 

more epidemics or outbreaks of concurrent or sequential diseases, whose 

damage is greater than the sum of these, in a population with socio-biological 

interactions, which exacerbate the prognosis and burden of the disease. 

Syndemics are usually the consequence of health inequity, caused by multiple 

poverty, misery, stress or structural violence, and are studied by 

epidemiologists and medical anthropologists interested in public health, 

community health and the effects of social conditions In the health. In 

conclusion: A syndemic is a synergistic epidemic [178] . It is the concentration 

of the disease in interaction with underlying social forces due to the 

concurrence of two or more diseases, with or without interactions with public 

or environmental and psychosocial health phenomena, known as 

comorbidities and coinfection. The 'comorbid' tends to focus on the 

nosological problems of the disease[179] . According to The Lancet (Sept. 

2020), your Director, Richard Horton affirms that the approach must be more 

nuanced, because, no matter how effective a biological treatment -vaccine- 

may be, the search for a biomedical-only solution will fail if the inequalities 

caused by capitalism are not considered and the low coverage of the public 

health system, the precariousness and neglect of the populations. 

 



So, from the conceptual and epistemological point of view, and for the sake of 

the implementation of the strategies that we will present in the next two 

chapters, regarding the misnamed Covid19 pandemic, it should be called what 

it is: Synergistic Epidemic or SYNDEMIC . 

 

A biologically natural medicine, even if it sounds redundant, since the one 

applied today is much more artificial and artificial, than observing and 

respecting the nature of man and his environment, it must be the chair that 

has always been and will be for free doctors[180] ; "... because the decline in 

professional medical ethics is a logical consequence of their lack of 

independence" (sic), seeing that medical art and science are dominated, or at 

least influenced, by the profit interest. The contemporary world is a dystopian 

world due to the tyranny of money and petty power, where 6,300,000 children 

die each year of hunger and from preventable causes; one child every 5 

seconds; 8,500 a day according to figures from UNICEF-UN. With COVID-19, 

not because of it, but because of hunger as well, it predicted the death of 

300,000 children a day in the Third World. Thus, like hunger, disease is a direct 

result of man's inability to live according to the so-called 'Laws of Nature'[181] 

such as adaptation syndrome. The rule should be health, illness the exception. 

For the modern allopathic and pharmacological conception, it is the other way 

around: the norm is the disease, the exception is health, since for them "there 

are no people in full health, since they should not be properly diagnosed and 

medicated" [182]. In order to treat the disease, we must first have a clear 

concept of what health is [183], which for the WHO (NY 07-22-46.2006) is: 

"Health is a complete state of mental, social and physical well-being, and it 

does not consist only in the absence of ailments and conditions". The medical 

effort and the 'health' institutions must be for and for health, not for and for 

the disease, as it happens today; The human, financial, institutional, logistical 

and scientific effort is given for the cure and treatment of the disease and not 

for the prevention of it, for the care of health itself, and as it was said a few 

chapters ago: it does not mean that we neglect to cure the sick, no, in addition 

to caring for them as it should be -synergistically- we must pay much more 

attention to prevention, for example of outbreaks of endemic, epidemic and 

pandemic infections using the important concept and scientific contribution of 



the framed Syndemia within the canons and epistemological precepts in the 

theoretical-practical praxis that in the following two chapters we will be 

elucubrating, so as not to wait for the end of life or the cruel beginning of 

survival, and this is how the North American native Iroquois nation manifests 

it to the Western world: “… We were taught to show great respect for all beings on 

this earth (…) that our life exists with tree life, that our well-being depends of the well-

being of plant life, that we are close relatives of four-legged beings (…) Spirits can be 

expressed as a form of energy manifested in matter (…) the white man who has colonized 

our lands has shown very little respect for the things that create and sustain life (…) 

horribly exploiting and destroying the Natural World (…) If man interferes with Natural 

Laws, all expectations of survival will have gone with him. We must resist the response of 

oppression, which is to imitate the oppressor in his campaign of destruction. The wise 

elders showed us that apart from nature, the heart of man hardens (see Lao-Tzu thought, 

ch. IX-1) ... and the supreme did not make two equal birds, or identical human beings, it 

is because each one He was raised to be an independent individual and count on 

himself…”[184] It is known that big capital is very 'short-term' by ambitioning 

the highest possible income in the shortest time possible, without caring about 

the consequences of its actions in the near future, not the medium, and much 

less the long term, and the a crass example is that of the primary extractive 

exploitation of raw materials, especially in satellite or Third World countries, 

dispensable from when their 'reserves' have been exhausted, no matter the 

disaster and the environmental consequences unleashed. It is that a total 

mental innopia prevails, as if the higher the economic performance in the stock 

market indices it fills their brains and the more voluminous their abdomen 

improves their intellectual capacity. 
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VIII. CONVENTIONAL MEDICINE AND HUMANIST MEDICINE: 

HOMEOPATHY. 

“People have a very dogmatic concept of science, and they grant it all the truth in the 

world. We have rejected theistic dogmas to accept others: science, which is very 

controversial, and what it affirms today, tomorrow perhaps, not ”: Sitges-Serra[185] 

 

We had already contemplated, how conventional medicine, abusing its 

'scientific' power[186] so well structured in the scientific evidence (EBM-

Evidence-Based Medicine), that they are by nature questionable; Although in 

some cases there is some clarity, in many others not, it has led citizens to 

believe that although they are healthy, all are potentially ill, precisely as a 

result of their own anguish and anxiety due to the hypochondriacal obsession 

with 'health', that the same system and the media have instilled, and that in 

the end, it is believed and is convinced, that using the health system, 

diagnosing [187] , examining himself and taking medicine early, he will live 

much longer and with 'health', then he falls into a great aporia.  

 

While it is true that science and laboratories, with their knowledge and 

products, practically from the discovery and invention of antibiotics and 

vaccines, drug treatments with the electronic, computer and health devices 

industry, have been fundamental for the development of modern medicine, 

but what it defends today may not be defended tomorrow, having at its 

disposal an impressive therapeutic, diagnostic and monitoring arsenal, which 

is supposed to be of capital help for the medical corps. During the last century, 

humanity has seen an increase, for example, in the averages in the 'life 

expectancy' of populations, especially in northern countries, passing in less 

than a century from 60 years of age to 80 years, and that vaccines have pushed 

back deaths in childhood, to this day, but that life expectancy growth curve is 

'flattening', that is, it is stagnating, even, also falling backward, on average 



among the 78-82 years of age in the north (in the Third World it is between 72-

75 years old), and as a counterpart, during the last five decades the 

phenomenon of a 'sick senility' has occurred; older but sicker population. 

Because living longer does not mean living better, it is the biological and 

natural limits - quite the opposite of the CRISPR project of the 2030 Agenda, 

(Chapter V-1); One thing is to extend life, and another, to extend death, 

'lengthen', which most of the time means pain and suffering, which constitutes 

a great evil, above all, artificially prolonging a life in suffering; an ‘contra-

natura’. People no longer accept natural death and medicine encourages it, 

which, as the medical critic, Dr. Iván Ilich, assures: “medicine generates many 

pathologies. It cures things, but it also generates sick people, often chronically 

ill “, and this is the situation at the beginning of the 21st century: older adults, 

older than their ancestors but suffering from diseases - new?     [188] - painful 

and disabling and above all degenerative such as Parkinson's or Alzheimer's, 

and worst of all, chronic, due to hyper-medication[189] and invasive therapies 

so extreme and expensive that it is precisely what has led to so many other 

unstoppable iatrogenic diseases, incurable neurological diseases and further 

deterioration of health. Modern allopathic medicine with intensive 

chemotherapies and physiotherapies chronifies curable diseases that make 

them 'incurable' (Ex: cancer), and in many cases with an insufferable and 

agonizing quality of life. And that's the business. That is why it is concluded 

that it would be prudent to invest less in terminal phases[190] and invest more 

in preventive medicine and psychosocial measures such as a culture of 

hygiene, natural nutrition and sports. “The art of healing must be with the least 

aggressive…” formulated by Hippocrates, it could be complemented with: '… 

the art of less invasive prophylaxis'. 

 

A true Public Health Service must be aimed at, which is about 'health' and not 

about 'disease', as is practiced today, which is focused on the 'cure' and 

'pharmacological and invasive' corrective 'treatment' 'of diseases with 

imminent risks, neglecting the prevention and promotion of health especially 

in the most depressed sectors of the population. Of course, the above does 

not mean that the sick are not treated and cured, more was lacking, but that 

resources and efforts are allocated much more to prevention and true 'care' 



of health, since it would be even less expensive and burdensome for the public 

and private budget: by having to treat fewer hospitalized patients, for 

example, many physical-clinical, medical, technological, drug, and paramedical 

resources would be saved, and above all, less or no dependence on people of 

the public and private health system, and those savings would preferably go 

to the child population and comprehensive prevention campaigns ... In Cuba 

and its advanced medicine it is said that "true medicine is not the one that 

cures, but the one that prevents."    

 

Now, if prevention is to be carried out by means of vaccine inoculations, that 

these are duly controlled and certified on their biochemical contents and 

adjuvants that may affect the health of the vaccinated as little as possible, and 

that for this purpose strictly comply with the standards, protocols and 

procedures for the manufacture of biologicals. But that does not interest the 

pharmacological or the 'modernist' medical body, conditioned to the scientism 

in vogue and the interests of the pharmacopoeia and technomedicine. 

However, some sectors of the medical establishment have recognized that 

with its arrogance and pre-power, medicine thus conceived threatens people's 

health (Ivan Illich), and that it is time for a demedicalization: fewer 

appointments to the doctor, less laboratory tests (the famous 'reference 

values' are already widely criticized and questioned by a wide sector of the 

medical profession), fewer diagnoses, zero medication and zero early and 

invasive interventions. It is important, then, that people become empowered 

and consciously show themselves less prone and more critical towards 

pressures from the media and networks, first, and to be more skeptical about 

the idyllic promises of doctors, on the one hand, and the frightening and 

terrifying results of laboratory diagnostics and their fallacious 'reading', on the 

other. Since we live with a hedonism, that sickly yes, due to the fear –induced- 

of disease, pain and death   [191] , because there are doctors and non-holy 

projects (please reread the 2030 Agenda on the CRISPRBabies system), which 

even promise to conquer death, that in a few years we will be immortal, that 

we will be long-lived per secula seculorum , without diseases and happy[192] . 

 



The earth, its unique biosphere and the life contained in it, we have borrowed, 

no one can or should appropriate it, rather, we must be prepared to give it 

back in the best possible way to the next generations; as in a 'relay' race: the 

one with the greatest commitment is that of the one who delivers the banner, 

than the one who receives it, and we cannot appropriate it and degenerate it 

forever. That is our true responsibility. 

 

  

 

1-Child population: the great sacrificed. 

 

In the northern countries, a lower child population stands out very markedly 

due to many factors, such as lower female fertility and fewer unions, and in 

general, the least number of children or nothing per couple, where the typical 

demographic pyramid is dangerously trending to be reversed, or at least to 

'rectangularize', that is, developed countries were left without a child and 

youth population, but with a sick older adult and increasingly dependent on 

the public health system[193] . While in the 50's of the last century the 60 to 

75 age group represented approximately 3 to 5%, today it is almost 10%. It is 

important to note that in terms of the 'shortage' of child population presented 

during the last generation, the PRC (Mainland China), has authorized families 

to have up to two children, before it was only one. 

 

In Third World countries (Asia, Africa, Latin America), demographic curves and 

pyramids are totally different from those of the North, as might be expected, 

highlighting that despite the latest medical, technical and scientific 'advances', 

birth control, as we indicated in other sections of this writing, the child 

population, as it continues to grow due to the high fertility and sexual precocity 

of couples[194] , despite the persistent anti-natality campaigns with surgical, 

chemical and mechanical sterilization procedures, both female and male, 

sponsored, as we have seen by the UN, international organizations and the 



States, but at the same time, unfortunately, preventable diseases and deaths 

of thousands of children from starvation and famines that cannot wait, 

especially in times of conflict, high migration and forced displacement. We had 

already noted it, even with the recognition of the UNICEF-UN. that at least 

300,000 children per day were predicted to die from hunger in the Third World 

due to the pandemic, I clarify, not 'because of' the pandemic. 6,300,000 

children die each year from hunger and from preventable causes; one child 

every 5 seconds; 8,500 a day according to figures from UNICEF-UN.  

 

MSF -Medicos sin Fronteras- affirms in its 2020 report that with or without a 

pandemic, the poor of the Third World continued to die from malaria, dengue, 

Chagas disease.[195] , yellow fever, malnutrition and desnutrition, HIV, 

hepatitis B and C, tuberculosis, gastrointestinal infections and dysentery due 

to lack of drinking water, aqueducts and sewers, all preventable and treatable 

diseases, but due to the 'domino effect' caused by the pandemic and because 

of the collapses in the Assistance Centers, more because of their structural and 

historical backwardness and because of the budget cuts and the privatization 

of the 'health', the 'common and current' diseases - such as hunger that is a 

true pandemic-, as well as the regular treatment of the elderly, children and 

pregnant women, came in second place to give priority to the diagnosis, 

treatment and vaccination for COVID-19, for example, deaths and perinatal 

diseases due to the possible COVID-19 (hemorrhages obstetrics, edema, 

proteinuria, etc.) in the Third World hospital system have been high, compared 

to indigenous midwives in Mexico, Guatemala, Colombia, Brazil, Paraguay and 

that they have been null, and what has been called the collapse of the 

assistance centers, is not because of the disease itself, but also because of 

what was noted above, because of the terror of the pandemic and the anguish 

of the people of see yourself as soon as possible diagnosed and 'treated' for 

something, well, imaginary   [196] . But, imaginary are not the conditions of 

poverty of our forgotten populations, including those of the misery belts of the 

capitals. "Will it be possible to control the disease without altering the 

conditions of misery?" asks Dr. Roberto Briceño León. 

 



On the infectious disease of Chagas, typical of the most poor and miserable 

neighborhoods, no longer poor: miserable, of the tropical areas of the Third 

World, which affects more than anything the child population crammed in huts 

of mud and straw, Eduardo Galeano , the beloved Uruguayan writer and maker 

of words, left us the following memory: 

 

"Clinical report: 

 

• It doesn't explode like bombs, nor does it sound like gunshots. Like 

hunger, it kills by being silent. Like hunger, it kills the silent: those who 

live condemned to silence and die condemned to oblivion. Tragedy 

that does not sound, sick people who do not pay, disease that does not 

sell. Chagas disease is not a business that attracts the pharmaceutical 

industry, nor is it an issue that interests politicians or journalists. He 

chooses his victims in the poverty-stricken area. It bites them and 

slowly, little by little, it kills them. Their victims have no rights, and no 

money to buy the rights they do not have. They don't even have the 

right to know what they die of ”.      

 

2-Public sanitation strategies [197] . 

 

Apart from the necessary socio-economic-political and cultural structural 

reforms, then, a profound and structural change to the public health system 

must be addressed in a timely manner: nutrition, hygiene, drinking water, 

sewerage, housing in minimal sanitary conditions, recreation and sport with 

public, general and free education, which includes a real culture of effective 

and frank prevention of infectious-contagious communicable diseases, from 

homes, study centers, health centers, coordinated, directed and monitored by 

the scientific authority- central technique, for the control of pests and vectors 

of diseases and diseases that are really proven and recognized, endemic or not, 



as well as the different biotic and abiotic means of reproduction and 

contagion[198] . 

 

Of special importance, efforts should be directed towards the control and 

reduction of the causes and focal vectors.[199] in the tropical and subtropical 

environment of acute and lethal diseases by: desenteric amoebiasis , 

paludismo( plasmodium falciparum, p.ovale ) and control of its vector, 

anopheles , dengue –hemorrhagic and cerebral - ( aedes aegypti ) , malaria  

(plasmodium malariae), yellow fever (plasmodium.vivax, P. falsiparum 

africana )  [200] , Chagas disease[201] or South American trypanosomasis 

(Trypanosoma-cruzi ), cerebrospinal-epidemic-bacterial meningitis ( Neisseria 

meningiditis ), pneumococcal meningococcal meningitis ( diplococcus 

pneumoniae ), zika and chicunguña ( Aedes mosquitoes ), as well as zoonoses    

[202] of domestic and wild type, which represent a high cost in lethal diseases 

and for the administration of Public Health Services, caused by viruses, 

bacteria, parasites and other fungal agents from domestic animals (pets) and 

wild to the human reservoir. , which can be summarized as: Rabies 

(Rhabdovividae Lyssavirus ), Bovine tuberculosis ( Mycobacterium bovis ), 

Brucellosis ( Brucella Mellitensis , B. abortus , B. canis-caprin ), Cysticercosis 

(Taenia solium porcina ), Anthrax ( Bacillus anthracis ), Influenza avian 

(Influenza Type A), Leishmaniasis ( Leishmania Lutsomyia longipalpis ), 

Rickettsiosis ( Rickettsia - ticks, fleas, lice, mites), toxoplasmosis ( Toxoplasma 

gondii- cats, dogs), Leptospirosis ( Lesptospira canine, swine, rodents) and of 

the order Mastigophora , being the previous zoonotic infectious diseases those 

that accuse the most attention for their eradication; Despite having many 

studies and epidemiological investigations of a tropical endemic nature, the 

public health authorities have not given them the importance they deserve. All 

these evils are perfectly preventable, despite the gradual deterioration due to 

environmental contamination, but with a profound and structural change from 

the compromised institutions, since the Public Health System, within the 

parameters of outdated and failed Neoliberalism, has been subjected to death 

by starvation, and deliberately beaten to disappear to give free space to 

private medicine, as a capitalist company whose sole purpose is profit, 

corporatized with financial institutions and the pension system also privatized. 



Such will be the institutional metamorphosis of the health organs, that the 

suffering patient has been called 'client' and the medical director: 'Manager', 

and the doctors and paramedics: 'civil servants'. Of course, as a concept and 

structure, they are just another business. The conditions of poverty and misery 

must be reversed and solved, -which, very curiously, have changed with the 

bombastic name of 'multidimensional poverty' - (it is that 'misery' sounds very 

'hateful'), unhealthy housing, lack of hygiene , malnutrition and bad eating 

habits and ignorance of our people, especially in rural and semi-rural areas and 

in the great peripheral belts of towns and cities.   

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  



NOTES: 

VIII-CONVENTIONAL MEDICINE AND HUMANIST MEDICINE                             

[185] Sitges-Serra, Op.cit. 

[186] "If medicine is not an exact science –it is more social- by what right 

does medical science abrogate the scientificity and efficacy of its 

methods, which in many cases it cannot demonstrate?", Francesca 

Gargallo Celentani , D.A, Bogotá, Apr. 2021. 

[187] PSA (Prostate Specific Antigen) tests that were done since the age of 

50, today are done since the age of 40 under pressure from doctors and 

laboratories. 

[188] Morrison, Op.cit. 

[189] "Poisonings due to adverse drug effects represent the third leading 

cause of admissions to the Emergency Department and deaths in the US": 

Sitges-Serra. "The best remedy is not to take any . " 

[190] "The salvation of humanity could lie more in the development of 

the strong than in the protection of the weak." (eugenics?), The Nobel 

Prize in Medicine 1912, the French Alexis Carrel, " The incognito of man ", 

Ed. Diana, Mexico, 1953. If in 1912 Dr. Carrel spoke of the salvation of 

humanity, what would he say today? 

[191] Robin Williams in the movie " Awakenings" (Patch Adam's?) States: 

"It is up to the doctor to improve the quality of life of the patient, and not 

only to delay his death." 

[192] Google is allocating hundreds of millions of dollars for the fight 

against aging and searching for the key to perpetual life (? Sic!), And large 

corporations that are freezing (cryogenesis?) Very sick people, so that when 

science allows, thaw and revive healthy: 

https://espanol.yahoo.com/noticias/vaya-m%C3%A9dico-ciencia-creer-

gente-110205123.html 



[193] The developed countries of Europe and Canada do not tire of 

spreading invitations for young Latino couples, with at least two children, 

to move to make a 'new life': Importing fresh generation! 

 

[194] "The strength of Mexicans is in the womb of their women," an 

allusion to the Mexican patriot César Chávez, of whom, curiously, Biden 

exhibits an effigy in his office (¿¡). On one occasion, Yaset Arafat, the leader 

of the PLO, also said: "The strength of the Palestinians is in the womb of 

their women." 

[195] Chagas disease, after the young Brazilian doctor Carlos Chagas who 

discovered and investigated it in Minas Gerais, is named: 'chinchus', 

'chiribicus' and 'barbeiros' (Brazil); 'chipos' (Venezuela); 'whistle', 'bad ass', 

'bug' (Colombia); 'vinchuca' in (Chile, and Argentina). In the end, this 

disease (preventable and treatable) kills with a fulminant heart attack. In 

Colombia, today this disease is an epidemic.  

[196] See: Annual Report 2020, MSF, Michiel Hoffman, 

ChristineJamesTeresaSancristoval. 

www.msf.org.co/sites/files/documents/reporte_anual2020_colombia_O.

pdf 

[197] Dr. Jorge Ossa Londoño, Op.cit.p.100 et seq. 

[198] OFA, Op.cit.p.360 et seq. 

[199] Abbas A, Lichtman A, Pober J, " Cellular and molecular immunology", 

Int.Am.McGraw-Hill, Madrid, 2005. 

[200] It is claimed to encode 6,000 proteins compared to 30 for Covid19(¡¡), 

any equal with dengue encode 5.500 proteins; too epidemic in Colombia. 

What are we waiting for?   

[201] Rosas, Fernando, et.al., " Chagas disease " edit., Soc.Colombiana de 

Cardiología y Cirugía Cardiovascular, Bogotá, 2007. 

[202]https://www.minsalud.gov.co/salud/Paginas/Zoonosis%20y%20cuíd

a%20de%20mascotas.aspx 



 

 

IX. HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE: UNDERSTANDABLE AND EDUCATIONAL                 

"The patient must be treated deeply in his soul, in his intimate Self, in his temperament 

and affectivity, in the feelings and emotions that constitute his particular virtues to 

develop his personality and face his healing with it", Dr.Tomás Pablo Paschero[203] 

 

The hostile morbid agent -virus, bacteria, fungus, mold- that disturbs the vital 

energy of a person's body, must be understood, treated and assimilated in a 

dynamic way by the energetic capacity of the autoimmune system of that 

organism, with the help of the doctor. and his knowledge and aptitude-

attitude as humanistic as possible in the art and science of healing, in the 

understanding that this person, very unique in his characteristics and 

particular constitution, is immersed and determined by a medium, also, of 

specific conditions. This invading agent can only make the organism 

predisposed constitutionally, mentally and physiologically ill, hence this agent 

has a potential to do harm, in a subordinate and conditional way, and 

therefore does not act or does not influence all organisms and people in the 

same way. . Once a diagnosis is made through a judicious and detailed 

anamnesis of the patient, an anamnesis that should include simple and key 

questions to give us an accurate picture of the sufferer, such as: What does he 

feel? How he thinks? How does it work?    [204] , in the sense that the 

psychological, psychic and spiritual-emotional understanding of the patient 

must be inevitably studied, after observation[205] mindful of their 

movements, their physical and verbal expressions (often gestures speak louder 

than words), encouragement or discouragement, his vital energy and basic 

signs , with help from the most appropriate means technoscientists, such as 

specialized multiple pulse measurement, according to TCM, or diagnosis by 

iris, urine or Dermatron, and his reach is must proceed to a first-instance 

prognosis to be able and with certain and reasonable elements of judgment to 

prescribe a therapy or proven treatment according to the individuality of the 

patient and what ails him. The above, I repeat, must be a practice within a 

Humanist Medicine, ethically and scientifically human, because in 



Conventional Medicine, in which the doctor, delimited by market forces and 

the restrictions imposed by the modern Hospital Medical Administration, 

which forces you to work 'against the clock', for example, you only have a 

maximum of 15 to 20 minutes to 'attend' each patient (a regular homeopathic 

consultation should be from an hour to an hour and a half), as the system 

requires a minimum accumulation per day of consultations with their 

respective prescriptions or referrals and referrals to other specialists and 

subspecialists, since not even the doctor has time to look the patient in the 

eye and even less to study their minimal gestures and emotions while speaking 

or listening, and that you have to be filling out the format or form of rigor and 

the Clinical History in the PC and the corresponding 'formula' or formal and 

obligatory medical prescription    [206] . The doctor-patient relationship is 

sadly deficient. It is evident, and doctors know it but cannot practice it, that 

the mere fact of getting up and shaking the patient's hand, looking into his 

eyes and face [207] while greeting him (physiognomy), and after careful 

observation of his attitude when walking or entering the office, he already has 

many very important elements to give himself a clear idea of the typology and 

idiosyncrasy of the patient in front of him, and he does not You need to have, 

as they say, a great "clinical eye", but a good disposition, and yes, some 

psychology, psychology[208] humanist, worth the redundancy. 

 

Any epidemic, endemic or pandemic disease caused by a virus or a known 

etiologically morbid agent, the physical and mental symptoms should be 

studied in its entirety in the different population sectors, in order to determine 

a background differential diagnosis: age, gender, rural, urban , by race and by 

occupations, by constitution, diet, customs and hygiene practices, in order to 

deduce differentiated and real symptomatic pictures to the maximum, and to 

that extent proceed with criteria, yes, of Evidence-Based Medicine (MBE ), to 

determine therapy or treatment according to the principles of: Never do harm; 

cure in the shortest possible time; that the cure be the most durable, gentle 

and definitive; and with a minimum of medication and invasive intervention  

[209] . I am afraid that with those infected with COVID-19, for example, the 

previous criteria have been obviated. 

 



1-NATURAL DEFENSES AND HOMOTOXINS. 

 

“Man at birth is soft and weak; when dying, hard and rigid. Plants are soft and delicate 

while they live; when dying, dry and brittle.  

The hard and rigid is the companion of death; the soft and weak is a companion of life ”, 

LAO-TSE                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

All bodily conditions as well as their reactions and their organic functions are 

carried out thanks to the transformation and action of chemical compounds. 

Any aggression to the organism, be this physical, psychic or chemical, leads to 

the formation or action of toxins that in man are called HOMOTOXINS.[210] 

ENDOGENES, and the reaction to this response seeking self-repair of the 

organism, is the disease, which in turn, manifests itself in the attacked 

organism through three or even four defense phases (depending on its 

treatment ): of EXCRETION (diarrhea, vomiting, discharge, sweat, urine, 

sputum, outbreaks, itching, eczema, and fevers, etc.), which are the body's 

natural way to deal with external aggression, but, if these manifestations 

Natural drugs are 'attacked or inhibited-suppressed' with allopathic 'antis' or 

antagonistic drugs with antidiarrheals, anti-inflammatories, antipruritic, 

antiphlogistic, antipruritic, antifungal, then, the organism passes to the next 

phase of REACTION, a two-way reaction: against initial endogenous homotoxin 

and against the subsequent EXOGENOUS HOMOTOXIN induced by the 

unnatural administration of the synthetic preparations, plus those provided by 

the contamination of the environment and its poor diet, which makes the 

organism 'works' with double and triple effort to try to 'burn' these second 

toxins, which may very surely be worse or more insidious than the first, due to 

iatrogenesis, since, in addition to the first manifestations, very natural, in the 

reaction phase, those have to be shown with greater inflammation, for 

example, boils, neuralgia, more fever, then, the worst occurs: if this second 

reaction phase is blocked, once again, with antibiotics-anti-inflammatories- 

more 'broad spectrum' antipyretics (as the doctors say), of course, the obvious 

comes into being: by blocking the distressing phase of the reaction, the body 

tries to 'agglutinate' these defense mechanisms through a painful and 



pernicious third phase: of REPOSITION. Here polyps, benign tumors, obesity, 

varicose veins, thrombi, fibroids, calculi, cellulitis, and especially affections in 

vital internal organs due to the action of drugs: endocrine, lymphatic, 

circulatory, homeostasis, kidney, organs of the senses, etc, etc, and the most 

delicate, the prostration not only physical, but mental and emotional of the 

patient. This phase of REPOSITION has also been called the HUMORAL PHASE, 

a key phase for the judicious and understanding doctor, because depending 

on the interpretation or reading of the patient and his / her iatrogenic 

suffering, or it 'restores' the health and ability to defense vilely subtracted by 

the accumulation of toxic drugs in your body, or unfortunately it goes to the 

next much more degenerative phase: as the initial disease fades, drug diseases 

appear, not just one, several, it is the IMPREGNATION phase. The toxins have 

already reached the cell wall or cell and tissue damage: pigmentation and 

depigmentation, virulence, flaking, outbreaks, leukoplacia, 'rare viral 

infections', pneumonia, asthma, ulcers, etc. If they continue with the 'antis' 

from the pharmacy, inevitably, the organism passes to the next phase of 

DEGENERATION: LUPUS, NECROSIS, SIRROSIS, NEPHROSIS, SINUSITIS, 

TUBERCULOSIS, DYSTROPHIES, ETC. At this point, it is obvious, the patient has 

lost his immune response capacity, and if unfortunately he is to remain in the 

hands of the doctors on duty, he will have to end up prostrate unscathed, 

decrepit and in a pitiful insanity in a hospital bed until for years, after which, 

doctors will consider it a 'success' to have kept him 'alive' for so long. The final 

phase, if such an inhuman 'treatment' is continued, becomes a PROGRESSIVE 

VICARIATION that leads that poor organism to be invaded already in its 

ectodermal, mesodermal, and endodermal layers to conclude in an 

ONCOGENE NEOPLASIA and of course in a slow and painful death [211] . 

 

If the doctor stops being a Sales Representative of the pharmaceutical 

laboratories, and changes, and evolves, he makes a 180 degree turn in his way 

of thinking, and applies the homotoxicological concepts so elementally 

described above, and judiciously interprets the story the sad iatrogenic clinic 

of our patient will begin by stopping that PROGRESSIVE VICARIATION,  by 

iatrogenic toxic drug permanent invasive, if there is still time (the Krísi of 

Hippocrates), he must make the patient recover his natural REACTION and 



EXCRETION phases by giving him a true REGRESSION treatment, that is, totally 

reverse the allopathic drug management applied so far, and feed your defense 

capacity, your immune system, doing a kind of cleaning and then a DRAIN, you 

will be able to 'see' at the end of the tunnel and discover or uncover the true 

initial disease.  

 

I could not finish this section without mentioning the importance of different 

ancient and modern sciences and techniques, , for the maintenance and 

strength of the preservation mechanisms of the immune system of man, have 

the different ancient and modern sciences and techniques, such as Chinese 

Acupuncture [212] , Japanese and German, Electroacupuncture of Voll, 

Homeopathy (Hahnemanniana Unicista[213] , Pluralist, and French by Dr Leon 

Vannier[214] , Nosodotherapy, Bach flower essences therapy[215] , trace 

elements[216] , Cell therapy[217],  Huneke's Neural Therapy[218] ( procaine 

therapy ) and Mathias Dosch[219] , Non-Pharmacological Therapies[220] 

(Thermodynamic Bioenergetics, Polarizing Solutions, Magnetotherapy, 

Polarizing Diet, pH Diet, Ozone Therapy, Oxygen Therapy, Metabolic 

Therapies, Dr. Sodi-Pallares Diet, Systemic Enzymotherapy, Muxibustion, Laser 

Therapy), Ayurveda[221] , Reflexology[222] (Cerebral, nervous, foot, sexual), 

Reiki[223] , Yoga y Hatha Yoga[224] ,Therapy Gerson, Massage and massage 

therapy, MMS therapy[225] -CDS-Chlorine Dioxide, by Andreas Kalcker and 

Urinoterapia[226] (Dr. John Armstrong, Dr. Arthur Lincoln Pauls and Dr. Atom 

Inoue), the all-important Phytotherapy and Herbalism[227] - May your 

medicine be your food- (see Chapter IX-3 Nutrition and Immune System). 

Those of a psychological and psychic type: Classical, Lacanian Psychoanalysis, 

Logotherapy, Humanist Psychology, Transpersonal Psychology, Hypnotism 

and Sophrology, Magnetism and Suggestion. Others no less important, such 

as universal ancestral indigenous wisdom, that of the 'taitas' and that of the 

'mamos' , herbalists and healers from North America (Sioux, Pieles Rojas, 

Navajos, Hoppi, Iroqueses, Sealth, etc), and all of Latin America, from the Rio 

Bravo to Patagonia, passing through Mesoamerica, Amerindian medicine 

Olmeca, Maya, Aztec, Mixteca (Recall here one of the questions that this 

dissertation opened: Why in Chiapas, in southern Mexico, which is the area 

with the least vaccinated-10% - has the lowest rate of infected? Answer: 



because in one of its cultures' Tsotsil-Mixé 'traditional, based on preventive 

and curative herbal medicine - which allopathy dismissively describes as' 

herbal medicine ' - has made its people resistant to the virus)  [228] , the 

Caribbean, the Andes (Arhuacos, Coguis, Paez, Chamis, Chibchas, Muiscas, 

Aymarás, Incas, Mapuches, Araucos, etc), the Afro-American Raizales, and the 

great Amazon; all of America with its hundreds and hundreds of aboriginal 

tribes that fortunately still survive, teach humanity with their vernacular, 

universal and nature-friendly customs, a memory: that man is part of the 

biosphere and the stars, that there are a symbiosis between man and the 

multiverse world as a single organ: that what happens to one affects the other, 

and that America, if it is not Indian, is not America. Of course, we must not 

ignore tribal African peoples, Asians, even Australians.  

 

The above listed is a true battery of natural, innocuous, ancient and modern 

therapies and methods, cheap, almost free, and most importantly, without the 

hackneyed collateral and even fatal and nothing 'secondary' consequences of 

the traditional pharmacopoeia, today evidently current, for the preservation 

and cure of the physical and mental illnesses of humanity; methods and 

techniques (and philosophies) many times put aside by laziness, laziness, 

ignorance, the supposed comfort that drugs and the arrogance of conventional 

and orthodox allopathic medicine claim to offer 'selflessly' to the suffering of 

the whole world , but what it has aroused is to weaken more and more the 

immune, autonomous and natural self-defense capacities of man, to be more 

dependent on the modern pharmacopoeia, and to constitutionally and 

phylogenetically degenerate the human race, with the sole advantage of the 

uncerned enrichment of the human race. transnational drug and industrialized 

food companies, who should be called: the transnational 'pharmafias' of the 

crime against humanity. 

 

Let's just dwell a little bit on one of the oldest methods in the world, which In 

illo tempore, in China, India, Japan, Central Asia, Africa, in many Nordic 

peoples, and in many indigenous Latin American and Mesoamerican nations , 

was practiced, And in many it is still practiced as a means of natural, almost 



instinctive, physical and mental healing, immediate, one hundred percent 

effective, ecological, self-sustaining, with zero secondary or collateral 

incidents, in addition to increasing levels in the immune, nutritional and Free 

and immediate !! As stated by Mahatma Gandhi: “The human body is the best 

miniature representation of the Universe. What does not exist in the human 

body cannot be found in the Universe; and what exists in the Universe can 

be found in the human body”, so the ancient method of healing OURSELVES, 

BY OURSELVES, WITH THE MEDICINE OF OURSELVES (Arthur Lincoln Pauls, 

2001) is constituted by our own intrinsic substance and natural, which in the 

long run and physiologically is the serum of our own blood. Hippocrates 

applied it to some of his patients. Just as by pure instinct, from a child to an 

old man, when he hits himself or 'scratches', immediately with his saliva the 

sore spot is massaged, the same is done with our own urine. The first one will 

be taken in the morning, when we get up. A few sips are enough, and gradually, 

hopefully all, anticipating discarding the first and last stream from the urethral 

duct and the urinary bladder. Laboratory tests have examined that some of the 

hundreds of beneficial products and elements in the morning urine, when we 

wake up, such as dopamine, melatonin and interferon, called hormones of 

darkness, that are made during REM sleep (Rapid Eyes Movement) and in the 

absence of light (solar and artificial, in the circadian cycle) by endorphin in the 

brain conducted through neuronal messages from the pineal gland to the 

hypothalamus, hormones and proteins that powerfully affect the immune 

system, such as bactericides and of cellular regeneration as well as stimulators 

of intelligence and libido, are one of the many qualities of our own and pristine 

medicine, converted into the greatest vaccine serum, the autovaccine: “ Vix 

Medicatrix naturae ”. If we continue, I would give to write several volumes, so 

I do not want to extend any more, only that I encourage you, dear reader and 

reader, to make a small attempt to start your own cure and strength, even, as 

food, with ours, and at the same time, to strengthen our autonomous, physical 

and mental immune system. Now, as our grandparents did: if you do not want 

to test your own urine, for example to heal a wound (it will surely heal it!), Use 

that of a boy or a girl, anyone, it is effective. In sub-Saharan Africa, parents 

make their children's urine the first drink of the morning, as do the Eskimo 

people, and many aboriginal and peasant communities. An anecdote: On an 

excursion through the Nevado del Tolima-Colombia (5400m.snm), back in the 



1980's, the mountaineer and walker, the Marist Brother Andrés Hurtado 

García     [229] , suffered an accident, being trapped and alone in an ice hole 

for ten days and with a broken leg, his few food and water reserves reached 

for the first five days with the hope of rescue. For the next five days, she 

survived by swallowing her own urine morning, noon, and night, and according 

to her testimony, she felt much better than the first five days. "I have the 

wealth of not needing what is useless and superfluous and what enslaves," 

that is what he said when he was rescued alive and well. Now, it is also proven 

that depending on the quality and type of food and what is consumed in 

general, this is the quality and taste of the "Water of Life" (Armstrong, 1995). 

So, if you are a vegetarian, its flavor and purity will be neutral, almost tasteless, 

but always pleasant. If you are a carnivore, its taste will tend to be bitter and 

acidic. If you suffer from diabetes, for example, it will be sugary, and with time 

it will cure you, after an appropriate dietary change. In any case, whatever it 

may be, it will be beneficial, and so it will be, even if you are suffering from an 

infection, whatever it may be, your 'water of life' will act as an anti-infectious 

bactericide, not an antibiotic, because it is complying with the law of similar: 

"that the similar heal the similar" (" Similia Similibus Curantur" ). A patient with 

gonorrheal quadratic syphilis ( Neisseria gonorrhoeae ) was cured in less than 

three months with urine therapy, fasting, and an appropriate vegetarian diet. 

The "Water of Life" (John Armstrong) acts as a 'nosode' in the same direction 

of the disease, energizing the vital energy - ' vis medicatrix naturae' - for the 

definitive cure, not suppressing the symptoms, but the cure of thorough, quick 

and painless… and free. It is, at the same time, a 'autovaccine', whose 

pathology evident in its content, but in a minimal proportion, complies with 

the Hahnemannian law of similarities. The innumerable types of cancer in the 

world that have been treated through fasting, vegetarian diet and Urine 

therapy, starting with Japan, where the incidence of cancer covers more than 

half of its population, and a third die from it of this evil, the results have been 

surprising and very promising. [230] 

 

Regarding non-traditional medicines, different from conventional allopathic 

and pharmacy medicines: from 1917, as a result of a 'scientific' report by the 

doctor Abraham Flexner  to the patron of 'philanthropy', David Rockefeller, 



Focused medical schools were beginning to close, or were teaching alternative 

therapies such as herbal medicine, homeopathy, etc. favoring the synthetic 

drug market. 

 

  

 

  

 

2- VACCINES AND THE LAW OF THE SIMILAR 

 

"It is not the medicine that cures by a physical-chemical action, but nature that reacts by 

exalting its own ' vis medicatrix' by the specific dynamic stimulus of the medicine, by 

virtue of a particular state of susceptibility of the patient ..."  [231] , Dr. Tomás Pablo 

Paschero. 

 

As we saw above, Hippocrates did not sponsor either the postulate by the 

'similar', nor the principle of the 'opposites' for the treatment and cure of the 

disease, rather, he left the choice of the type of therapy to the good judgment 

of the doctor, but under the conditions already stipulated: First, do no harm; 

that the cure is smooth and long-lasting; and avoid invasive drugs as much as 

possible, giving priority to diet.   

 

Scientifically, the main principle for the development and manufacture of any 

vaccine is isolating the nucleoprotein antigen of the microbial viron (live or 

dead) of the virus or the pathogenic bacteria in question, in an attenuated 

manner, to inoculate it in the host, capable of trigger the necessary antibodies 

that confer immunity against a possible hostile attack by that viral or bacterial 

microorganism. Obviously, this practice of high molecular immunological 

engineering is related and does not contradict at all with the therapeutic 

principle discovered by Hippocrates when studying medicinal plants that, 



when administered, produced a picture of intoxication that was similar to that 

of the diseases that were intended to cure, and According to their 

characteristics he ordered and called them homeopathic (similar to the 

disease), in the same way that there were also other plants but with the ability 

to suppress the symptoms of a certain disease , and this group called allopathic 

(opposite of the disease ). So Claudius Galen, another influential Greek 

physician of the time (130? -201? d.d.n.e), more or less half a century after 

Hippocrates, favored the principle of opposites, that is, the most expeditious 

and 'easy', that of the suppression of the symptoms of a disease, and from 

there to the present day and with the interested support of the chemical 

industry, the so-called allopathic medicine has prevailed. [232]  

 

Now, returning to the count of the vaccine development process, which, as we 

have seen, comprises one hundred percent the principle of similarity, which 

allopathic medicine tries to ignore or ignore, is the reliable proof of the validity 

of HOMEOPATHY, but with three great differences:  

1) While the PURE UNICIST HOMEOPATHY establishes that the truly 

homeopathic medicine must be constituted by a single element, be it plant, 

animal or mineral, never their combination, the vaccines developed until 

today, even if they contain the element similar to the virus or bacteria to be 

treated, they also contain a large number of chemical and biochemical 

elements such as adjuvants, accelerators and anti-pollution stabilizers within 

their formulas, as we well saw in Vaccine's Excipients Summary 

(Manufacturer's Package Inserts) of the FDA;  

2) The homeopathic medicine must be eminently INDIVIDUALIZED (not 

'personalized' as the new current of the human genome intends, see Agenda 

2030)   [233] , that is, exclusive and unique in its composition, dynamization 

and empowerment for each patient, whose selection repertorized according 

to the laws of the science of Homeopathic Materia Medica must comply with 

the analysis of the anthropologically individualized patient in its three stages : 

MENTAL (psyche), PHYSICAL (soma) and MODALITIES (generalities) for a 

differential systemic assessment[234] . Very different, with the vaccine and 

the vast majority of chemically synthesized drugs of the allopathic 



pharmacopoeia, which are developed and manufactured for one hundred 

percent of the world's population, as a 'one-size-fits-all' drug, without 

distinction of anything, with the Except for dosages and reinforcements, 

nothing more; and  

3) The homeopathic medicine does not expire, it lasts, by itself it cannot be 

contaminated, with the exception of being exposed to sunlight, 

electromagnetic currents, or improper handling. The allopathic drug does win; 

It will always have an expiration date on its packaging (as well as industrialized 

'food'), for two reasons: there are many biochemical components that are easy 

to contaminate and their efficiency expire, especially the 'active' or main 

substance, as well as the adjuvants, anti-pollutants, colorants, stabilizers, 

flavorings and sweeteners, etc, etc, and the second, the main one: the 

business. They have to force people to keep buying 'their remedy', even if they 

have only consumed 10%. A medical visitor confessed to me that, in general, 

expiration dates were pure marketing gimmicks, that laboratories always 

exaggerated them by six months. You have to sell! And another important 

factor is that every day they are launching new products, with new names and 

with this or that secondary change: that the presentation, that the color, that 

the shape, that the packaging, etc., and incidentally acquire new patents 

exclusive. Novel drugs advertised in the mass media as one more fad (75% of 

the production costs of the pharmacological industry goes to marketing). In 

Homeopathy, with the permanent development of new pathogenesis through 

pure experimentation in healthy people with new elements - vegetables, 

minerals or animals, and ‘nosodes’    [235] - it is faced with modern pathologies 

(such as COVID19), which are added to the hundreds of medicines listed in the 

World Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia and to the Homeopathic Materia Medica, 

whose strictly individualized dynamization and potentiation energetically 

stimulates the receptor organism for a response autoimmune as curative. The 

potentiation and dynamization of the homeopathic medicine is the most 

expensive in its elaboration, since it is carried out with high computerized 

technology and precision bioelectronics, and these factors are the only ones 

that affect the final cost, and hence the low acquisition prices. . It is calculated 

that with 10 grams of an element -animal-vegetable-mineral-, for example, 

sarcode sulfur , as 'mother tincture', at the LM potency (fifty thousandth 



potency) and in other dynamizing variants, they can be medicated 

simultaneously to a million people, either in alcohol, in water or sucrose, as 

solvents. That is why the allopathic pharmacological industry is so afraid and 

preventative of Homeopathic Medicine.      

 

As for the COVID-19 pandemic and any other, Homeopathic Medicine properly 

made the anamnesis, diagnosis, prognosis and individualized repertorization 

according to the science of Homeopathic Materia Medica, can treat any phase 

of the disease, and preferentially, prophylactically (Querétaro, 2020) to the 

healthy population and to medical, auxiliary and paramedical personnel, 

increasing defenses and avoiding infections: 'caring for caregivers', as a pilot 

program, the staff has taken individualized homeopathic preventives, and 

there were no cases of the infectious-contagious disease.[236] That is why 

scientific homeopathy cannot be irresponsibly disqualified without evidence, 

with a misinformed and biased cacophony. 

 

So in short, the sage of Meissen, Germany, Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, in 1780 

working in his laboratory plant pharmacology and experimenting with quinine 

( China officinalis, L .)[237] for the cure of malaria, he developed its 

pathogenesis in himself, and verified that if this plant produced the same 

symptoms that produces the disease of malaria, by SIMILARITY it should cure 

it but with different amounts. He deepens his studies and reviews the 

investigations of Hippocrates and finally comes to enunciate the Law of 

SIMILARITY, (Fundamental Principle of HOMEOPATHY): " Similia similibus 

curantur " ("That the similar be cured with the similar"), to describe that the 

Substances in small doses were able to cure symptoms that are similar to those 

produced by the same substance in overdose, or in other terms:    

 

"Any substance that, when administered to healthy individuals can cause a 

set of symptoms, is also capable of promoting the healing of those sick 

individuals suffering from similar symptoms"[238] 

 



In the same way, the vaccine, which is a very small attenuated part of the virus, 

but combined with many other elements, but not at all innocuous, is it not a 

mockery, or by analogy, trying to match homeopathic principles? Well, let the 

scientists and doctors of the allopathic pharmacopoeia answer it. For the 

moment, let us remember what was said by the Nobel Prize winner René 

Dubos: “Western medicine will be scientific only when doctors and their 

patients have learned to govern the forces of the body and mind that operate 

in natural healing power. Homeopathic medicine is this scientific method ”. 

What happens is that unfortunately the education to which we have been 

subjected, even the doctoral, and the postdoctoral, based on an ideology of 

'what to think' and not of 'how to think', has created mental blocks that 

prevent us from understanding in all its extension the great truths that nature 

offers us, and with it, humanity.[239] 

 

Homeopathically , it is proven that an infinitesimally attenuated quantity of an 

element, vegetable-animal-mineral (‘sarcodes’), or cells of diseased tissues 

and membranes called 'nosodes', which are making an organism sick, and 

dynamically potentiated, provide the host the ability to boost and strengthen 

your immune and healing system. It means that the homeopathic preparation 

goes in the same way and in the same direction of the disease, and not in the 

opposite way as the allopathic preparation does. Let us realize that the other 

Hippocratic law is fulfilled with the elements: that an element or drug, or 

medicine, can 'kill as well as cure'. Now, as “ errare, humanum est ”, it is 

possible that the homeopathic remedy is not the one indicated by X or Y 

reason, so we can deduce: “If it does not work, the one that does not work is 

the homeopathic doctor, instead in the allopathy, the one that doesn't work 

is the drug ”. Hence, the contradictions between one medical school and 

another have been more due to the mercantilist pharmacological fallacy of 

putting the antagonistic or unpleasant criterion before the true natural course 

of the disease. The Galenic dogma, " Contraris curantur " ( "The opposite cures 

the opposite") so dire for the integral and humanist progress of properly 

scientific medicine and opposing the nature and laws of healing, from which 

this accumulation of drugs  ‘antis', that is, against nature, of the allopathic 

pharmacopoeia of questionable efficacy but of common danger, which fills and 



fills volumes of 'vademecum', erecting, and recognizing it, a great arsenal of 

batteries of attacks against the symptoms of diseases, or suppressors, as in a 

war, such is that 'war medicine'       [240] , for war and in war, which 

unquestionably, and it is also worth honoring the truth, has provided modern 

medical art, in times of armed conflicts and violent natural conflagrations, and 

serious accidents, tools and of highly useful drugs in these dire but 

extraordinary emergency states. Homeopathic science is not against vaccines 

and vaccination, since in essence, they are daughters of it, altered but they 

are, first, it is against their irresponsible lack of control during experimentation 

and real and reliable clinical tests that comply with the minimum protocols of 

scientific rigor; It is against the outstanding lack of important tests on the 

pathogenesis induced in differentiated healthy individuals (genders, ages, 

racial biotypes, etc); second, against the indiscriminate mixture of so many 

biochemical elements in the different formulas (see the biochemical 

composition of the vaccine against Covid19), which are generally harmful and 

even lethal in the host; and third, it is against, also for the above reasons, and 

for the risks immanent to its compositions, with the combination of two or 

more vaccine products, whose 'cocktail' of biologicals, we sincerely consider, 

would be the maximum of folly.    

 

As a conclusion, we can assert that homeopathic therapy works by producing 

and enhancing the body's defense mechanisms by mobilizing enzymatic 

processes at the molecular level through the copy-simile ( Similia Similibus 

Curantur ) of the 'unicist' medicine - not the magisterial complex, such as the 

allopathic- so that the autoimmune system recognizes the hostile virus or 

bacteria and develops the necessary antibodies - 'T' lymphocytes - for the 

leukocyte defense. But, never with the undesirable 'side' effects. Let us realize 

that this mechanism also occurs in the attack against exogenous homotoxins 

or those produced by the virus or bacteria, as a key biochemical principle in 

Dr. Reckeweg's Homotoxicology, as a wake-up call to the antibiotic and 

unnatural action practiced by medicine allopathic versus disease. For that 

reason, it is that the nature of science is that it must be critical, and in the face 

of different opinions, permanently review what is affirmed, and obviously, 

there is old knowledge that nobody disputes, but the unrestricted faith and 



belief in science It can truly pervert, hence scientific Evidence-Based Medicine 

(EBM) is relative, changeable, and is by nature questionable. The healthy thing 

for now is to be more skeptical, more critical    [241] , and judicious in 

sharpening interdisciplinary research in the analysis and synthesis in the 

correlation of phenomena, where epistemological methods and principles 

converge between different sciences, avoiding the dialogue of deaf people 

between specialties, and prejudicial disqualification per se , but to the 

understanding and rapprochement between different scientific disciplines  

[242] , so that in this process, some learn from each other, or if not, how is it 

explained, for example, that many orthodox universities and medical schools 

in the world are opening and accepting studies on Homeopathy.[243] , and 

vice versa, world-class homeopathic institutions, such as the Liga Medicorum 

Homeophatica Internationalis , or the Candegabe University of Homeopathy 

of Buenos Aires, the National University of Colombia, Bogotá and Medellín 

headquarters, the Autonomous University of Mexico-UNAM, the National 

Polytechnic Institute -IPN- of Mexico, or the Higher School of Advanced Studies 

of Barcelona, or the Center for Homeopathic Studies of Argentina Farma Green 

of Buenos Aires, the College of the Southern Border of Mexico- ECOSUR[244], 

or the Juán N. Corpas University Clinic in Bogotá, National School of 

Homeopathic Medicine, Yucatán, to give some examples, they house 

renowned allopathic and homeopathic doctors in their classrooms and 

laboratories, such as researchers, teachers, directors and students. , who 

without prejudice, want to approach the teachings of the wise man of 

Meissen, so that with their knowledge a better background is obtained to face 

the medical and scientific demands demanded by the present and future of 

health and disease of humanity .   

 

  

 

 

 

 



3-NUTRITION AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM 

 

"Man is what he eats ... and what he thinks ... and what he feels", Carlos Castelblanco 

 

"Saturated fats suppress the immune system, and excess calories promote neoplastic cell 

growth", Dr. Colin Campbell, Project Director: 'China-Oxford-Cornell Diet and 

Health', 1991.    

 

One of the most important variables to deal with infectious contagious 

diseases, endemic, epidemic and pandemic ills of our peoples is indisputably 

healthy, natural, balanced and timely nutrition.  

 

Much is said about 'living' food, about 'living' nutrients. Biological Medicine, 

which is not committed, neither with governments, nor with national or world 

corporations, nor with the large manufacturers of industrialized 'food', 

humans and animals, much less, with the transnationals of chemical synthesis 

drugs and agrochemicals, is and advocates a natural diet with respect and 

bioethics that implies the existence and coexistence with other living beings 

on the planet. It is not understood how the allopathic medical body that 

considers the Hippocratic doctrine as the primeval altar of Medicine, 

continuously ignores its precepts.    

 

Biological Medicine, includes many and varied disciplines, all very respectable 

and respected and respectful of and with their collegiate[245] , each with its 

differences, some well marked, others not, from the most ancestral and 

vernacular through the times and spaces of the earth and the existence of 

humanity, in the understanding that Medicine and by derivation, food-

nutrition, has been, is and will be, one of the main concerns and occupations 

of women and men of all the peoples of the world, without distinction of race, 

social-economic-political-cultural position and beliefs.        



 

“When the diet is bad, the medicine does not work. When nutrition is good, medicine is 

not necessary”, Ayurveda proverb. 

Healthy, natural and balanced nutrition from the biological point of view of the 

development and survival of living beings, including humanity, is a focal and 

essential point, for example, in TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine), which 

precisely, in In relation to the need to preserve good health and strengthen 

the immune system, many of his investigations, as well as in Homeopathy, 

conclude that a high consumption of animal protein, not fully and conveniently 

metabolized by the body, makes it more susceptible to infection of 

communicable diseases and suffer more their symptoms and comorbidities 

and even death. Hypothesis that also proves the position of our subtitle in this 

section by Dr Campbell: "Saturated fats inhibit the immune system, and excess 

calories promote neoplastic cell growth", a question based basically on the fact that 

animal protein is a dead element, and many of the times, with certain degrees 

of 'cadaverous' decomposition, even if it is in freezing conditions and due to 

unavoidable events in its thermal preservation changes as a breeding ground 

for parasitic, microbial and fungal cultures with alteration of pH (Hydrogen 

potential index) of the tissues, and worse if it is key internal organs with 

contents of acidic liquids more prone to corruption. To this extent, it is also 

verified that the human organism, starting with the salivation and chewing 

system, which we consider as the 'first stomach', has already been altered 

from the outset by the effects of the different fatty acids involved, as well as 

subsequent swallowing, which will also be hampered if there is no previous 

correct and complete chewing. Then if said food that must be converted into 

a digestible bolus conveniently when it reaches the stomach, if it is not well 

prepared, it will recharge the work of assimilation by the mesenteric system 

and hence the poorly prepared chyme, descends worse to the small intestine 

that can pass 'incomplete', without maturing and already 'decomposed' and 

without completely metabolizing, which will also recharge its function, and 

'crude' will be deposited in the intestinal bypasses affecting the natural 

peristalsis, due to fullness, acidity or exhaustion from gases produced, which 

is one of the causes of the serious disease of 'diverticulitis' and many others 

no less painful and prone to colon cancers for example, or to 'intestinal 



permeability', which in these conditions begins to irrigate the entire system 

endothelial impurities that then pass into the bloodstream triggering a series 

of morbid processes that lead to a generalized degenerative and neoplastic 

growth, also due to the limited capacity to eliminate the wastes in a timely and 

proper manner, which are converted into endogenous homotoxins that 

aggravate the general condition. During all the previous process or work of 

metabolization-catabolization, the body has worn out more than it should, and 

because of the great acidity      [246] produced, in compensation and seeking 

a balance in its homeostasis, a febrile load ensues, aided by excess calories not 

consumed or not 'burned' and decompensation in glucose and in the 

unbalanced intracellular sodium-potassium pump, which affects the normal 

entropic balance of mitochondrial-cellular potential energy between 

Triphosphate-ATP(Adenosin-Triphosphate) and Diphosphate-ADP(Adenosin-

Diphosphate)  [247] , beginning to lose the ability to resist exogenous 

aggressive agents, such as bacteria and exogenous homotoxins (other than 

those produced abnormally endogenously), causing autoimmune disorders 

and disabling allergic reactions, viruses and various infections that find an 

acidic and low ground of oxygen, conducive to developing and multiplying due 

to the decrease in the immune system. 

 

The above is avoided, with discipline and measure in the consumption of 'live' 

foods[248] , not decomposed corpses, and worse, seasoned with more 

unhealthy substances that multiply their harmful action on the body, that is, a 

diet based on fruits, vegetables, dry grains, legumes, seeds, all in optimal state 

of hygiene and conservation, and if possible consume them raw or with a 

minimum of cooking, avoiding the intake of animal protein, especially red 

meats, sausages, pickles, and worst of all, meals, which are not food, which are 

industrially processed in which such harmful, disabling and carcinogenic 

factors intervene, including additives, preservatives, sweeteners, based on 

sugars and poly-saturated fats and excess salts and preservatives such as the 

typical monosodium glutamate, oncogenic recognized by the same industry, 

and subjecting to great pressures and very high temperatures, for example, 

UHT pasteurized cow's milk (Ultra High Temperature applies up to 400 ° C and 

600 ° C and 1200 ° C!), milks that with We believe they are not for humans, in 



addition to the chemical additives and preservatives, and outside of the 

antibiotic residues that are applied to cattle. Milk is for calves. By innate 

nature, when the mammal begins to be autonomous and teeth are born, it 

begins to feed on other products, less milk. The only animal that continues to 

consume milk, and denatured, is man. In the USA, in Europe and other 

developed countries, where dairy consumption is very high, its incidence in 

breast cancers –man and woman- and kidney problems has been medically 

established. Recall the sentence of Dr. Compbell: "Saturated fats inhibit the 

immune system, and excess calories promote neoplastic cell growth."       

 

In times of infectious epidemics caused by viruses or bacteria, it is when the 

strengthening of the immune system should be anticipated the most, and one 

of the ways to do this is through a natural, balanced, timely, frugal and 

measured diet. We consider this much more capital and vital than the same 

irresponsible inoculation of biological products, with vaccines or 

antibiotics.[249] , which as we have seen, the result is to reduce the body's 

autonomous defense capacity, to become infected, infected and become 

much more ill due to the 'secondary' and collateral incidences of the 

biochemical compounds involved, and to create a dependency and 'resistance' 

of the body towards these drugs. A fair diet is one of the bases to face (not 

because of the expected 'herd immunity') to infections[250] , associated with 

a balanced physical activity, minimal hygiene practices and optimal emotional 

health, which are among those suffered by the misery of our people[251] 

 

Let us remember: an acidic tissue soil, in urine, for example (<7.2 pH), indicates 

that we are consuming and stopping metabolizing more animal protein than 

we should, either in the form of meat, dairy, eggs, etc. or a excess sugars and 

refined flours, is more likely to be a reservoir or host conducive to a virus or 

exogenous bacteria, (it must be taken into account that foods of animal origin 

are those that contain the most insidious bacteria, against which Antibiotics 

have been declared almost innocuous, ex: Klebsiella pneumoniae, Escherichia 

coli, Staphylococcus aereus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Shigella sp, 

Salmonella enterica, Neisseria gonorrhoeae , etc. and that their defenses tend 



to fall like something sine quanon to their acid organism - "! Tolle causam ! ”,“! 

Eliminate the cause! ”, Which for Homeopathy is like a dynamic psoric miasma 

in its 'prima causa morbi'    [252] , given by a special characteristic of 

microorganisms to evolve and modify their shape and function depending on 

the environment known as pleomorphism ( pleo , many and morpho , shape), 

therefore, we must always strive for a natural balance with diet fury    [253] , 

periodic fasts, rest and exercise, sleep hygiene with appropriate quality and 

quantity in relation to age, occupation and environmental conditions, and a 

mental and emotional attitude also in proactive balance, controlling stress and 

fear levels, founded or unfounded, since the nature of our physical, mental 

and emotional organism cannot be 'improved', but, except through itself[254] 

for a kind of emotional resilience and for ourselves[255] . 

 

" Vis Medicatrix Naturae " ("Power of natural cure"); in the understanding 

that if nature gives the sore, well, it also gives medicine. And if by grace, it gives 

well-being, then, to preserve it and enjoy it! And share it! 

 

Health! 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

 

The declared Pandemic of the COVID-19 virus has made us travel through a 

stormy sea of events, cycles, crises and situations of fear, uncertainties and 

many certainties, fortunately.    

 

I want to emphasize the certainties studied and analyzed through this writing 

that I leave for your consideration: 

 

1. It is evident that one of the certainties found is that of fear, individual and 

collective, which those who hold power have tried to inoculate in the peoples, 

worldwide, through existing and existing means; that those powerful ended 

up rising higher, much higher, on the altars of the money god; that the ex 

officio priests, from presidents, prime ministers and kings and queens, 

dictators and totalitarian pseudo-democrats have acted as cowardly plaintiffs 

of the choir and saved the rogues from the hegemonic omnipresence of the 

world's ‘think tank’; that the acolytes of the great transnational corporations 

of pharmaceuticals and techno-medicine, both public and private, have not 

hidden their impudence, supporting and multiplying the interests of the 

powerful, at the cost of trampling on the most fundamental rights of the 

peoples;       

 

2. Despite this individual and collective 'fear', self-care, personal and family-

community, with basic hygiene practices, with or without a pandemic, should 

not be ruled out; To be cautious y circumspect, to dare to doubt is to think - 

Aude Sapere -, as well as to doubt - Omnibus dubitandum - is not full denial, 

but to be reasonable and intuitive.  Let us be feeling-thinking: thinking by 

feeling and feeling by thinking. Procure a natural and frugal diet, proper sleep 



hygiene, minimal exercise and affective relationships that take us out of the 

morass of paranoid 'confinement' in favor of a healthy physical, mental and 

emotional balance; 

 

3. That such a pandemic does not exist, but that it is, like many, a Synergistic 

Epidemic, a SYNDEMIC, and that as such it must be given a comprehensive and 

holistic treatment, naturist,  both prophylactic and therapeutic: psychosocial, 

cultural, environmental , economic and biomedical; 

 

4. That global and mandatory vaccination per se should not be accepted , at 

any age, and with any biological specimen, and only at the individual level and 

at the free, exclusive and autonomous discretion of the person, after succinct 

information on the efficiency and possible risks or deficiencies of the 

inoculation;   

 

5. Having seen and studied these certainties, we also find other possible ones, 

which give a light at the end of the tunnel; from the tunnel of folly, corruption 

and destruction, and that light, then, comes from the people and peoples who 

say NO! resounding to the claims of a Supra-hegemonic World Governance 

under the three projects enunciated: The 2030 Agenda, the HAARP Project and 

the CRISPR Project, aimed at world domination by white supremacism. Not to 

rule free peoples and nations, but slaves, and for this, the peoples that are still 

free must rise up so as not to debase themselves, or become corrupted, or 

betray themselves, carrying a struggle and a message of conscience against the 

sheepfold that they want to impose on blood and fire ... and with a pandemic 

... and with vaccines ... and with hunger;     

 

6. As Latin America and The Caribbean does not appear in the global macro 

projects of the femented World Governance, since we are dispensable, 

according to them, that it be an opportunity to refresh and re-float the 

phylogenetic dream of the Liberator Simón Bolívar; that of the Great Nation 



from the Rio Bravo to Patagonia, that without artificial and rigged borders, and 

without pieces of oriflamas and banners that our “Abya Yala” has divided , 

integrates into a single brother people the Great Homeland in defense of 

“Pacha Mama” , water, food and politic sovereignty, health, culture, women 

and men with their ancestral knowledge, the self-determination of native 

peoples and the social reappropriation of natural heritage and the 

decolonization and the eradication of poverty, of thought in an epistemic and 

political identity process for the "Good Living", the " Suma Qamaña (Aymará), 

Suma Kansay (Quichua), SumaK Pachak (Muisca) and Utz 'Kastemal (K´iche')”; 

because you walk with dreams and utopias, or you do not walk, and as the 

Liberator sentenced: "We are not going to achieve what we want by divine 

prodigy ...", neither with totalitarianisms nor individualisms, since as 

globalized capitalism is projecting its programs for more than a century (1916), 

until the next two thousand years, why not us ?; The wealth and wisdom of 

the Raizal peoples is based on their biological ancestors, their genetic and 

cultural heritage, especially in the case of a megadiverse, multi-ethnic, 

plurinational and multicultural society, which constitutes a great reserve for 

the memory and the near future of humanity and of nature itself, including its 

biosphere, to avoid the telluric catastrophe;      

 

7. That the populations, the responsible medical body, the universities and 

specialized institutions, demand from the State and the health organizations, 

the relevance of the tests and examinations of technical and scientific rigor of 

the biological prevention and therapy that they intend to apply , and that they 

comply with a minimum of efficiency and security; and 

 

8. The most sensible certainty committed to the health of the peoples: The 

sentient heirs of Asclepius, Epidaurus, Pergamum, Hippocrates, Celsus, 

Paracelsus, Galen, Avicenna, Lao-Tzu, Confucius, of Hahnemann, that we 

must be the cultivators and makers of the beautiful art and noble science of 

Biological Medicine not compromised, only with health and humanity, we join 

that libertarian chorus of the peoples, and that in coherence with the message 

of this written, medical work should not only be given from the holistic 



biomedical, but from the praxis of the anthropological-social, political and 

cultural, without ignoring, rather incorporating in their medical work, the 

knowledge and indigenous ancestral practices of the peoples, in the care, 

prevention and cure of the ills of humanity through its natural methods, with 

the pristine purpose of sowing flowers of bliss, health and contentment.            

 

Bogotá, September 2021.             CARLOS ALBERTO CASTELBLANCO ROBERTO. 

E-mail: guaiamuisca113@gmail.com 
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